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ABSTRACT
The passage of the Wallop-Breaux Amendments to the Federal Aid in Sportfish
Restoration Program (F ASRP), in 1984, significantly increased the funding available to
states participating in the Program

Subsequently, the FASRP became the largest single

source of funding for state marine artificial reef development activities. In recent years,
there has been concern among program constituents that F ASRP funds are not being
utilized as intended.

The principle question of the current research focused on how

effective FASRP subsidies have been in providing meaningful benefits to state fisheries
management programs. Specifical1y, the research focused on the application of FASRP
monies in promoting state marine artificial reef development activities.
States vary in their respective emphasis on projects to improve sport fish habitat.
For this reason, the present research employed a three round Policy Delphi process as a
means to gain an understanding of the variable importance respective states place on
marine artificial reef development activities. Four subgroups representing state marine
artificial reef program managers, state chief marine fisheries administrators, United States
Fish and Wildlife Service Federal Aid personnel, and the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission participated.
A variety of statistical tests found that the success or state marine artificial reef
development

activities

was

not

dependant

on

FASRP

inputs.

Management

recommendations include; clearer goals and objectives for FASRP funded projects, better
communications between levels of project administration, and further investigation of the
impact of saltwater license revenues on the use of FASRP funds.
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INTRODUc.-rION
Statement of the Problem

Artificial reefs have been utilized to enhance
recreational fisheries for more than a century in the United
States (Stone 1985, Mcgurrin 1989).

Until recently, marine

artificial reef development activities have occurred
primarily at a "grass roots" level funded through private,
nongovernmental sources (McGurrin 1989) .
According to Gordon (1994), the marine artificial reef
development process was formalized with the passage of the
National Fishing Enhancement Act (NFEA) of 1984 (33 U.S.C
2103 et seq) and the subsequent publication of the National
Artificial Reef Plan (National Plan) in 1985 (U.S.
Department of Commerce 1985).

The NFEA addressed the use of

marine artificial reefs in sport fisheries management and
mandated the development of national artificial reef
development guidelines.

The resultant National Plan vested

authority over artificial reef development to the states.
In 1984, artificial reef development was given
additional momentum with the passage of the Wallop-Breaux
Amendments (26 U.S.C. 6402) to the Federal Aid in Sportfish
Restoration Act (16 U.S.C. 777 -777k).

This Act established

the Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Program (FASRP)
which makes funding available to states to promote sport
1

fisheries management.

By increasing the scope of federal

excise taxes on fishing tackle and related supplies, the
Wallop-Breaux Amendments significantly increased the amount
of funding available to states participating in the FASRP.
Prior to the Wallop-Breaux Amendments, the FASRP had
been used only minimally in funding state marine artificial
reef development projects.

As of 1965, FASRP funded marine

artificial reef projects had occurred in six coastal states,
Guam and the U.S. Virgin Islands (USFWS 1965).

Over a

decade later, in 1978, there were only eight marine
artificial reef projects using FASRP funding (USFWS 1978).
These new funds available through the Wallop-Breaux
Amendments were immediately recognized as the single largest
potential source of funding for state artificial reef
development activities (Christian 1984, Burke 1986).

Prior

to the Wallop-Breaux Amendments many states were unable to
appropriate the funding necessary to support artificial reef
program development activities.

It has been only with the

availability of additional FASRP funds through the WallopBreaux Amendments that state marine artificial reef
development activities have become a reality.

An obstacle facing state fisheries program managers is
the difficulty to acquire state monies to satisfy matching
requirements to secure FASRP funds.

As a result of this

difficulty, many states are debating whether or not to

2

implement a recreational saltwater fishing license program,
the revenues of which would be used to secure the federal
funding match.
The disposition of license fees is not a matter of
simple allocation.

With reduced state budgets to maintain

fisheries management programs, state fishery managers have
been forced to reallocate FASRP monies to maintain
operational areas of state fisheries management programs.
In doing this, states lose an immediate opportunity to use
these monies for habitat restoration or enhancement
purposes, as originally intended by the authors of the
Federal Aid Sportfish Restoration Act and subsequent
amendments.

A potential benefit of the FASRP is likely to

not be realized by the state, as protection and management
of sport fisheries habitat is one of the four primary
objectives specified for achieving FASRP goals (USFWS 1994) .

Research Interests
A principle research question focuses on how effective
FASRP subsidies have been in providing meaningful benefits,
or impacts, to state fisheries management programs.

It is

likely that federal officials believe that federal subsidies
are not being used as originally intended.

Conversely,

state fisheries managers would likely identify this funding
source as the only means of maintaining current state
fisheries management activities while facing increased
budget austerity on the state and federal levels.
3

The utility of FASRP funds are further complicated by
the stipulation that federal monies must be equitably
allocated between freshwater and marine constituencies of
state fisheries management programs.

Additionally, many

states are not availing themselves the opportunity to use
marine recreational license revenues as a matching source.
The present research effort will focus on the marine
application of FASRP monies in impacting state marine
artificial reef development activities.

More specifically,

the focus is on the effectiveness, as perceived by state and
federal officials, of FASRP contributions in providing a
meaningful input to state marine artificial reef development
activities.
Goal of the Study
Although of pragmatic interest to managers, there has
been minimal effort devoted to answering these questions
because of the lack of mandated program evaluation
components in both state marine artificial reef development
plans/ programs and the FASRP.
The goal of this research is to evaluate the funding
components of selected state marine artificial reef
development programs, noting the impacts of FASRP funding in
promoting state marine artificial reef development
activities.

The research questions and issues identified

will be restated as Research Hypotheses at the conclusion of
Chapter Two.
4

Delimitations
It is not the intent of this research to undertake a
cost/ benefit analysis of state use of FASRP funds in marine
artificial reef development efforts.

Furthermore, the

relationship of FASRP funding spent to the benefits of fish
caught is not focus of this research.

This research is not

an evaluation of state artificial reef programs or an
evaluation of the associated public administration process.
In determining the impacts of FASRP funding on state marine
artificial reef development efforts, the relative success of
FASRP funding to state marine artificial reef development
activities is of primary concern.
Milon (1991) described applications of cost/ benefit
analyses of artificial reef projects in cases where benefits
could be considered in monetary terms.

Given that the

various program goals under investigation in this evaluation
are not dependant on the amount of money spent, it is not
wise to undertake a cost/ benefit analysis.

Although the

total number of state marine artificial reef deployments
attributable to FASRP funding and the amount of FASRP funds
spent are not the primary focus of this research,

this

information will be used to compliment the discussion where
appropriate.
Freeman and Rossi (1982) suggest that program
evaluation can be undertaken to determine program outcomes
and impacts through a variety of approaches.
5

This research

will present an alternate strategy for evaluating the impact
of FASRP funds on state marine artificial reef development
activities.

Significance of the Research
The application of program evaluation techniques in
natural resources management has been limited primarily to
the coastal management field (Englander et al. 1977, Hoole
and Friedman 1978, Bowen et al. 1980, Burroughs and Lee
1988).

In an exhaustive review of the artificial reef

development literature, Bonshack and Sutherland (1985) found
that less than four percent of more than 400 articles on
artificial habitat research dealt with social or economic
evaluation issues.

The "paucity" of literature in this

field still existed more than half a decade later (Seaman
and Sprague 1991).

Most of these evaluations dealt with

cost! benefit issues (Buchanan 1973, Daniel 1976, Hanni and
Mathews 1977, Liao and Cupka 1979, Milon 1989, 1991).

Of

these few efforts, none have focused specifically on the
impacts of a specific funding source.
Schwartz (1980) undertook one of the first attempts to
evaluate a state artificial reef program.

In evaluating the

Texas Liberty Ship Program, Schwartz (1980) utilized several
approaches to determine program success.

These entailed a

case study approach in which impact analysis and cost
benefit methodologies were employed.

6

The primary obstacle in evaluating natural resources
programs, or artificial reef development programs, is
obtaining data to be analyzed on a comparative basis.

When

analyzing a program, pre program data is generally nonexistent.

The absence of this baseline data makes

comparison impossible or difficult.
In the case of the present research, in analyzing a
federal funding source available to all states wishing to
participate, comparable data must be gathered from each
state comprising the evaluation.

This is difficult because

each state is able to use FASRP funding toward state
specific fisheries management goals.

The data, as it is

first available, is not fit for equal comparison.
A similar problem was encountered by the General
Accounting Office when it attempted to investigate state use
of FASRP funds for habitat projects.

GAO (1993) cited an

unavailability of financial records for multi-objective
projects, which predominated the FASRP funding utilized by
the states under review, as the limiting factor.

A crucial

observation being that states vary in their emphasis on
projects to improve sport fish habitat.
When the data available from the various states under
evaluation is not homogenous,

the Policy Delphi (Turoff

1975) is useful in facilitating program evaluation.

Through

the Policy Delphi process, data from the various states are
gathered.

This process attempts to find common ground on

7

which the data can be compared and evaluated.

In essence

the policy Delphi is useful in identifying issues which are
difficult to conceptualize directly.

As applied to the

present research, the Policy Delphi will be used as a means
to gain an understanding of the variable importance
respective states place on marine artificial reef
development activities.
According to Freeman and Rossi (1982), a program
evaluation is very useful in satisfying the needs of
concerned program constituents.

Several constituencies of

the FASRP are calling for an evaluation of the program.

The

General Accounting Office (GAO) has been directed by
Congress to evaluate the FASRP twice (GAO 1988, 1993).
State and federal level managers involved with the FASRP
have gathered at several meetings to discuss the public
perception of the FASRP (Colvin 1993, Dlugonkenski 1993,
Prosser 1993, SFI 1993). These meetings were the result of
public scrutiny of the FASRP in several publications (Bethge
1992, McGurrin 1993, Rockland 1993, 1994)

State and federal

level FASRP managers have reacted by pUblishing literature
and studies highlighting the benefits of the FASRP (Evans
1994, IAFWA 19951, 1995b).

Respective constituencies may

have differing agendas and reasons for an evaluation but
each has a vested interest in the exploration of what a
program is accomplishing and how it is doing so (Freeman and
Rossi 1982) .
8

The results of this evaluation will define the role of
FASRP in funding state marine artificial development
activities in more finite terms.

This information could

then provide guidance to program managers regarding future
use of FASRP funds in this capacity (Freeman and Rossi
1982) .

Organization of the Study
The following chapter presents the historical context
of marine artificial reef development, the FASRP and how the
two interact, as part of the literature review.

The latter

half of the chapter will be devoted to a review of
literature related to program evaluation methodology.

A

significant portion of the discussion will center on the
theoretical basis and practical application of the Policy
Delphi, the information collection technique to be used in
this research.

The research hypotheses and major research

assumptions are articulated at the end of the chapter.

The

research methodology and its application to the current
program evaluation are presented in Chapter Three.
Evaluation results and the implication of these results are
discussed in Chapter Four.

The study concludes in Chapter

Five, which consists of two parts.

The first is a review of

the status of funding marine artificial reef development
through the FASRP.

The second part of the chapter addresses

the utility of the data collection technique and the
evaluation tool employed in providing data useful in
9

effectively evaluating the type of program under
examination.

Benefits and limitations of the evaluation

technique employed are highlighted.

Suggestions as to how

this methodology can be refined for use in future
evaluations are also be presented.

10

REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON ARTIFICIAL REEF DEVELOPMENT
AND THE FEDERAL AID IN SPORT FISH RESTORATION PROGRAM

Introduction

This chapter presents a review of the literature on
several topics related to the research questions.

The first

section of the literature review includes: marine artificial
reef development and planning, the Federal Aid in Sportfish
Restoration Program (FASRP), and its funding of marine
artificial reef development activities.

A review of the

historical foundations of program evaluation, program
evaluation methodologies, and the limited use of program
evaluation in natural resource policies is addressed next.
The role of program evaluation in marine artificial reef
development activities is then addressed.

Finally, a review

of the impacts of the FASRP on state sport fisheries
management is presented in which FASRP evaluation
methodologies are highlighted and documented impacts of the
FASRP on marine artificial reef development activities are
referenced.

Artificial Reef Development and Planning
In 1984, the National Fishing Enhancement Act (33 U.S.C
2103 et seq) identified artificial reefs as an important
sportfisheries management tool.
11

Title II, Section 202, of

the Act stated that "properly designed, constructed, and
located artificial reefs in waters covered under this title
can enhance habitat and diversity of fishery resources:
enhance United States recreational and commercial fisheries
opportunities;

... and contribute to the United States and

coastal economies" (United States Department of Commerce
1985).1

Pursuant to Section 204 of the National Fishing

Enhancement Act (NFEA), the National Artificial Reef Plan
(National Plan) was published the following year (U.S.
Department of Commerce 1985).

In the National Plan, states

were given the responsibility to serve as lead agencies in
promoting artificial reef development.

The purpose of the

National Plan was to provide essential planning guidance for
the states to develop plans of their own.
Currently, 12 of the 23 marine coastal states have
an artificial reef plan or program (see Table I).

As of

1987, there were 527 permitted artificial reef sites in U.S.
waters (McGurrin 1989).

More current information on the

total number of permitted artificial reef sites is not
available.

The Artificial Reef Development Center (ARDC) at

the Sport Fishing Institute (SFI), which had maintained a
data set containing information on more than 700 artificial
reef structures deployed in U.S. waters through 1986, was
disbanded in 1993 (McGurrin and Reeff 1986) .

1 The full text of the NFEA sections specific to artificial
reefs is located in Appendix Nine.
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TABLE I

Artificial Reef Plans/Programs in Marine Coastal States
Explanation

State

Status

Hawaii
Alaska
Washington
Oregon
California
Texas
Louisiana
Mississippi
Alabama
Florida
Georgia
South Carolina
North Carolina
Virginia
Maryland
Delaware
New Jersey
New York
Connecticut
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
Maine
Massachusetts

None
None
None
None
Approved Plan
Approved Plan
Approved Plan
Approved Plan
Approved Plan
Approved Plan
State Program
Approved Plan
Approved Plan
State Program
State Program
Draft plan
Approved Plan
Approved Plan
None
None
None
None
None

No approved plan
No approved plan
No approved plan
Pending review

Marine artificial reef development involves planning
from a number of perspectives including: the biological,
oceanographic, economic, and social aspects of reef siting
(Ditton and Burke 1985).

The ARDC offered guidance to state

managers in artificial reef planning upon publishing its

Artificial Reef Planning Guide (Ditton and Burke 1985) in
1985.

According to Gordon (1994), the NFEA, the National

Plan, and SFI's Artificial Reef Planning Guide (Guide)
collectively established a formalized approach to
artificial reef planning.
13

Although more formal in nature, the National Plan and
subsequent state artificial reef plans addressed artificial
reef planning as a project or site level experience
providing a conceptual overview of the necessary planning
elements (United States Department of Commerce 1985, New
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 1987, North
Carolina Department of Natural Resources and Community
Development 1988).

For the most part operational elements

are lacking in these documents (Gordon 1994b).

Recently,

there has been an attempt to promote a more comprehensive
approach to planning artificial reef development.

Gordon

(1994), noted the need to incorporate broader systematic
planning strategies, utilize Geographic Information Systems
technology, and institute program evaluation methodologies
in a "systems-wide" approach to raise marine artificial reef
planning activities to a state or regional effort.

The Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Program
The FASRP was created in 1950 by the Federal Aid in
Sportfish Restoration Act, popularly referred to as the
Dingell-Johnson Act after its congressional sponsors (16
U.S.C 777) . 2

The FASRP is modelled on the Wildlife

Restoration Program created by the Federal Aid in Wildlife
Restoration Act of 1937, commonly referred to as the
Pittman-Robertson Act (16 U.S.C 669-669b, 669c-669i).

2 The full text of the FASRP is located in Appendix Ten.
14

Together, these two programs comprise the United States Fish
and wildlife Services'

(USFWS) Federal Aid Program.

The

mission of the Federal Aid Program is to: "Strengthen the
ability of State and Territorial fish and wildlife agencies
to restore and manage fish and wildlife resources to meet
effectively the consumptive and non-consumptive needs of the
pUblic for fish and wildlife resources"

(USFWS 1978) .

Complimentary to the wildlife management, enhancement,
and conservation goals of the Wildlife Restoration Program,
the FASRP was created to provide a stable line of funding
for the management, enhancement, and conservation of state
marine and freshwater sportfisheries resources.

The FASRP

was developed as a means of addressing the continued decline
of sport fisheries resources and the associated quality of
the sportfishing experience that was occurring in the late
19th and early 20th centuries (USFWS 1978, USFWS 1987).
Program has four principle objectives which include:
habitat protection and management,

(2) public use,

The

(1)

(3)

research, and (4) education.
Funding for the program is procured through federal
excise taxes on sport fishing items such as rods, reels, and
lures.

Based upon the target retail value of these items,

the product

manufacturers provide direct payment to the

U.S. Department of the Treasury (American Fishing Tackle
Manufacturers Association 1992).

These funds are then

transferred to an interest bearing account administered by
15

the USFWS, Division of Federal Aid.

Annual funding is

apportioned to states according to a formula based on:

(1)

the number of fishing license holders for the preceding year
and (2) the geographic area of each state.

No state

receives grants greater than five percent or less than one
percent of the total amount apportioned.

Participating

states receive program funds on a three to one (federal to
state) matching basis.
In 1984, the program was supplemented by the WallopBreaux Amendments to the Deficit Reduction Act (26 U.S.C.
6402) .

By broadening the scope of the ten percent federal

excise tax on fishing gear to include previously untaxed
fishing tackle, related equipment, motorboat fuel taxes,
duties on imported boats and fishing tackle, as well as
interest earned on the investment of these funds,

the

wallop-Breaux Amendments effectively increased the level of
funding available to participating states.

The allowable

use of funds was also expanded to include initiatives which
would increase boating access facilities and provide aquatic
education programs.

In addition, marine coastal states were

directed to allocate funds equally between freshwater and
saltwater management efforts.

The Aquatic Resources Trust

Fund (also known as the Wallop-Breaux Trust Fund), was also
established in 1984.

The Aquatic Resources Trust Fund

supports the Boat Safety Account and the Sport Fish
Restoration Account.
16

The FASRP is an example of a 'user-pays/user-benefits'
approach to management where excise taxes are reinvested to
maintain resource activities.

Sport fishing and boating

opportunities are increased through the "wise" investment of
user tax dollars in state sport fishery development projects
(SFI 1992,

USFWS 1993a).

This represents an effort to

promote sport fisheries management as a result of
cooperation amongst federal and state government agencies,
the sportfishing industry, recreational anglers and boaters.
States that choose to participate must submit project
proposals to their regional USFWS Division of Federal Aid in
accordance with guidelines specified in the Federal Aid
Handbook (USFWS 1982).3

The Federal Aid Handbook outlines

project eligibility requirements and application procedures.
States have broad latitude to determine what types of
projects FASRP funds will be used for.

Consequently, States

to are allowed to establish priorities and develop programs
according to local resource needs.

The USFWS adheres to a

strict policy of abstaining from influencing how states
determine respective program priorities or projects states
will seek to fund through the FASRP (USFWS 1987, USFWS
1990) .

3 The FASRP habitat enhancement project guidelines are located
in Appendix Eleven.
17

The Wallop-Breaux Amendments increased available FASRP
funding to states by over 200 percent, from $38 million in
1985 to $122 million in 1986 (USFWS 1994).

In 1994,

$174,628,717 was made available to the states for sportfish
management purposes (USFWS 1994).

FASRP allotments to

states in 1995 will total nearly $200 million.

Preliminary

estimates project this total will drop by more than $11
million to $188.6 in 1996 (USFWS 1995).

Reasons for this

projected decline in tax revenues were not revealed (USFWS
1995) .
The tables below present 1994 summary statistics for
FASRP funding in each of the fourteen Atlantic coastal
states.

Table II indicates the 1994 apportionment of FASRP

funds to each of these states, as well as the percentage
this represents of the total apportionment to all
participating states.

Table III demonstrates how much of

state marine finfish management budgets are based upon the
contribution of FASRP funding, and the percentage FASRP
funds represent of those budgets.

For 1994, FASRP funds

typically accounted for more than thirty percent of state
marine fisheries management budgets (Evans 1994).
USFWS Philosophy
The FASRP is an integral part of the USFWS National
Recreational Fisheries Policy adopted in 1988.

This

initiative, known as Fisheries USA, focused on Usability;
Optimization of recreational fisheries opportunities,
18

TABLE II
1994 Final Apportionment of Federal Aid
in Sportfish Restoration Funds
AQPortionment($)

State
Maine
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

1,746,287
1,746,287
1,746,287
1,746,287
1,746,287·
4,555,917
1,746,287
1,746,287
1,869,463
2,564,885
2,646,251
1,998,863
3,272,701
4,493.542

Total

33,625,631

Percent of Total
1994 Apportionment ($)
1

1
1
1
1

2.6
1
1
1,1

1,5

1.5
1,1
1,9

2,6
19.25

Source: Evans (1994)

TABLE III

State Marine Finfish Management Buggets
and FASRP Contributions for 1994
1994 Marine Finfish
FASRP Contribution to
Percent
Management Budget($)
Marine Finfish Budget($) FASRP

.stili
Maine
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
Vir~inia
Nor h Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florlda
Total
Source: Evans (994)

1, 120.264
240.000
2.125,000
1,195.000
617.749
2,010,768
1, 950,000
3.767,000
2.129.122
3.445.906
3.296.000
375.392
389,327
7,900,000
30.562.469

210.695
140.000
873,143
1, 037.308
332.508
670.254
1, 130,000
873.143
1, 059,328
605.954
688,000
105.227
291.995
1. 770. 000
9.787.555
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19
58
41
87
53
33
58
23
50
18
21
28
75
22
32

Sustainability; Ensuring future recreational fisheries
quality and quantity, and Action; working in partnerships to
effectively manage recreational fisheries (USFWS 1990)
Grant administration is not the only role the USFWS
undertakes with State program activities.

Through the

FASRP, the USFWS also provides technical assistance and
guidance to states.

The USFWS describes the FASRP as having

"created the most ambitious program for fisheries
improvement that the U.S. has ever known"

(USFWS 1987).

Furthermore, the FASRP is also considered by the USFWS to be
"the most effective yet quietest success stories in natural
resource conservation"

(USFWS 1987).

In recent years, state

fishery program activities have focused on habitat projects,
stocking, research programs, and other sport fishing
improvements.

Boat ramps, parking facilities,

fishing piers

and jetties, artificial reefs and fish at tractors have been
developed through the FASRP to improve sport fishing
conditions (USFWS 1994) .
Funding Artificial Reef Development
Funding for marine artificial reef development has
traditionally been available through a number of federal,
state, local, and private sources.

The most significant

federal source of funding for state marine artificial reef
development is the FASRP (Stone et al. 1991).

FASRP funds

are often used by states for marine artificial reef
development projects (Stone et al. 1991).
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Sources such as

the National Sea Grant program, the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS), Marine Recreational Fisheries
Initiative (MARFIN), and the Saltonstall Kennedy (S-K)
program have funded numerous marine artificial reef
development projects (Burke 1986, Jones and Skupien 1989,
U.S. Department of Commerce 1993, Pritchard et al. 1994)
State sources of funding typically include direct
appropriations and recreational saltwater license revenues
(Moore 1994, Bain 1994, Vail 1994a).

In many states,

recreational saltwater licenses have been implemented as the
primary means of increasing state appropriations for FASRP
funds (Schmeid 1994).

These monies are then used for sport

fisheries management projects such as artificial reef
development (Halgren 1994, Johnson 1994, Moore 1994) .
Marine artificial reef development funding is also
provided by local municipalities and county governments.

In

Florida, nearly all of the marine artificial reef
development activity within the state is implemented and
partially funded, by county level efforts (Florida
Department of Environmental Protection and Florida Sea Grant
College Program 1995).

As noted before, the private sector

has also historically played a major role in artificial reef
development and continues to be a major source of funding
(Burke 1986) .
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FASRP Funding of Marine Artificial Reef Development
Over the last 12 years, FASRP funding has become an
important source of support to state marine artificial reefs
programs.

The Wallop-Breaux Amendments identified marine

artificial reef development as a major element in sport fish
management.

These amendments also provided the largest

single source of funding for state marine artificial reef
development (McGurrin et al. 1988, Murray 1993).

Table IV

identifies the amount of FASRP funding participating states
received for marine artificial reef development projects in
1993.

FASRP funds have been used to develop more than 300

marine artificial reef sites through 1991 (USFWS 1994).

TABLE IV

FASRP 1993 Contributions to State
Marine Artificial Reef Development
State

FASRP Funding

Alabama
California
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
New Jersey
North Carolina
Puerto Rico
South Carolina
Washington

$43,781
$374,550
$75,000
$340,991
$360,714
$393,750
$100,332
$159,750
$143,043
$168,074
$24,640

This information was gathered from a Federal Aid Information
Retrieval System database search and the 1993 Sport Fish
Restoration Project Reports.
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The dollar amounts shown above represent FASRP funding
of marine artificial reef projects ongoing during, and
completed in 1993.

FASRP funds support a wide range of

marine artificial reef development activities.

Expenditures

include financing of the following activities: planning
documents, materials transportation, reef construction and
maintenance, buoy maintenance, and evaluation studies
related to biological and sociological assessments (USFWS
1993) .
Program Evaluation
Program evaluation is a tool available to decision
makers for use in determining the effectiveness of a program
in achieving stated goals and producing desired program
outputs or impacts.

Program evaluation typically focuses on

a comparison of the goals and objectives of the program with
the actual program outcome.

Although widely utilized in

many fields, a lack of well defined goals and specific
objectives has made the implementation of program evaluation
difficult with respect to some programs (Trewatha and
Newport 1976, Maleck 1978, Barber and Taylor 1990) .
Freeman and Rossi (1982), identified 1920's government
administered social programs as the genesis of formalized
program evaluations.

Evaluation of social programs, mostly

within the fields and education, became common after the
implementation of the Great Society programs in the late
1960's (Rutman 1984).

Early program evaluations were based
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on the assumption that systematic, scientific measurement
procedures could deliver unequivocal evidence of program
success or failure.

Typically these evaluations relied upon

experimental designs which had easily identifiable control
groups.

In experimental designs, the effect of a program on

a participating group is compared to a control group which
has not taken part in the program.

This affords the

evaluator a readily available indicator of program success
or failure through a comparison of results.
In cases where a true control group did not exist,
quasi-experimental design methodologies were adapted.
Realizing this, the developers of quasi-experimental designs
sought to make program evaluation research available to the
many "real world" programs where control groups are
impossible to identify (Babbie 1989) .
During the past two decades, there has been a rapid
evolution of program evaluation techniques by large scale
curriculum developers and federal policy makers (Herman et
al. 1987).

This evolution reflects a change in the

fundamental belief underlying program evaluation theory.
Herman et al.

(1987) provided a definition more reflective

of the new approach to program evaluation in observing that
well conceived and designed, as well as thoughtfully
analyzed evaluations could provide valuable insights into
how programs were operating.
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This reorientation in approach grew out of the
realization that program evaluation has application in
'nontraditional' fields beyond medical and education
programs.

Many evaluators recognized that the programs in

the new fields in which they were attempting to apply
program evaluation techniques did not lend themselves to
experimental or quasi-experimental methodologies.

The

search for suitable designs led many evaluators to pursue
qualitative approaches and more "eclectic" methodologies
(Murphy 1980, Welch 1981).

In specific cases qualitative

methodologies are more suitable to evaluate programs,
especially when the evaluator is interested in understanding
the dynamics of program processes and program implementation
(Herman et al. 1987).
Program evaluation will likely see widespread
implementation in the future.

According to the General

Accounting Office (GAO), this is considered to be
particularly true with regard to federal programs (GAO
1992b).

The need to reduce the federal deficit, an

increasing demand for the federal government to focus on
domestic issues, and a call by the general public for
program accountability in producing outcomes are cited as
reasons for this anticipated increase (GAO 1992b).

This is

likely to be true for federal natural resource programs, as
was noted by Cubbage et al.

(1987).

Budget austerity on the

state and federal level was cited as reasons for the need to
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evaluate public forestry assistance programs.

The results

of these evaluations will likely be used to make programs
more efficient.

Evaluation of Natural Resource Policies
Lowry and Okamura (1980), found that evaluation
requirements have been mandated in many federal
environmental programs.

Although questionable in terms of

specific evaluation requirements, two appropriate examples
of federal programs that mandate program evaluation include
the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972 (16 U.S.C.
1451-1464) and the Coastal Barrier Resources Act (COBRA) of
1982 (16 U.S.C. 3501-3510).

Section 312 of the CZMA charged

the Office of Coastal Zone Management (OCZM) with the task
of evaluating state coastal zone management plans to ensure
conformance with federal standards and state program
requirements.
Kermond (1980) asserted OCZM personnel were "neophyte
evaluators" undertaking this task in the absence of formal
evaluation guidelines.

This lack of guidance influenced a

limited body of literature which reacted to provide
evaluation concepts and methodologies.

Representative of

this body of literature were articles by Kermond (1980) and
Lowry (1990).

Kermond (1980) explored a number of

evaluation strategies concluding in support of one method,
Evaluability Assessment.

Conversely, Lowry (1990) detailed
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a policy-relevant approach in which the need for multiple
approaches in state coastal zone program evaluation was
recognized.

These differing viewpoints are indicative of

the problematic aspects of evaluating state coastal zone
management plans.
In 1992, the General Accounting Office (GAO) evaluated
COBRA pursuant to Congressional request (GAO 1992).

The

evaluation was undertaken because 'affected government
agencies' had failed to comply with

Section 10 of the Act

requiring a yearly report of compliance to Congress from
these agencies.

Also, in Section Four, there was a mandated

review of program activities to be undertaken once every
five years by the Secretary of the Interior.

To date, this

evaluation has not taken place.
Few federal environmental programs have been the
subject of evaluations in recent years.

Ellefson and

Risbrudt (1987) used the Forestry Incentive Program of 1973
as a case study for an economic evaluation of federal
natural resource programs.

In this study they identified

some of the problems associated with
resource programs.

evaluating natural

The first problem identified was that

program outputs are often difficult to identify and value.
It is hard to determine which factors actually produced the
observed results when a true control group is not available
for comparison.

This makes program success or failure

difficult to determine.

Evaluation is further complicated
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by the dispersed nature of program benefits making it costly
to locate and gather the necessary data to more accurately
determine program success or failure.

The final problem

cited was the cumbersome aspect of multi-agency involvement
in program administration making the logistics required to
coordinate the evaluation extremely time consuming.
The need for evaluation of state and federal fisheries
management programs was implicitly recognized by Barber and
Taylor (1990) in their argument for the incorporation of
tangible goals and concise objectives in fisheries policies.
Lackey (1974) and Taylor and Barber (1990), noted that state
and federal fisheries management programs are often based on
"soft" or very general goals and nonspecific objectives.
Explicit program objectives allow for the evaluation of
performance and measurement of the results of the program
(Trewatha and Newport 1976, Maleck 1978, Burke 1983, Barber
and Taylor 1990).

Barber and Taylor (1990) warned that if a

program is based on intangible goals it is likely that
managers responsible for carrying out the program will
create their own tangible goals grounded in personal value
judgements.

If this occurs, there is potential for

inconsistency in the management process having adverse
impacts on the resource and its users.

There is also likely

to be conflict among the different levels of fisheries
management program administrators.
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Delphi Technique
The Delphi technique, a primarily qualitative research
methodology, is an emerging program evaluation technique
(Turoff 1975).

The purpose of the Delphi technique is to

elicit the opinion of experts within a decision making
process in an effort to gain consensus.

Questions on

specific issues are presented to these experts over the
course of several iterations to allow for a more open flow
of information between these decision makers.

The Delphi

technique, as originally conceived, has been used primarily
as a forecasting tool in the library and medical sciences
(Dyer 1976, Otto 1979, Arthur Andersen and Co. 1984,
Lindeman 1981) .
In an application of the Delphi technique, Jones
(1975), undertook a "program of Delphi evaluation" as a
means of establishing priorities for Systems Concepts
Options within U.S. Air Force Laboratories.

The evaluation

focused on channels of communication between affected Air
Force organizations.

Questions were presented in a rank

order format and analyzed through a Spearman Rank order
nonparametric correlation.

Jones (1975) noted that in the

Delphi process it is possible for participants to submerge
differences in opinion suppressing the existence of any
uncertainty.

To remedy this he suggested implementing

"separate Delphis using more homogenous groups of experts in
order to highlight areas of disagreement"
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(Jones 1975).

Zuboy (1981) reviewed the Delphi technique described by
Linstone and Turoff (1975) as a fishery management tool with
great potential.

It was asserted that the Delphi technique

can be used in situations when "sufficient data is not
available for scientific analysis"

(Zuboy 1981).

The

opinion of experts, elicited through the Delphi technique,
can be substituted for elusive data.

Zuboy (1981) described

the benefits of the Delphi technique and presented a Delphi
experiment undertaken in Florida as an example of the
utility of this potential management tool.

Zuboy (1981)

argued the greatest potential for this method was in
assessing the socioeconomic aspects of natural resources
management.
In 1987, Crance asserted that "the Delphi technique had
been used only sparingly by fishery managers"

(Crance 1987) .

For unknown reasons, fishery managers had not availed
themselves of the Delphi technique even though it had been
applied as a management tool in the field of renewable
resources for more than a decade at that point (Crance
1987) .

Crance (1987) observed that the Delphi technique is

not to be used as a substitute for scientific methods, but
should be employed as an interim option for the development
of information useful to management in the absence of field
data.
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Policy Delphi
From the original Delphi technique evolved the Policy
Delphi.

With applications beyond forecasting, the Policy

Delphi can be used to assess program goals and policies for
planning purposes (Turoff 1975).

The Policy Delphi differs

from the Delphi technique in that it is not used as a
decision making tool.

A group of experts is used to

ascertain all opinions on the policy issue presented.
Consensus is not required, making the Policy Delphi more of
an exploratory tool (Turoff 1975).
Although qualitative in nature, the Policy Delphi is
not limited to producing purely anecdotal information for
evaluation purposes.

According to Turoff (1975), the Policy

delphi has application in gathering data not currently known
or available through traditional means.

Turoff (1975)

suggested that analysis of information gained from the
Policy Delphi is made easier by formatting questions in
scales of desirability.

One of the more widely utilized

scales of desirability is the Likert-type scale format
(Babbie 1989) .
Bardecki (1984) employed a Policy Delphi approach to
assess the political implications of various wetlands policy
alternatives in Ontario, Canada.

Although the primary

intent of the study was to forecast the effectiveness of
several policy options, the results of the Policy Delphi
also served to further evaluate the effectiveness of present
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wetlands policy.

Bardecki utilized questions presented in a

Likert scale format to determine the importance of potential
wetlands uses.

A Likert scale format was also used to

determine the agreeability of various wetlands preservation
mechanisms.

Factor analysis was then used to determine

underlying attitudes towards wetlands preservation.
Bardecki (1984) also noted that the iterative process of the
Policy Delphi allowed for the exploration of dissenting
opinion.

Dissenting opinion regarding an issue can point to

a problem that may have otherwise gone unidentified.
Dissenting important especially in fish management
where fed state and public interest (different parties)
constituencies are represented in the management process.
Each with different views of program outcomes.
Evaluation and Artificial Reef Development
One of the first artificial reef evaluation studies was
described by Buchanan (1973).

This study found that two

artificial reefs deployed near Murrels Inlet, South Carolina
resulted in a ten percent increase in the gross economic
impact of the sport fishing industry in the surrounding
communities.

The positive economic benefit found here

influenced a significant body of artificial reef research
focused mainly on economic evaluation.
Over a decade later economic evaluation was still one
of the main evaluation priorities with artificial reef
development community.

This is evidenced by the Artificial
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Reef Development Center's, an entity within the Sport
Fishing Institute, publication of two reports detailing
methodologies for economic analysis of artificial reefs
(Bockstael et al. 1985, Bockstael et al. 1986).

These

publications attempted to broaden the economic evaluation
methodology base available to the artificial reef
development community.

Contingent valuation and willingness

to pay models were presented and adapted to artificial reef
development projects.
In an attempt to institutionalize program or project
evaluation requirements, the National Plan established two
monitoring components as integral parts of artificial reef
management.

The first was "to assure compliance with the

conditions defined in any authorizing permits or other
applicable laws or regulations".

The second was "to provide

an assessment of the predicted performance of reefs and
assure that the reefs meet the general standards established
in Section 203 of the Act.

II

The performance monitoring

requirement is mandated by the National Plan, while
compliance monitoring is recommended but not
required.

These performance and compliance monitoring

stipulations focus only on the evaluation of specific
components of marine artificial reef development.
Ditton and Gordon (1986) proposed the inclusion of a
more comprehensive evaluation component into all state
marine artificial reef plans arguing that evaluations should
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be program-wide instead of focusing on a few components.
Since publication of the National Plan, states have included
performance and, to a lesser extent, compliance monitoring
components in their respective plans (Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department 1990, North Carolina Department of
Natural Resources and Community Development 1988, New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection 1987) .
Upon approval of its draft artificial reef plan,
Delaware will be one of the first states to periodically
evaluate its entire marine artificial reef plan (Tinsman
1993).

This addresses a need for a more "dynamic" approach

to artificial reef development in an effort to avoid the
problems associated with the "static" elements of the
National Plan and other state artificial reef development
plans.
During the past decade, the marine artificial reef
development community has become increasingly aware of the
need to evaluate state marine artificial reef programs
(Ditton and Gordon 1986, Reeff et al. 1990, Seaman and
Sprague 1991).

Seaman and Sprague (1991) observed that

comparative analysis of habitat planning at the national and
local levels was absent in the artificial reef development
literature.

In addressing the need for evaluation, they

offered a sequence of planning steps for conducting aquatic
habitat projects.

The final step was evaluation.

Three

broad decision categories in the planning process were also
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outlined.

These encompassed the institutional, engineering,

and ecological aspects of aquatic habitat projects.

Setting

project goals and assessing resultant impacts were defined
as important functions of the institutional aspect.
It was further asserted by these authors that
evaluation of performance was critical to each decision
category in the aquatic habitat project planning process.
Lack of funding was identified as the most significant
impediment to conducting any type of evaluation study in the
aquatic habitat planning arena (Seaman and Sprague 1991) .
The dearth of evaluation research is reflected in the
lack of evaluation methodologies proposed or utilized in
aquatic habitat planning (Seaman and Sprague 1991) .
Conceptual socioeconomic evaluation techniques for
artificial aquatic habitat projects were presented by Milon
(1991).

Also presented was advice for dealing with the

methodological pitfalls associated with applying concepts
from other fields to a new research area.

Guidance was

offered specific to three types of socioeconomic
evaluations.

These included; monitoring, impact, and

efficiency evaluations.

Milon (1991) stressed the

importance of determining the type of evaluation based on
specific project objectives.
Each of these evaluation strategies are fundamentally
comparative investigations.

Unfortunately, data necessary

for pre and post project comparisons is not always available
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for the evaluation of artificial aquatic habitat projects.
Milon (1991) advocates statistical analysis in the
determination of the influence of project activities on the
outcome specific to the project objectives as a viable
alternative methodology to pre-project measurements and
control groups.

A noted advantage of this technique is the

ability to identify problems that interfere with performance
through the investigation of all relevant data.

Focusing on

pre-project data or that of a control group does not always
allow for this degree of investigation.
Central to impact evaluation is an investigation of
changes caused by the project and attempts to determine the
extent to which these changes have achieved specified
project objectives.

Project objectives serve to define

observable variables by which the effects, or changes,
caused by the project will be measured.

Economic based or

input/ output models were submitted as methodologies
applicable for impact evaluations.

Realizing the potential

inflexibility of limiting a researcher to only a few
methodologies, Milon (1991) stated that there is no set
process to determine which type of evaluation method to use
when considering project objectives.

An adaptive process in

which the methodology could be tailored to address the
varying needs of individual evaluations was recommended.
Further flexibility in the development of an appropriate
evaluation methodology is suggested in cases where project
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objectives are not clearly defined.

Milon (1991) asserts

that numerous socioeconomic evaluations have been based on
the researchers interpretation of the project objectives in
these instances.
To date, monitoring programs and evaluations of
artificial reef project components have traditionally been
undertaken by state Sea Grant programs or the academic
community (McGurrin and Reeff 1986).

Murray (1993) noted

that evaluations of artificial reef projects most often
occur out of opportunity (i.e masters theses) rather than
within a systematic program approach.
One of the first attempts to evaluate a state marine
artificial reef program was undertaken in a masters thesis
by Schwartz (1980).

In his evaluation, Schwartz (1980)

utilized a case study approach in conjunction with impact
analysis and cost benefit methodologies to investigate the
administration and resulting impacts of the Texas Liberty
Ship Reef Program.

This evaluation provided decision makers

with information to guide future reef development
activities.

Schwartz concluded that the program was a

success in providing an increase in user opportunities and
that future reef deployments were determined to be necessary
to continue associated benefits to the State of Texas.
Murray (1993), undertook a policy and management
assessment of state marine artificial reef programs.
Murray's research evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of
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the artificial reef policy arena and management system for
the purpose of recommending specific actions to improve the
effectiveness of national and state artificial reef
programs.

A form of the Delphi technique (Delbecq et al.

1975) was used to solicit information from artificial reef
managers, reef users, and agency decision makers about many
issues related to artificial reef development including
evaluation of reef projects.

In his study, Murray found

that evaluations of artificial reef programs by state
agencies generally do not occur.

When evaluations are

conducted, it is usually to justify new funding initiatives.
This finding concurs with that of Reeff et al.

(1990) in

which it was observed that reef evaluation studies were
difficult to justify because the sportfishing public placed
a low priority on this type of research as opposed to reef
construction activities.

Noting the tendency toward

component specific evaluations, Milon (1989) suggested that
future research should include closer coordination between
the biological and social sciences.

Milon also stated the

need for multi-year "before and after" studies to better
ascertain actual reef performance.

Echoing this sentiment,

Seaman and Sprague (1991) commented on the lack of a generic
guidebook for the comprehensive planning of artificial reef
development activities.

Recently, comprehensive artificial

reef evaluation guidance was made available in guidelines
prepared for the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
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(Gordon 1994).

In these guidelines, Gordon identified

evaluation of all aspects of artificial reef development as
a crucial step in continued development and planning.
Analyses of FASRP Impacts
Recently there has been growing concern among FASRP
constituents as to how effectively the program is achieving
its' stated objectives (Colvin 1993, Dlugonkenski 1993,
Prosser 1993,Sport Fishing Institute 1993, Rockland 1994)
A formal mechanism to address these concerns is not
available because of the lack of a mandated program
evaluation component within many state artificial reef
development plans and the FASRP.

Furthermore, a

comprehensive evaluation of the program by outside
investigators has not taken place.

This does not mean that

inquiries into the administration of this program have not
been raised.
In 1978, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
published a programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for the Federal Aid in Fish and Wildlife Restoration
Program.

The purpose of this EIS was to assess program

operations and proposed alternatives to the Federal Aid in
Fish and Wildlife Restoration Program.

The final

determination of the EIS was to recommend a "No Action
Alternative", the preferred alternative of the USFWS.
this alternative there would be no change in Program
direction.
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Under

Specific to sport fisheries resources, the EIS found
that the program positively impacted sport fish resources
with only minor negative impacts.

Regarding impacts to

state marine artificial reef development, eight states were
found to be using FASRP funds for the placement and
maintenance of fish attractors.

Of 559 fish attractors

attributable to the FASRP only five were found to be
targeted at marine sport fisheries enhancement (USFWS 1978).
In general, there was very little mention of program
benefits to marine sport fish resources in the EIS.
A supplemental programmatic EIS was published in 1994
(USFWS 1994).

Intensified public use of wildlife and

fisheries resources, diversification of public demands on
the resource, and changes in Federal laws and funding
patterns were among the reasons presented for updating the
previous programmatic EIS published 16 years earlier.
Several alternatives were outlined for determining the
programs's management strategy into the next century.

These

included:
1) No change to the existing program direction.
2) Emphasis on national and regional, encourage States
to consider funding projects contributing to national
or regional priorities that are cooperatively
identified by the States and the USFWS in consultation
with the public.
3) Emphasis on additional funding for biodiversity and
watchable wildlife projects.
4) Increase administrative flexibility of states.
5) Eliminate most USFWS overview of states (USFWS
1994) .
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Alternative One, no change to the existing program
direction was selected.
Two.

The USFWS preferred Alternative

State preferences varied from Alternative One to

combinations of the alternatives (Minton 1994, Gibbons 1994,
Vail 1994b).

An alternative considered but not discussed

involved turning the operation of the entire FASRP over to
the states.

Notably, the construction and maintenance of

artificial reefs was expected to double in coastal areas as
a result of this rejected alternative (USFWS 1994) .
The first serious examination of the administration of
the FASRP occurred after the implementation of the WallopBreaux funding increases.

Congress commissioned the General

Accounting Office (GAO) to investigate the administration of
the Wallop-Breaux Trust Fund (FASRP) in 1988 (GAO 1988) .
The GAO was tasked to determine the reason for the growth in
program revenues; the accuracy of the Department of the
Treasury's estimates and accounting for these revenues; and
state utilization of funds provided by the Sport Fish
Restoration Account.

The investigative procedure utilized

by GAO focused on program activities in six states;
California, Maryland, Minnesota, Nebraska, New York and
Virginia.

These state were selected based on two criteria.

Each of these states had either received one of the largest
annual apportionments of program funds or had funded a
diverse range of sport fish restoration projects.
Interviews with state and federal program officials as well
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as a review of program records served to provide GAO the
information necessary to answer the questions of the
congressional requestors.
The GAO concluded that growth in FASRP funding is
attributable to a greater than expected increase in revenues
from fishing equipment and motorboat fuel taxes.

It was

also discovered that the Treasury Department made estimating
and accounting errors for transferring monthly revenues to
the Sport Fish Restoration Account.

Additionally, the USFWS

did not always promptly or accurately apportion revenues to
the states.
Unlike federal FASRP administrators, the states were
found to be in compliance with program regulations.

State

utilization of FASRP funds was found to continue and expand
many projects started before the FASRP was established.

The

states were also using the funds to initiate new research
activities.

In general, state spending of program funds was

found to be within program mandates (GAO 1988) .
The GAO was commissioned by Congress a second time, in
1993, to investigate the administration of the FASRP (GAO
1993)

Congressional leaders were concerned about the rapid

growth of the program and whether program funds were being
used for their intended purposes.

GAO was given four tasks;

to determine the extent to which the USFWS used the for
program administration, to investigate the USFWS use of
program funds for special investigations and if these
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investigations helped the agency achieve the goals of the
program, to determine whether program funds are distributed
equitably between freshwater and marine projects by the
states, and to determine the extent to which the states
utilized funds for habitat enhancement.

The criteria for

selection and procedure for review utilized was similar to
the previous GAO investigation with minor changes specific
to the questions to be answered.
selected and reviewed:

Five coastal states were

California, Florida, North Carolina,

Texas and Washington.
The GAO investigation concluded that states had a wide
latitude in selecting projects they would fund under the
program.

Program administrative costs have increased

significantly over recent years and the USFWS had no
explanation as to why it charged the program more for
administrative costs than other similar USFWS programs.

The

administration of special investigations was found to be in
need of improvement given that special investigations are
often approved outside established review and approval
procedures.

Further more, USFWS oversight of

investigations, once approved, was found to be minimal.
USFWS cannot ensure that intended results are achieved and
disseminated to states.

The states were found to be in

compliance with equitable expenditure provisions between
freshwater and marine projects.
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with regard to habitat enhancement, the GAO determined
that "the Act does not specify any funding requirements for
projects to restore or enhance fish habitat, and financial
records were not available to enable GAO to determine
precisely the amount of funds expended on such projects".
Given the unavailability of financial data, a review of the
"best available data" found, for the states reviewed,
expenditures ranged from one to ten percent on habitat
related projects.

From this GAO estimated that three

percent of FASRP funds were spent on projects with a sole
habitat objective.

Twenty one percent of funds were spent

on habitat related projects.

Artificial reef development

was presented as a habitat improvement activity in a number
of states.
The Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission provided
USFWS with a report outlining FASRP success and
opportunities in 1991 (Lukens 1991).

This report was a

qualitative overview of the impact of FASRP funding on sport
fish management.

Noted impacts included benefits to

Fisheries Management Plans through increased funding for
research, monitoring and assessment.

Beneficial fisheries

enhancement projects included: artificial reef development,
access projects, and fish culture stocking.
According to Lukens (1991), the FASRP is considered to
have contributed significantly to artificial reef
development activities in the Gulf of Mexico region.
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The

deployment of 100 permitted reefs sites were attributed to
FASRP funding as well as the development of two state
artificial reef plans developed, and another pending
approval.

FASRP funds have contributed to artificial reef

research projects addressing questions such as placement,
materials performance, and fish assemblages.

The FASRP was

cited as the most stable source of fiscal support for those
activities yet available, and therefore is absolutely
essential for states to achieve conservation and management
goals (Lukens 1991)
More recently, Evans (1994), compiled An Abridged

Inventory of Atlantic Coastal States Marine Sport Fish
Restoration Projects for the Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commission.

This special report is to be utilized

as a public information document for the purpose of
pUblicizing the benefits and needs of the FASRP.

Evans

(1994) noted, that without FASRP funds as a reliable source
of revenue, the ability of states to manage sport fishery
resources would be seriously impaired.

Recommendations to

strengthen the program centered on providing accurate and
easily accessible information to the public regarding the
benefits of the FASRP in an effort to maintain Congressional
and public faith in the program.
Maintaining FASRP program funding levels and sources is
one of the more important concerns of program constituents.
Dlugonkenski et al.

(1995), found that the FASRP will be
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only slightly impacted by the Uraguay Round Protocol of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade enacted in 1994.
Import duties on fishing tackle and boating items entering
the country are an important source of program funds,
representing approximately $24 million a year.

The full

impact of the decrease in import duties mandated by the
Uraguay Round Protocol is projected to be $5.6 million,
including lost interest payments in 1999.

This amounts to a

two percent reduction in FASRP revenues.
The Fisheries Management Section (FMS) of the American
Fisheries Society (AFS) has taken an interest in the
opinions of state fisheries administrators regarding the use
and administration of FASRP funds (American Fisheries
Society 1995).

Questions focusing on the FASRP were sent to

the FMS membership on a ballot within a FMS newsletter in
1994.

A subsequent presentation of information gathered

contained a summary of responses.

One finding of note was

that the majority of respondents felt that the federal
government should have full authority over the
administration of FASRP funds but should not have the
authority to direct the expenditure of these funds.
FASRP administration was the focus of two major
fisheries management meetings held in 1993.

SFI held a

Recreational Fisheries Summit in June, and the ASMFC Annual
meeting convened in November, of that year.

Sessions or

panels addressing the FASRP took place at each of these
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meetings.

At each meeting representatives of various groups

of FASRP program participants (i.e. state, federal and
industry) voiced concerns about the present operation and
future direction of the FASRP.

The consensus at both

meetings was that the FASRP was a successful but largely
unpublicized program.

The perceived major threat to the

FASRP was that Congress would likely redirect program funds
for purposes other than sport fisheries management.

SFI

viewed this potential redirection of FASRP funds as a major
challenge to the recreational fishing industry (SFI 1993).
At both meetings there was agreement in realizing the
need to promote the program by building partnerships between
anglers, government, and the industry (Prosser 1993, Colvin
1993, Dlugokenski 1993, SFI 1993).

Although not mentioned

specifically, the need to evaluate the FASRP was alluded to
as a means of proving that the program is working
effectively and properly (Dlugokenski 1993, Prosser 1993,
Colvin 1993).

Possible methodologies for undertaking this

evaluation were not considered or recommended.
In 1995, the American Sportfishing Association (ASA) ,
developed a strategic plan including several two year
objectives related to the FASRP (ASA 1995).

These two year

objectives focused on strengthening the linkages between the
industry and state fisheries management agencies regarding
use of FASRP funds, monitoring and promoting the use of
FASRP funds for sport fishing and aquatic education, and to
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assist in increasing the effectiveness of state programs.
State use of FASRP funding has also come under scrutiny
in the popular press.

A number of articles outlining FASRP

successes and failures have appeared in national and
regional sport fishing magazines (McGurrin 1993, Rockland
1994).

State wildlife and outdoor recreation publications

have described program benefits and in some cases raising
serious questions about abuses of the program (Anonymous
1990, 1991, Thompson 1994) .
Bethge (1992) questioned the use of program funds in an
editorial in Outdoor Life magazine.

Rockland (1993, 1994)

then focused the debate and raised the national level of
attention regarding the issue.

In his discussions, Rockland

noted a lack of accountability by states participating in
the FASRP and asserted that states may be using these funds
to replace state allocations to sportfishery management
budgets.
As noted, a common fear of all program constituents is
that misuse of these dedicated funds, or even suspected
misuse, may provide the government (i.e. Congress) a reason
to redirect these funds for purposes other than sportfish
management (American Sportfishing Association 1994) .
Current attempts to reduce the federal budget have FASRP
funds under review in Congressional finance committees.
President Clinton recently presented a budget in which FASRP
funds were to be diverted into other government programs
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(Rockland 1994).

Wallop-Breaux Amendment sponsor John

Breaux (LA) has alluded to conducting congressional
oversight hearings as a means of evaluating FASRP operations
(Rockland 1993) .
Publicizing FASRP Benefits
Instead of undertaking an evaluation of FASRP impacts,
many program constituencies have chosen to publicize program
benefits.

failure to recognize the value of a program

evaluation in publicizing the benefits of a program has left
a gap in that FASRP benefits have not been concretely
defined.
The ASMFC has proposed, through a competitive grant
program with the USFWS, to conduct a coastwide sYmposium
devoted to highlighting the success of the marine FASRP
projects.

"Wallop-Breaux Ten Years After: A Celebration of

Federal Aid in Sportfish Restoration on the Atlantic Coast"
is tentatively scheduled to be held as part of National
Fishing Week 1996 activities in Washington, D.C.

This

conference is to be funded through an ASMFC FASRP
Administrative Grants Program.

One of the major purposes of

this sYmposium will be to disseminate information about the
benefits of the FASRP.
In an effort to better publicize the success of the
FASRP, the USFWS Division of Federal Aid has joined with the
International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
(IAFWA), the Sport Fishing and Boating Partnership Council,
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the American League of Anglers and Boaters, Senators Wallop
and Breaux, and numerous state divisions of fish and game in
publishing regional magazines highlighting the
accomplishments of the FASRP in promoting state sport
fisheries management activities (IAFWA 1995a, 1995b).

These

reports represent the most comprehensive effort to date
dedicated to publicizing the benefits of the program and
raising constituency awareness.
On the state level, the Florida Marine Research
Institute actively distributes several flyers outlining
FASRP funded projects (FMRI 1995a, 1995b, 1995c, 1995d,
1995e).

The impact of these projects on sport fisheries

research and management and the resulting benefits to
fishermen are detailed.

The Florida Department of

Environmental Management, Office of Fisheries Management has
published State and Federally Funded Artificial Reefs of
Florida, 1985-1995.

State and FASRP funded artificial reefs

built in the last ten years are noted in this booklet.

This

booklet was funded through the FASRP.
Research Hypotheses
In this subsection, the research hypotheses, rationale
for these hypotheses, an explanation of the origin of the
hypotheses and the major research assumptions are presented.

It is hypothesized that:
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1)

The impacts of state marine artificial reef development
activities are not dependant on FASRP inputs.
This hypothesis will measure the impacts of state

artificial reef development and the variable role FASRP
monies play in producing those outcomes.

The null format

has been chosen because the alternative format would have
made the determination of statistical significance
problematic.
2)

The USFWS places state marine artificial reef
development activities as more integral in achieving
FASRP habitat goals than do state marine artificial
reef program managers.
This hypotheses reveals if federal participants feel

FASRP monies are not being spent as they perceive they
should be.

The alternate format was chosen for Hypotheses

Two and Three to better illustrate any differences among the
subgroups.
3)

State marine artificial reef program managers place
marine artificial reef development activities as more
important in achieving state habitat program goals than
FASRP goals.
This hypothesis is the inverse of the previous one,

revealing that spending is in accordance with FASRP goals,
therefore indicating a significant policy gap between the
two management groups, with concern that discord could
result in congressional reallocations.
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4)

Reduced state bUdgeting for meeting FASRP matching
stipulations have not hindered state marine artificial
reef development activities.
This hypothesis is designed to utilize those variables

determined through the Policy Delphi to assess the
variability of FASRP linkages to state marine artificial
reef development activities.

The null format has been

utilized so that any impediments to reef development
activities can be discerned.

Explanation of Research Hypotheses
It is necessary to note that the use of the Policy
Delphi makes the formulation of research hypotheses
problematic in that the full range of issues regarding the
research problem may not be known.

The research hypotheses

presented here are based upon a review of the literature and
issues anticipated by the researcher.

Hypotheses are

important in that they provide a valuable starting point for
the evaluation.
Hypothesis One is based on program evaluation theory.
The underlying assumption associated with Hypothesis One is
that the goals against which the products of the program
will be measured are reliable indicators of those impacts.
Hypotheses Two and Three were derived form the
literature presenting the results of applied Policy Delphi
techniques, such as Bardecki (1984) and Jones (1975).
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The

assumptions associated with these two hypotheses being the
same attributable to Hypothesis One.
The FASRP literature is the basis for Hypothesis Four.
State budget austerity was only one of the issues discussed
in the literature.

It is assumed that focusing the

hypothesis on only one of these issues will not limit the
scope of the evaluation.

Many of the issues, as discussed

in the literature, are inter-linked.
The difficulties associated with hypothesis formulation
in terms of applying the Policy Delphi Technique as part of
an evaluation tool will be discussed in greater detail in
Chapter Five: Results and Discussion.

Research Assumptions
1)

The development of marine artificial reefs within and
beyond state waters is assumed to be a habitat
enhancement objective acceptable to all program
constituents in meeting the FASRP goal for marine
habitat protection and management.

2)

It is assumed that state marine artificial reef program
managers and chief marine fisheries administrators make
rational choices in their use of FASRP funds.
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CHAPrKR 'I'HRHE
METHODOLOGY

This research employed a hypothesis guided program
evaluation in focusing on the impacts of the marine
application of FASRP funding on state marine artificial reef
development activities (Murphy 1980).

The effectiveness, as

perceived by state and federal officials, of FASRP funding
contributions in providing a meaningful input to state
marine artificial reef development activities was assessed.
A review of the literature failed to identify
evaluations of this type on which to base the methodology
for this evaluation.

In that absence, conceptual

methodologies with potential application were discussed.
The incorporation of aspects of these concepts will be
referenced as appropriate for purposes of demonstrating the
validity of the methodology developed for this evaluation.
Pre-project measurements were not obtainable because
the baseline data were not collected prior to the
implementation of state marine artificial reef development
programs and the FASRP.

Control groups were not easily

identifiable as most states are actively utilizing FASRP
funds and many of those also have marine artificial reef
development programs as well.

For these reasons a Policy

Delphi (Turoff 1975) was employed as a data gathering
technique, with the resulting data being subjected to
statistical analyses as suggested by Milon (1991).
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Study Area
The present study utilized the member states of the
ASMFC Artificial Reef Technical Advisory Committee.

Other

fishery management agencies with regional jurisdictions over
marine artificial reef development and administration of the
FASRP were

also included in this evaluation.

These

organizations included: 1) the ASMFC, 2) the USFWS Region
Four (Northeast) and 3) the Region Five (Southeast) Federal
Aid Offices.
Data Collection Technique
Policy Delphi
The methodology used in this evaluation was separated
into two principal components.

The first component utilized

a Policy Delphi technique to gather data examined by the
researcher.

The Policy Delphi served to highlight those

issues that contribute to the positive or negative impacts
of FASRP inputs to state marine artificial reef development
activities.

The Policy Delphi technique was based on a

three round design procedure used by Turoff (1975).

In the

present research the Policy Delphi was used as a means to
solicit the input of fishery experts from federal,
regional organizations.

state and

The multiple round of questioning

design was preferred over a single survey instrument or·
personal interview technique because it provided a means to
conceptualize management issues not previously identified.
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The present application of the Policy Delphi technique
represents a slight departure from Previous applications of
the policy Delphi.

The hypotheses identified at the outset

of the research represent initial reference points.

As an

iterative process, the Policy Delphi serves to refocus the
investigation on those issue identified.

Consequently, the

imposition of static hypotheses on a dynamic process makes
it important for the researcher to adapt to the changing
issues and to identify appropriate reference points.
The first round of questioning addressed obvious
issues, and allowed respondents to prioritize, identify and
discriminate the more subtle aspects of the research problem
(Turoff 1975).

Questions were based on current literature,

communication with experts in the field,

the researcher's

experience with the problem, and a pretest of the Policy
Delphi.

Questions contained in the first round were

generally open-ended to allow for a variety of responses.
This was done to solicit responses that truly represented
the opinion of the organizations represented by the
respective Policy Delphi participants.

Responses from the

first round were then fine tuned and incorporated into a
second round where the respondents were able to revise or
further explain their comments from the previous round.
Additional questions, designed to further investigate the
issues revealed in the first two round were introduced in
the third round.
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Throughout the Policy Delphi implementation, the
objective was to obtain a quantifiable form of data.
Questions designed to address program success were formatted
in a ten point Likert scale, as recommended by Matlock et
al.

(1991).

Matlock et al.

(1991) concluded the ten point

Likert scale to be the most appropriate response scale
format for measuring angler fishing trip satisfaction in
Texas.

A range of Likert scales (three point through 100

point) were tested before arriving at this conclusion. The
ten point Likert format provides for a wide continuum of
responses and for variation among respondents.
Within the present study, the ten point Likert scale
format provided appropriate for ranging the respondents
views of FASRP and state marine artificial reef development
program outcomes.

A five point scale of agreeability, as

suggested by Turoff (1975), was utilized in cases where
respondents were asked if they agreed or disagreed with
statements pertaining to FASRP and state marine artificial
reef development program administration.

Additional

questions were presented in a rank order format as utilized
by Jones (1975).
The closed-ended format of the questions in the second
and third Policy Delphi rounds aided in the analysis of the
information.

Closed-ended questions also help to guard

against irrelevant responses unusable in the examination of
evaluation results (Babbie 1989).
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The iterative process of

the Policy Delphi also allowed for the modification of
questions in subsequent rounds.

This was done to clarify

any errors in the presentation of the questions that had not
been discerned during the pretest of the Policy Delphi
instruments.
Policy Delphi Pretest
According to Turoff (1975), the Policy Delphi
instrument should be pretested by coworkers of the target
participants.

This allows identification or restatement of

any questions that have been stated in an ambiguous manner.
The present Policy Delphi pretest involved contacting
two individuals within the marine artificial reef
development field, one each representing the state and
federal levels, to solicit their views regarding the
research topic.

Both individuals were members of the ASMFC

Artificial Reef Committee.
The questions developed for the pretest based on the
current literature and the researchers' knowledge of topic
and were presented over two rounds.

The individual

representing state interests was administered the pretest
first.

The representative of federal interests was then

administered the same questions.

The response to these

questions indicated the need to ask the two different levels
separate but closely related sets of questions
representative of their respective levels of FASRP
participation.
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Upon completion of the first round of the pretest, the
responses of the two individuals were formatted into Likert
scales, rank order, and scales of agreeability.

This was

done to determine the suitability of these formats in
gathering the necessary data.

Both respondents indicated a

positive response to these question formats for use in the
subsequent Policy Delphi rounds.
The pretest was comprised of two rounds, as opposed to
three round format administered to the policy Delphi
participants.

In the administration of the pretest the

second round was omitted.

In the second round of a Policy

Delphi process the responses of the participants are
presented for further consideration.

The actual responses

of the pretest participants are not the goal of the pretest.
A clear presentation of the research and the removal of any
ambiguity in the questions and associated format
key issues to be dealt with in the pretest.

are the

For this reason

the pretest was carried out over two rounds.
Policy Delphi Participants
As noted, the purpose of a Policy Delphi is to solicit
the input of experts regarding various problems or issues
(Turoff 1975).

Within the present research, respondent

experts were defined as those individuals participating in
state marine artificial reef development and management
activities or in the FASRP funding process.

Four subgroups

of experts were identified; the included: 1) state marine
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artificial reef program managers, 2) state chief marine
fisheries administrators, 3) USFWS regional federal aid
administrators, 4) and ASMFC staff representatives to the
Artificial Reef Committee.

The individuals comprising the

first three subgroups are those individuals which have
primary control over the use of FASRP funds and represent
the universe of participants available for this research.
The first three subgroups represent state and federal
participants that were directly involved with state use of
FASRP funding for marine artificial reef development.

It

was important to seek responses from two distinct management
levels as the possibility of differing opinions among these
levels may have gone unnoticed.

The ASMFC respondents were

selected to participate as an independent observers who have
a great deal of knowledge regarding state use of FASRP
funding for marine artificial reef development.
A total of eight states, two regional offices of the
USFWS, and the ASMFC participated.

Each of the state marine

artificial reef managers present at a meeting of the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission's Artificial
Reef Technical Committee held in January of 1995
participated (see Figure I).

Of the eight states, seven of

the respective chief marine fisheries administrators
participated.

The chief marine fisheries administrator from

New York never responded to repeated requests for
participation.

The USFWS was represented by four
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participants, two individuals responded from the Northeast
and Southeast regions, respectively.

The National Division

of Federal Aid was solicited, but deferred to regional
Federal Aid managers.

Two individuals from the ASMFC

participated.

PlGURB ORB

------- Massachusetts
------- New York
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia

---------- Georgia
---------- Florida
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Nongovernment organizations such as the International
Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies and the American
Sport Fishing Association were contacted to participate in
the Policy Delphi.

It was determined that while these

organizations are aware of the issues of interest to this
research they do not have a direct role in the
administration of the FASRP.

Saltwater fishing

organizations such as the Atlantic Coast Conservation
Association were also considered but they too did not
possess knowledge of the FASRP administration process that
was the focus of this research.
policy Delphi Administration
The Policy Delphi was administered to each of the
subgroups separately.

As determined by the pretest of the

pOlicy Delphi instrument, the questions posed to each
subgroup addressed the same topical areas phrased according
to the subgroup's nature of participation in the issue.

The

first two rounds for each subgroup were designed to address
issues central to all of the subgroups.

The final round

contained questions which allowed the researcher to further
investigate issues specific to the particular subgroup and
individual states or regions represented within that
subgroup.
The first round for state artificial reef managers took
place at a meeting of the ASMFC Artificial Reef Committee in
Jacksonville, Florida on January 18th, 1995.
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This was

coordinated through the ASMFC with the cooperation of that
organization.

State marine artificial reef managers were

notified via an agenda a month prior to the meeting and
provided a brief overview of the research
participation.

prior to

Throughout the Policy Delphi process

participation was on a volunteer basis.

Members of the

other subgroups were contacted by telephone and asked to
volunteer as participants in the pOlicy Delphi.

Other than

the first round for the state marine artificial reef
managers, Policy Delphi rounds were conducted by mail or fax
transmission for each of the subgroups to keep the
evaluation form becoming cost prohibitive.
A total of twenty one of the twenty two possible
respondents from the four individual subgroups participated
in the Policy Delphi.

A response rate of 100 percent was

achieved for each of the Policy Delphi rounds.

The total

time needed to administer the Policy Delphi was slightly
more than five months.
Policy Delphi Instruments
Each subgroup participated in three rounds of
questioning during the Policy Delphi.

The Policy Delphi

instruments for the artificial reef program managers, chief
fisheries administrators, USFWS and ASMFC are contained in
Appendices Two through Five, respectively.

A matrix

depicting the evolution of the questions through the three
rounds is presented in Appendix Seven.
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Questions posed to the artificial reef managers and
chief fisheries administrators focused on the same issues
throughout the three rounds.

Question formats were

identical for each of these subgroups.

One series of

questions was designed to determine marine artificial reef
program bUdget sources and the percentage each source
contributes to that budget.

These questions were posed in

the first round of the artificial reef manager Policy Delphi
and in the third round of the chief marine fisheries manager
Policy Delphi.

The delayed presentation of these questions

to the chief fisheries administrators was for purposes of
verifying the budget information.

Discrepancies were

clarified by contacting the individual respondents and a
computer search of the FASRP project files of the USFWS.
Another series of questions focused on the
determination of various state habitat, FASRP habitat and
artificial reef development goals.

Once these goals were

determined, each of the two subgroups were asked to rate the
success of state marine artificial reef development in
achieving these various goals.

This was done with separate

sets of questions where each set of state and FASRP program
goals were judged individually.
The first round contained questions regarding state and
FASRP habitat goals.

Questions specific to state marine

artificial reef development goals were incorporated into the
second round.

It was determined through responses to the
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first round of questioning that determining the success in
achieving state marine artificial reef development goals
would more adequately address the research question.

The

researcher had originally assumed that artificial reef
program goals would be more directly tied to FASRP goals.
An additional series of questions was designed to
develop a list of the five highest ranking positive and
negative aspects of the state marine artificial reef
development funding process.

This question format was

intended to determine significant affecting factors in the
budget process.

Responses to these questions during the

first two rounds led to a modification of the question in
the third round to include rankings of five positive and
negative aspects of the funding process on the state and
FASRP levels.
The five positive and negative aspects for the state
and FASRP levels presented in round three represent those
aspects that were most commonly listed by the two subgroups
in response to the open ended questions in rounds one and
two.

The five most common responses were then formatted

into the questions presented in round three.
Another series of questions was designed to determine
which components, or aspects, of marine artificial reef
development FASRP monies were or were not used to fund.
These questions were formatted as a checklist of these
aspects.

Rounds one and two contained separate questions
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focusing on the those aspects funded through the FASRP and
those aspects not funded through the FASRP, respectively.
In round three, a question asking which aspects would not be
possible without FASRP funding was included.
Open ended questions, in addition to those that were
part of

the formats noted above, were present throughout

each of the three rounds.

These questions focused on the

matching (procurement) process, project evaluation criteria,
and the reversion or reasons for nonuse of apportionments.
Information gained from the responses to these questions
served to increase the researcher's knowledge of each states
individual marine artificial reef program and associated
funding processes.
Information gained form these open ended questions was
used to derive the series of five point scale of agreabilty
questions presented to each of the two subgroups in round
three.

These questions focused on state use of FASRP funds

for artificial reef development activities and the relative
importance of these funds to the funding process.

This

information was later used during the analysis for
comparative purposes.

The responses to these questions were

compared with the outcome of the statistical analyses.

This

aided in determining the validity of the statistical
analyses in answering the research questions.
The focus and presentation of the questions for the
USFWS subgroup over the three rounds of the Policy Delphi
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followed the same format as those presented to the two
previous subgroups with only minor modifications.

The

positive and negative funding aspects questions presented to
USFWS respondents focused solely on the FASRP.

This

limitation was imposed by the researcher to allow the
subgroup to focus on its area of expertise.
The only other modification was with regard to the
phrasing of and focus of particular questions.

USFWS

respondents were asked to consider state program goals and
success in achieving program goals of interest on a regional
basis, specific to their individual region of jurisdiction.
The open ended questions were
also focused on the perspective of FASRP administration
rather than actual use of the funds, as has had been a
partial focus in the state level Policy Delphi instruments.
Rounds one and two of the policy Delphi administered to
the ASMFC subgroup were comprised of questions taken from
the state artificial reef manager Policy Delphi.

It was

found that the program goal and success rating responses
were the only useful data gained form the first two rounds.
ASMFC participants noted an unfamiliarity with many issues
specific to individual state use of FASRP funding.
Subsequently, round three contained only the five point
scale of agreeability questions also posed to the other
three subgroups.

The scope of these questions was broad
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enough to allow for an independent assessment of state use
of FASRP funds and the relative importance of FASRP funds to
the marine artificial reef development process.

Data Analysis
The second component of the evaluation methodology
involved the selection of a series of statistical procedures
to provide summary data and to test the study hypotheses, as
suggested by Milon (1991).

These statistical tests were

used to analyze the data acquired during the Policy Delphi.
In this analysis, a combination of nonparametric and
parametric procedures were used to test the study
hypotheses.

The findings were augmented with a descriptive

statistical analysis of the data.

The data were coded and

inputted into Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
software for Windows (SPSSWIN) for analysis.
Summary pata
The first phase of the analysis was devoted to
obtaining information summarizing state use of FASRP funding
for marine artificial reef development.
statistical procedures were utilized.

Descriptive
These data provided a

baseline from which further inferences were made upon
completion of the hypothesis testing.

These data were

useful in further determining the utility of FASRP funds in
promoting state marine artificial reef development
activities.
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Hypothesis Testing
The second section of the evaluation methodology
focused on testing the study hypotheses.

Table V summarizes

the statistical tests utilized to investigate each of the
research hypotheses.

The variable or variables tested, the

data type, statistical test, and test type are highlighted
for each of the research hypotheses.

A variety of variables

were tested pertaining to Hypothesis Four.

This was

necessary for a more adequate
investigation of the linkages between the variable at play.
Data supporting the tests of the research hypotheses are
contained in Appendix Six.

TABLE V

Hypotheses and Statistical Tests

Hypothesis Variable
Data Type Statistical Test
Test Type
H-l
Success
Interval
Pearson Product Moment Parametric
* All subgroups: Marine artificial reef program
H-2
Success
Ordinal
Median/Fishers Exact
Nonparametric
* USFWS/ Reef managers: FASRP and state habitat programs
H-3
Success
Ordinal
Median/Fishers Exact
Nonparametric
* Reef managers: FASRP and state habitat programs
H-4
.Aspects
Categorical Frequency analysis
NonparametrlC
Agree
Ordinal
Median/Fishers Exact
Nonparametric
Funding
Interval
Partial Correlation
Parametric
* Budget/ FASRP/ Sources
Funding
Interval
Pearson Product Moment Parametric
* FASRP/ License revenues
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Hypothesis One
A Pearson Product Moment correlation was employed to
test Hypothesis One (H-1).

A ratio value was derived by

comparing the amount of FASRP monies secured for state
marine artificial reef development versus the amount secured
from state funding sources for fiscal year 1995.

This ratio

was correlated with the results of the ten point Likert
scale data gained from questions posed to all four subgroups
participating in the policy Delphi.
Table VI details the origin of the data obtained to
test this hypothesis.

Presented in the table is the

subgroup, Policy Delphi
data were derived.

round, and question from which the

The percentage contribution of FASRP

funds is designated as Percentage, while the Likert scale
data is denoted as Likert.

The variables tested are labeled

as they were in Table V.

TABLE VI
Sources of Data for Testing Hypothesis One
Variable

Subvariable

Subgroup

Round

Ouest ion

Success

Likert

Reef Manager
Chief Admin.
USFWS
ASMFC

3

4

2
2
2

5

Reef Manager
Chief Admin.

2

2

3

1b

Percentage

70

6
6

The actual percentage value representing the FASRP
contribution to a particular state was correlated to the
marine artificial reef program manager and chief marine
fisheries administrator ten point Likert scale data.

The

USFWS ten point Likert scale data was correlated to the
average contribution of FASRP funding to state marine
artificial reef development budgets for the participating
states within their region.

The ASMFC ten point Likert

scale data were correlated to the average FASRP contribution
for all eight of the participating states.
For testing purposes, the FASRP percentage contribution
to the total state marine artificial reef budget was
represented by a proxy variable to simplify the coding of
the data.

For example, 7.0 was used to represent 70, and

6.5 for 65, etc.
The questions from which this information was obtained
asked respondents to measure the success of state artificial
reef development in meeting FASRP habitat,

state marine

fisheries program habitat, and state marine artificial reef
development goals.

The result of this correlation gave an

indication, or possible insight into the success of state
marine artificial reef development and the role FASRP
funding plays in determining that success.
The major assumption in utilizing a parametric
procedure to test hypothesis one is that respondents
understand the discrete distance between response categories
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assigned to each category by the researcher (Babbie 1989).
Because of these precise distinctions between response
categories, the data should be treated as interval rather
than ordinal.

It has to be assumed that the perceived

distance between response category one and two is the same
as that between five and six for each respondent.

This

assumption is true for both the respondent in answering the
questions and for the researcher in analyzing the responses.
Hypotheses Two and Three
The responses of selected subgroups regarding program
success in achieving program specific goals were analyzed to
test the Hypotheses Two and Three (H-2 and H-3).

This

analysis can reveal the existence or lack of opposing views
among Policy Delphi subgroups of the effectiveness regarding
the FASRP in promoting state marine artificial reef
development.
The small number of participants in each of the
subgroups did not allow for the computation of individual
Pearson Product Moments.

Accordingly, the nonparametric

Fishers Exact small version of the Median test was utilized
to further investigate each of these hypotheses.

The Median

test is useful when the central tendencies of two
independent samples are under investigation (Siegel and
Castellan 1988).

As is the case here, the Median test is

also useful when the sample sizes are not the same.

The

total number of responses between the two subgroups under
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comparison was never more than twenty.

This necessitated

the use of the Fishers Exact test which is employed as the
small version of the Median test for sample sizes less than
twenty.
This test was used to compare observations from the
state marine artificial reef manager and USFWS subgroups to
determine if the median response of one group was
statistically different from that of another regarding the
success of program specific goals.

Table VII indicates the

source of these data.
Hypothesis Four
The Policy Delphi served to identify variables
representing specific funding elements that are critical to
the development and operation of the state artificial reef
programs.

These funding elements include, but are not

limited to, FASRP appropriations and saltwater license
revenues.
Open ended questions in the first, and in the case of
the marine artificial reef program manager Policy Delphi,
the second round of the Policy Delphi served to determine
the issues of central importance to the research question.
Questioning in the subsequent round(s) focused on
quantifying these problems.

These data were then useful

toward the testing of Hypothesis Four.

Table VIII indicates

the variables tested and sources of the data used in the
analysis of the research questions.
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Hypothesis Four was tested using a variety of
nonparametric and parametric statistical procedures.

Data

analyzed were in rank order (Aspects variable ), five point
scale of agreeability (Agree variable), and descriptive
formats.

Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the

rank order data, while the five point scale of agreeability
data was analyzed with the Fishers Exact small version of
the Median test for the same reasons applicable to the data
used in testing the Hypotheses Two and Three.

State marine

artificial reef program funding data were analyzed with a
Pearson Product Moment correlation and a partial correlation
(Funding variables).

This aided in the determination of the

impact of various types and use of funding sources on state
marine artificial reef development budgets.

TABLE VII
Sources of Data for Testing Hypotheses Two and Three
Hypothesis

Variable

Subgroup

Round

Question

Two

Success

Reef Manager
USFWS

2
2

4

Reef Manager

3
2

Three

Success
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12
4

12

TABLE VIII
Sources of Data for Testing Hypotheses Four
Round

Question(s)

positive State
Reef Manager
Aspects
Chief Admin.

3
3

5
6

Negative State
Reef Manager
Aspects
Chief Admin.

3
3

6
7

Positive FASRP
Reef Manager
Aspects
Chief Admin.
USFWS

3
3
3

7

Negative FASRP
Reef Manager
Aspects
Chief Admin.
USFWS

3
3
3

8

Agree

Reef Manager
Chief Admin.
USFWS
ASMFC

3
3
3
3

14 b,c,h,i
10 b,c,h,i
8 b,c,h,i
1 b,c,h,i

Funding

Reef Manager
Chief Admin.

2
3

1-2
la-b

Variable

Subgroup

8
6

9
7

A series of questions in the first round of the policy
Delphi for each of the subgroups asked the respondents to
list five positive and negative aspects of the state
artificial reef development funding process and the FASRP
funding process.

The five most common responses to each of

these four questions were presented in a rank order format
in the following Policy Delphi round.

Respondents were

asked to rank order positive and negative aspects with a
rank of one being the highest, or the most positive or
negative, respectively.
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The limitation of this approach is that these five
positive and negative aspects represent the responses of the
group as a whole and not those of the individual
respondents.

A certain aspect may be ranked as a one given

the other choices but may not be the highest ranking
positive or negative aspect representing that respondents
individual situation.

For this reason the data were

analyzed descriptively as a group.
Further insight as to the positive and negative aspects
of the artificial reef development and use of FASRP funding
specific to each state was derived from data produced by the
five point scale of agreeability questions.

Respondents

were presented a series of statements regarding the use of
FASRP monies to fund artificial reef development and were
asked to specify the extent to which they agreed or
disagreed with the statement.

These data were analyzed with

the Fishers Exact small version of the Median test.

The

responses were analyzed as a group and individually to aid
in determining the extent to which there was agreement or
disagreement regarding the statements presented among the
subgroups.
The use of nonparametric statistical procedures to test
the rank order and five point scale of agreeability formats
in conjunction with using parametric statistical procedures
to test Hypothesis Four represents, in essence, a two
pronged approach.

This is similar to the multiple analysis
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technique approach suggested by Milon (1991).

This approach

allowed for the exploration of the linkages between
variables discerned in separate questions contained in the
Policy Delphi.

This approach also allows for the use of

statistical procedures that best fit the type of data
yielded by the Policy Delphi.

Prior to the administration

of the Policy Delphi, it was thought that Hypothesis Four
would be tested entirely with parametric statistical
procedures.

Over the

~ourse

of the Policy Delphi rounds it

was found that several question formats most appropriate for
the type of data that were being obtained would not be
appropriate for parametric testing.
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CBAPTBR FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction
This chapter is comprised of two primary sections.

The

first section contains summary statistics of state marine
artificial reef development funding with specific focus on
FASRP inputs.

The second section addresses the analysis of

the study hypotheses.

The summary information presented

prior to the discussion of the hypotheses because
information pertinent to the testing of hypotheses is
contained in that data.
The data gathered via the policy Delphi is presented in
tabular format to simplify presenting data pertaining to
four subgroups representing eight states, two USFWS regions,
and the ASMFC.

An explanation and clarification of the

data presented will accompany these tables to the maximum
extent practicable.

This includes references to the policy

Delphi question(s) and subgroup(s) from which the
information was obtained.

An interpretation of these

findings is also included in this discussion, as
appropriate.
In the policy Delphi, information from Massachusetts
was not gained for all of the questions asked.

For this

reason, Massachusetts was excluded from the analysis.

An

explanation of marine artificial reef development activities
in Massachusetts is contained in Appendix Six.
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Section I: Program Summary
Funding Summary
The total marine artificial development budgets of the
participating for fiscal year 1995 are indicated in Table
IX.

FASRP and saltwater license revenue contributions to

each state/s marine artificial reef development budget are
also presented.

These data were gained from the separate

Policy Delphi instruments administered to the state
artificial reef managers and chief marine fisheries
administrators.

Private donations to state marine

artificial reef programs are not included in the budgets for
Delaware and New Jersey because the exact amount of funding
from this source was not available.

Complete budget

information from New York was not obtained.
The eight states that participated in this evaluation
represent a diversity of marine artificial reef development
and levels of FASRP input to state marine artificial reef
development programs.

Seven of the eight states were

currently operating state marine artificial reef development
programs (see Table IX). The percentage contribution of
FASRP funds to state marine artificial reef development
budgets over the past five years is presented in Table X.
State marine artificial reef program funding data were
obtained from state administrator and reef manager policy
Delphi responses.

It essential to recognize that Delaware
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did not initiate its marine artificial reef program until
1992.

For this reason a dollar amount is not given for

1991.

TABLE IX

State Marine Artificial Reef Development Program
Budgets - Fiscal Year 1995
Total Budget(S)

State
New York
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland

no response
300,000
200,000
550,000

Virginia
Georgia
Florida

127,700
215,500
1,083,000

FASRP
Saltwater
Contribution(S)
License(S)
225,000
150,000

o
o

o

325,000

o

78,897

5,500
431,000

650,000

o

TABLE X

FASRP Percentage of State Artificial Reef
Development Program Budgets 1991-1995
State

lin

~

li.2.1

~

~

New York
N. Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
Georgia
Florida

75

75
30
75
0
0
40
30

75
30
75
0
0
70
30

75
30
75
0
0
70
30

75
75
75
0
0
2.6
39

30
0
50
70
95

Five of the eight states were currently utilizing FASRP
funding for marine artificial reef development program
activities (see Table X).

This level of funding ranges from

2.6% to the maximum 75% available.

Three states, New York,

New Jersey and Delaware are utilizing the full 75%, while
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Georgia and Florida are using substantially less.

Maryland

and virginia are not currently making use of FASRP funding
for their marine artificial reef programs.

Both states

noted, through open-ended questions in the Policy Delphi,
that the decision to not use FASRP funding was based
primarily on state FASRP funding priorities and, to a lesser
extent, cumbersome FASRP funding regulations.

For example,

states are required through the FASRP to spend at least 10
percent of their appropriation on marine aquatic education
programs, no more 12.5 percent on boating access, and to
equitably allot funds for fresh and saltwater projects.
Table XI identifies individual state marine artificial
reef development budget sources by percentage for fiscal
year 1995.

The row totals have been averaged and ranked to

show the cumulative impact of each funding source.

The

total percentages do not equal one hundred and have been
shown for descriptive purposes only.

This information was

obtained from marine artificial reef program managers and
the chief marine fisheries administrator policy Delphi
instruments.
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TABLE XI

State Marine Artificial Reef Program
Budget Funding Sources by Percentage: FY 1995
Source

NY

N.J

QE

MD

Y.A

GA

EI.t

~ .R.ank

St. Approp.
FASRP
License ($ )
NMFS/ EPA
County
Private

25
75
0
0
0
.Q.

16
75
0
0
8
.Q.

25
75
0
0
0
.Q.

0
0
59
40
0
1.

44
0
56
0
0
.Q.

92.8
2.6
0
0
0
.i........6.

1
39
60
0
0

29.1
44.4
25
5.7
1.1

Q

.Q...Ji

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

2
1
3
4
5
.6-

Maryland and Virginia primarily use revenues from
saltwater recreational license fees to support their marine
artificial reef development programs.

They are the only two

states other than Florida that have this source of funding
(see Table XI).

Florida is using only about half of the

FASRP funding that it could receive for its marine
artificial reef development program.

It appears that

saltwater fishing license revenues are an important
alternative funding source for state marine artificial reef
development programs.

This relationship will be discussed

further in the investigation of the findings related to
Hypothesis Four.
The individual sources of state marine artificial reef
development budgets are presented in Table XII.

This

information was obtained from state marine artificial reef
managers and the chief marine fisheries administrators
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Policy Delphi responses.

License revenues are generated

through the sale of marine recreational fishing licenses.
The total number of funding sources utilized by each state
is noted at the bottom of the table. The total number of
states utilizing each funding source is noted in the
furthest column on the right.
The following Tables (XIII and XIV) focus on state use
or nonuse of FASRP funds for specific components of marine
artificial reef development activities.

Table XIII reveals

those aspects of state marine artificial reef development
activity that are funded through the FASRP (noted with a "X"
sYmbol).

Also highlighted are those elements funded through

other and/or additional sources (noted with a "+").

Those

aspects funded through the FASRP and other sources are
identified with a ":".

The column for Maryland is blank

because of nonresponse to the question.

TABLE XII

State Artificial Reef Development Program Funding Sources
Source

NY

NJ:

DE

FASRP
X
St. General Funds
X
St. Special Funds
X
License revenues($)
Private donations
Federal agencies
County

X
X

X
X

Total

4

3

X

MD

X

X
X

3

2

VA

Gh

FL

Total

X
X

X
X

5
5
2
3

X
X

X
X
X

4
1
1

X
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2

4

3

TABLE XIII
Aspects of Artificial Reef Development
Utilizing FASRP ~ding and Other Sources

Aspect

NY

NJ:

Planning
Placement
Social research
Buoying
Buoy maintenance
Reef maintenance
Reef monitoring
Bio. research
Program eval.
Administration

X
X

=

DE

=

X
+
=

Y.A

GA

FL

+
+

=

=
=

+

=

+
+

X
X

MD

=

X

=

=

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

X
X
X

+

=

+
+

+
+

X

=

Table XIV identifies those aspects which state marine
artificial reef program managers specified as not possible
without FASRP funding.

State marine artificial reef program

managers were asked to check those aspects as appropriate
for each of these three questions related to funding sources
for artificial reef development.

The column totals note the

number of aspects by state and the row totals designate the
number of states by aspect.
When analyzed on the regional level, FASRP funding was
used to fund every aspect of marine artificial reef
development.

Tables XIII and XIV do not reveal a clear

trend among states regarding use or nonuse of FASRP funding.
Which aspects of marine artificial reef development FASRP
funding will be used for is the determination of the
individual state.

This is consistent with the emphasis on

state determination priorities for projects to be funded
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through the FASRP adhered to by the USFWS.

As noted in the

literature review, states are free to tailor the FASRP
projects to address the individual needs of the state.

TABLE XIV
Aspects of Artificial Reef Development
Economically Unfeasible Without FASRP Funding
Aspect

NY

w:

DE

Planning
Placement
Social research
Buoying
Buoy maintenance
Reef maintenance
Reef monitoring
Bio. research
Program eval.
Administration
Public relations
Total

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
7

MD

YA

X

8

5

FL

Total
4

X

3
2
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

GA

0

0

6

1
1
3
4
3
4
2
3

X
X
X
X
4

In some cases the states are regulated as to how they
may use FASRP funding for marine artificial reef development
activities by state law.

A good example of this occurs in

Florida, where Section 16R-11 of the Florida Administrative
Code limits FASRP funding to covering transportation of
materials and minimal engineering fees
$1000.00 per project).

(no more than

Per state law, FASRP funding can not

currently be used by the state of Florida to fund reef
research and monitoring or socioeconomic studies.

This

information was obtained via an open-ended question in the
first round of the state marine artificial reef manager
Policy Delphi.
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State Artificial Reef Development Goals
Table XV identifies the goals of state marine
artificial reef development programs according to state
marine artificial reef program managers and chief marine
fisheries administrators, respectively.

In the first round

of the state marine artificial reef program managers and
chief marine fisheries administrator Policy Delphi's each
subgroup was asked to list the goals of marine artificial
reef development in their respective states.

As noted in

the methodology, these responses were then presented to each
subgroup in a rank order format in the third Policy Delphi
round.

The composite ranking, reflecting the entire group,

is presented so that it can be compared to the individual
responses.
The marine artificial reef program manager from
Maryland differentiated goals for the states estuarine and
ocean reef programs, while the chief marine fisheries
administrator did not.

As noted, the chief marine fisheries

administrator from New York did not participate in the
Policy Delphi.

Responses for each state are paired, with

the response of the marine artificial reef program manager
listed first,

followed by the response of the chief marine

fisheries administrator.
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TABLE XV

State Marine Artificial Reef Development Goals According
to program Managers and Chief Marine
Fisheries Administrators
GQal

Increased user
opportunity
Habitat enhancement
Management tool
Waste disposal

Rank
1
1-2

NY
1-

NJ
2-2

DE
3-2

VA
MD
1/3-2 1-1

G8
1-1

EL

23-3

1-1
3-3

1-1
2-3

311-1 3-3

2-2
3-3

2-1

2/2-2 2-2

4-

2
3

3

4

A review of the program evaluation literature revealed
that defining clear and obtainable program goals is
extremely important when evaluating a program.

The most

effective way to evaluate a program is to determine if the
program is achieving its stated goals.

One of the major

purposes of the Policy Delphi, in examining the study
hypotheses, was to determine state artificial reef
development program goals.

State marine artificial reef

development program managers and chief marine fisheries
administrators were asked to list and later rank order the
goals of their respective reef programs (see Tables XV and
XVI) .
Increasing user opportunities is the primary goal
according to the marine artificial reef development program
managers subgroup.

Habitat enhancement and for use as a

fisheries management tool were ranked second and third
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respectively.

Interestingly, Florida noted solid waste

disposal as the number three goal moving fisheries
management tool to a ranking of fourth for its particular
marine artificial reef development program.
Habitat enhancement was the number one goal of marine
artificial reef management according to the chief marine
fisheries administrator subgroup.

Increasing user

opportunities received a ranking of second, while for use as
a fisheries management tool ranked third.
A lack of agreement on marine artificial reef
development program goals between the two subgroups is
evident.

This could serve to make determining which goals

to base an evaluation on problematic.

With differing views

of program goals it is likely that each of the subgroups
will also differ in perception of program success in
achieving those goals.

This difference in views related to

project goals could also effect the process of determining
state priorities in funding projects through the FASRP.
Internal funding decisions between chief fisheries
administrators overseeing projects and marine artificial
reef development program managers responsible for carrying
out the daily functions of the project are likely to be
misunderstood.

This breakdown in communication could lead

to larger program-wide problems with a much greater negative
impact.

The potential for value displacement among

different levels of fishery managers, discussed by Barber
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and Taylor (1990), is similar to this finding.

One possible

explanation for this difference in view among the two
subgroups is that marine artificial reef program managers
may have answered the question from a reef program
perspective, whereas the chief marine fisheries
administrators may have answered from the a divisional
perspective.
FASRP Funding Classification
Table XVI presents the FASRP funding classification of
artificial reef development for each state according to
marine artificial reef program managers and chief marine
fisheries administrators.

Maryland and Virginia did not

respond because neither of the two states use FASRP funding
to support state marine artificial reef development
activities.

Notably, the Delaware marine artificial reef

program manager and the New Jersey chief marine fisheries
administrator gave the two funding classifications equal
weight.

A "+" sYmbol represents the response of the

artificial reef program manger, a "=" sYmbol represents the
response of the chief fisheries administrator, and a "0"
corresponds to an identical response.
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TABLE XVI

Artificial Reef Development FASRP Funding Classification
By State According to Artificial Reef Program Managers
and Chief Fisheries Administrators

Classification NY

NJ:

D..E.

Increased user +
opportunity

=

+

Habitat
enhancement

0

0

MD

Y.A

GA

.EL

0

+

=

A difference in views between state marine artificial
reef development program managers and chief marine fisheries
administrators was also found when the two subgroups were
asked to identify how marine artificial reef development was
classified under FASRP guidelines respective to their
states.

Tables XV and XVI reveal that subgroup counterparts

from only one state were in complete agreement on this
issue.

This suggests that the two subgroups have differing

views of marine artificial reef development in the context
of FASRP funding guidelines.

Coupled with the difference

in perception regarding marine artificial reef program goals
these two incongruities could have a negative impact on the
state marine artificial reef development funding process
especially in the procurement and utilization of FASRP
funding.
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Section II: Hypotheses
H I: State Artificial Reef Development Program Success
The first part of this subsection, Table XVII, presents
the views of each subgroup regarding the success of state
marine artificial reef development programs in achieving
state habitat, marine artificial reef development program
and FASRP goals.

The second part, Table XVIII, presents a

descriptive statistical analysis of the ten point Likert
scale data obtained from each subgroup.

In the third and

final part of this subsection, the ten point Likert scale
data is analyzed with a Pearson Product Moment Correlation
and the small version of the Median test for purposes of
investigating the research hypotheses.
Each subgroup was asked to rate state marine artificial
reef development success in achieving specified goals on a
ten point Likert scale.

State marine artificial reef

development program managers and chief marine fisheries
administrators were asked to

rank the success of their

individual marine artificial reef programs.

USFWS

respondents were asked to rank the success of state marine
artificial reef development programs in their respective
regions.

ASMFC respondents were asked to rank the success

of all Atlantic Coast state marine artificial reef
development programs.
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The artificial reef program manager from Maryland
differentiated between the estuarine and ocean artificial
reef programs (displayed in that order), while the state
chief marine fisheries administrator did not.

As was noted

before, the chief marine fisheries administrator from New
York did not participate in the Policy Delphi process.

The

two USFWS respondents from the respective regions are
denoted as R-1 and R-2.

State artificial reef manager and

chief marine fisheries administrator responses are paired
with the artificial reef manager response being first.
The Table XVIII summarizes a descriptive statistical
analysis of the success Likert data for each subgroup.
Included are the valid number of observations (N), the
maximum possible score (Possible = N x 10), the actual total
score (Total), the percentage represented by the actual
total score (%

=

Total/Possible), and the mean of the scores

(Mean) .
The artificial reef program manager from Maryland had
given separate scores for ocean and estuarine components of
the state marine artificial reef program.

For purposes of

comparative analysis, these scores were combined to produce
a mean score (estuarine
6.5)

= 5, ocean = 8, 5

+ 8

= 13, mean =

The mean score of 6.5 was utilized in the analysis.

It is assumed that the estuarine and ocean components can be
given equal weighting in the determination of the success of
the overall marine artificial reef program.
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TABLE XVII
Artificial Reef Program Success in Achieving State Habitat,
Artificial Reef Program and FASRP Goals

Slate

\0

w

USFWS

ASMFC

Program

NY

NJ

DE

MD

VA

GA

FL

R-I

R-2

R-4

R-5

Artificial Reef

7/-

9/9

8/5

6.5/7

8/8

7/9

6/10

-

8

-/8

8/8

Habitat

-1-

9/6

-/8

10/7

8/8

7/9

7/9

7

3

-IS

8/8

FASRP

-1-

9-6

9.5/8

1/8

-1-

8-8

-/9

8

2.5

liS

9/8

TABLE XVIII
Descriptive Statistical Analysis of Ten Point Likert Scale Data

'f.

Subgroup

N

Possible

Total

Percentage

Mea

Reef Mgr.

7 / 6 / 5

70 / 60 / 50

51.5/49/30.5

73.5/81.7/61

7.4 / 8.2 / 6.1

Chief Admin.

6/7/6

60 / 70 / 60

48 / 48 / 41

80 / 68.6 / 68.3

8.0 / 6.9 / 6.8

ASMFC

I /2 /2

10/ 20 / 20

8/10/10.5

80 / 50/ 55

8.0/ 5.0/ 5.3

USFWS

3 / 3 / 4

30 / 30 / 40

24 / 21 /23

80 / 70 / 57.5

8.0 / 7.0/ 5.8

n

Hypothesis One
Hypothesis One (H-l) was tested with a Pearson Product
Moment Correlation using data from Tables X, XVII, and
XVIII.

This correlation included seventeen valid responses

from Policy Delphi participants representing all four
subgroups.
The Pearson Product Moment test for H-l produced a weak
correlation coefficient of p = .02.

This was not

~onsidered

to be statistically significant at the .05 confidence level.
This correlation suggests that there was no significant
correlation between state marine artificial reef development
success and the FASRP contributions to state marine
artificial reef development budgets.
thereby accepted.

Hypothesis One is

The perceived success of state marine

artificial reef development is not dependant on FASRP
inputs.

Program impacts were not linked to FASRP funds.

Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients were
also computed for each of the subgroups.

This served to

identify any differences in perceived marine artificial reef
development success dependant on FASRP inputs among the
subgroups.

Utilizing data from table XVII, the correlation

coefficient for the marine artificial reef program managers
subgroup was p = .41 and was not considered to be
statistically significant at the .05 confidence level.
correlation coefficient for the chief marine fisheries
administrator subgroup was p = -.23 and was also not
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The

considered to be statistically significant at the .05
confidence level.

These data were obtained from Table XVII.

A Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient could
not be computed for the individual ASMFC and USFWS
subgroups.

These data are contained in tables XIX and XX

respectively.

Small sample sizes and missing observations

were limiting factors which prevented these subgroups from
being analyzed with this parametric test.
In an effort to obtain a comprehensive understanding of
state marine artificial reef development program success
each of the four subgroups were asked to rate the success of
state marine artificial reef development programs in
achieving various state and FASRP program goals.

The

results of the statistical analysis was a very weak
correlation coefficient of p :

.02.

FASRP funding

contributions were not detected as a key determinant of the
perceived success of state marine artificial reef
development programs.

This suggests that other factors have

more influence in promoting state marine artificial reef
development success.

Why is the largest contributor of

funding to state marine artificial reef development not
considered to be the single greatest determinant of the
success of that development?

Factors contributing to the

diminution of FASRP impacts will be discussed in the
examination of Hypothesis Four.
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An

examination of these data, by breaking the data out

to show the results of the correlations for each subgroup
and the state level aggregate subgroup, also revealed very
weak correlation coefficients.

However, the negative

correlation coefficient for the chief marine fisheries
administrators subgroup indicates an even lesser connection
between FASRP funding contributions and this subgroup's
determination of state marine artificial reef development
success.
Results of the descriptive statistical analysis of the
success Likert data offers further insight regarding the
interaction of FASRP funding and state marine artificial
reef development.

The success of state marine artificial

reef development in achieving FASRP habitat goals scored
consistently last among the three programs, as rated by all
four subgroups (see Table XVIII).

The ASMFC subgroup was

the lone exception to this trend.

The perception that state

marine artificial reef development is not fully achieving
FASRP goals is consistent with the results of Hypothesis
One.
A possible explanation for this comparatively lower
ranking,
known.

is that FASRP goals are not clearly understood or
As part of first round of the Policy Delphi, state

marine artificial reef program managers were asked to
identify the FASRP habitat protection and management
objective.

This question was generally left blank or
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answered "unknown" or "uncertain".

One policy Delphi

participant responded that no one on the state or USFWS
levels had ever identified FASRP program goals or objectives
related to any aspect of sport fisheries management
including marine artificial reefs to the states.

A number

of the marine artificial reef program managers responded
that they had been unable to locate FASRP goals and
objectives in the Federal Aid Handbook.

This document,

which appears to be the main source of FASRP information to
the states does not contain program goals and/ or
objectives.

This shortcoming results in an essential lack

of FASRP guidance.
The success of marine artificial reef development in
achieving state marine artificial reef development goals was
consistently rated the highest of the three programs.

This

was true for all sUbgroups, individual and aggregate, with
the exception of the marine artificial reef development
program managers.

This higher ranking by the state marine

artificial reef program managers subgroup likely results
from a more easily understood program structure and related
program goals associated with marine artificial reef
development.

It is logical that a subgroup would be better

able to assess the success of a program with the goals of
that program with which they are most familiar.
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Hypotheses Two and Three
The nonparametric Fishers Exact small version of the
Median test was utilized to test Hypotheses Two and Three.
As noted, the purpose of these hypotheses was to further
investigate possible differences among the subgroups
regarding the success of state marine artificial reef
programs in achieving FASRP, state habitat, and state marine
artificial reef program goals.

The data were obtained from

the same tables as were used for testing Hypothesis One.
These two hypotheses, H-2 and H-3 were found not to be
statistically significant at the .05 confidence level.

The

table statistics for these hypotheses were .59, and .65
respectively.

Accordingly, both of these hypotheses were

rejected.
With regard to H-2, the USFWS did not have a
statistically significant different view from state marine
artificial reef programs managers toward marine artificial
reef development success in achieving FASRP habitat goals.
In the case of H-3, state marine artificial reef program
managers did not have a view statistically significant in
difference from their observation of marine artificial reef
development in success toward achieving state habitat or
FASRP habitat goals.
In additional testing of subgroup observations, the
only subgroups found to have statistically significant
different responses were the state marine artificial reef
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program managers and the state chief marine fisheries
administrators in their assessments of state marine
artificial reef programs in meeting state artificial reef
program goals.

The table statistic for the Median test was

.04 which is statistically significant at the .05 confidence

level.

Chief marine fisheries administrators viewed state

marine artificial reef programs as having a higher rate of
achieving state artificial reef program goals than did the
state marine artificial reef program managers.
The purpose of these hypotheses was to explore the
potential existence of disagreement among the subgroups
regarding the success of state marine artificial reef
development in achieving the goals of the three programs of
interest.

The results of the Median test indicated a clear

disagreement among the views of the two of the subgroups on
one issue.

The artificial reef managers and the chief

fisheries administrators SUbgroups disagreed regarding the
success of marine artificial reef development in achieving
marine artificial reef development goals.

This finding

compliments that related to the perception of artificial
reef development goals and FASRP funding classification.
There appears to be a degree of dysfunction in communication
between these two levels of state fisheries management.
During the course of the analysis it became apparent
that focusing these hypotheses on state habitat program
goals was incorrect.

This is a reflection of the
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researcher's unfamiliarity with the research questions
related to these hypotheses at the time of their generation.
During the early stages of the research, when the hypotheses
were generated, the researcher was unsure of the connection
between state marine habitat programs and their marine
artificial reef development programs.

In the absence of

knowledge regarding which program goals to focus the
evaluation on, the researcher relied on the advice of Milon
(1991).

It was determined to write these hypotheses

focusing on the goals of state marine habitat programs.
This decision, although arbitrary, provided a key initial
focus for the evaluation.
Subsequent exposure to the research problem revealed
that it is safe to assume that, in the case of the states
investigated, the marine artificial reef development program
is considered as separate from any state marine habitat
program.

Given this, it is more accurate to focus the

hypotheses on the goals of marine artificial reef
development and the FASRP.

For this reason, the success

ratings of each of the programs investigated for each group
were compared.

This served to provide a much broader and

more accurate view of actual state marine artificial reef
development program success in meeting program goals.
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H-4: Investigation of FASRP Use
This subsection analyzes those issues impacting FASRP
funding on state marine artificial reef development brought
to light by the Policy Delphi.

These issues were analyzed

with a variety of parametric and nonparametric tests
including a partial correlation, a Pearson Product Moment
and the small version of the Median test.

Descriptive

statistical procedures were also utilized to augment these
results.
Several variables related to funding state marine
artificial reef development were tested with parametric
statistical procedures to determine the intercorrelation of
these variables.

First, the number of marine artificial

reef development program budget sources and the amount of
FASRP funding contributing to those budgets were correlated
controlling for the total budget.
resulted in p

A partial correlation

-.27 which is not considered to be

statistically significant at the .05 confidence level.

The

zero order partial correlation coefficient for the total
budget and the overall number of funding sources was
p

=

-.52.

The FASRP and total budget variables had a

correlation coefficient of p = .88 which reveals a strong
relationship between these variables, which was expected.
The overall sources and FASRP variables had a correlation
coefficient of p = -.57.

None of these are considered to be

statistically significant" at the .05 confidence level.
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A partial correlation of the same three variables
controlling for FASRP funding resulted in a very weak
correlation coefficient of p

=

-.03.

This is also not

considered to be statistically significant at the .05
confidence level.
A partial correlation for FASRP funding and saltwater
license revenues controlling for the total budget was
unobtainable.
this.

A lack of complete data was the reason for

A Pearson Product Moment was utilized to determine

the correlation between the number of funding sources for
the marine artificial reef development program respective to
each state and the presence of saltwater recreational
license revenues as one of those sources.
a correlation coefficient of p = -.76.

This resulted in

This is not

considered to be statistically significant at the .05
confidence level.

These data were obtained from Tables IX

and VII.
Five Point Likert Scale Data
Data gained from statements formatted in a five point
Likert scale were analyzed with descriptive statistics and
the small version of the Median test.

The data were

analyzed combining the responses of all subgroups, by
individual subgroup, and larger aggregate subgroups.

For

purposes of analysis, the categories, strongly disagree
through strongly agree, were assigned the numbers one
through five respectively.
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The following four tables, XIX, XX, XXI, and XXII,
present a descriptive statistical analysis of the responses
of all of the subgroups combined (All subgroups), the
responses of the individual subgroups (marine artificial
reef program manager

=

Manager, chief marine fisheries

administrators = Chief Admin.), and two aggregate subgroups
representing the state and federal levels (State, Federal)
to various statements about the use of FASRP funds for state
marine artificial reef development programs.

The aggregate

state level subgroup is composed of marine artificial reef
program managers and chief marine fisheries administrators.
The federal level subgroup is composed of USFWS and ASFMC
respondents.

Included in each table is the statement, the

total number of responses (N), the mean score (Mean), the
number of responses above neutral (Agree), the number of
responses below neutral (Disagree), neutral responses
(Neutral), and the percentage represented by each noted in
parentheses.
These five point Likert data were also analyzed with
the Median test to determine the presence of agreement or
disagreement between the subgroups.

None of the subgroups

on the individual subgroup or aggregate level were found to
have median responses considered to be statistically
significant at the .05 confidence level.

The response

categories were assigned the same values as they were for
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TABLE XIX
Agreeability Statement One
Statement: States would be able to undertake marine
artificial reef development activities without FASRP
funding.

N

~

Above

Below

Neutral

All subgroups

20

2.85

8 (40 )

9 (45 )

3 (15)

Managers

7

2.71

3 (43 )

4

Chief Admin.

7

3.14

3 (43 )

2 (29 )

USFWS

4

3.25

2 (50)

1

ASMFC

2

1. 50

0

2 (100)

0

State

14

2.86

6 (43 )

6 (43 )

2 (14)

Federal

6

2.67

2 (33 )

3 (50)

1

(57)

(25 )

0
2 (29 )
1

(25 )

(17)

TABLE XX
Agreeability Statement Two
Statement: FASRP funds are being used to replace state
budget appropriations for marine artificial reef
development programs.

N

~

Above

Below

Neutral

All subgroups

20

2.45

3 (15)

11 (55 )

6 (30)

Managers

7

2.43

2 (28 )

4

(57)

1

Chief Admin.

7

2.43

0

4

(57)

3 (43 )

USFWS

4

2.00

0

3 (75)

1 (25)

ASMFC

2

3.50

1 (50)

0

1

(50 )

State

14

2.43

2 (14)

8 (57)

4

(28)

Federal

6

2.50

1

(16)

3 (50)

2 (33)
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(14)

TABLE XXI

Agreeability Statement Three
Statement: State inability to procure FASRP funds is
the most significant impediment to states undertaking
marine artificial reef development activities.
Above

Below
(72)

Neutral

All subgroups

18

2.44

3

(17)

13

Managers

6

2.67

2

(33)

4

(67)

o

Chief Admin.

6

2.17

o

5

(83)

1 (17)

USFWS

4

2.50

1

(25)

3 (75)

o

ASMFC

2

3.50

1

(50)

o

1

(50)

State

12

2.58

2

(17)

9

(75)

1

(8)

Federal

6

2.83

2

(33)

3

(50)

1 (12)

2

(11)

TABLE XXII

Agreeability Statement Four
Statement: State sport fisheries management priorities
are the most significant factor in determining what
types of management activities are funded through the
FASRP.
N

MeIDl

Above

Below

Neutral

All subgroups

18

2.78

14 (78)

0

4 (22)

Managers

6

3.83

4 (67)

0

2 (33)

Chief Admin.

6

4.00

5 (83)

0

1 (17)

USFWS

4

4.00

3 (75)

0

1 (25)

ASMFC

2

4.00

2 (50)

0

0

State

12

3.92

9 (75)

0

3 (25)

Federal

6

4.00

5 (83)

0

1 (17)
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the descriptive statistical analysis.

The individual

subgroups were tested as were the state and federal level
aggregate subgroups.
There were no problems encountered in using ten point
and five point Likert scale formats simultaneously in the
policy Delphi.

The ten point Likert scale questions were

introduced in the first round of questioning, while the five
point Likert scale questions were presented in the final
rounds.

This helped to minimize any confusion which may

have been caused otherwise.

Additionally, the focus of the

questions for the respective Likert scale formats were
fundamentally different.

The ten point scale questions were

designed to gather information regarding the overall success
of the program.

The five point scale questions focused on

specific aspects affecting that success, negatively or
positively.
There were also no problems encountered in the testing
of these data and in the subsequent comparison of results.
Tests of the data obtained from the respective scales were
performed separately.

Although comparisons of the results

were made, these comparisons were not subjected to any
degree statistical significance.

Comparisons of the results

were made only as a preliminary check of consistency by
which to guide further investigation.
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Rank Order Data
In the first round of the Policy Delphi each subgroup
was asked to identify five positive and five negative
aspects of the state marine artificial reef development and
FASRP funding processes.

In the next round each subgroup

was presented the top five responses and was asked to rank
order these positive and negative aspects.
tables present those results.

The following

In some cases states provided

incomplete data. For this reason those responses have not
been included in the analysis to prevent skewing of the
results.

The row totals for each aspect have been summed

and ranked.
rank.

A the lowest score being equal to the highest

Tie scores have been indicated.

The positive aspects

of the state marine artificial reef development process that
were to be ranked by marine artificial reef program managers
and state chief marine fisheries administrators are
contained in Table XXIII.
Also presented are the rank order responses of the
artificial reef program managers and chief fisheries
administrators, respectively.

New Jersey, New York,

Delaware and Maryland did not respond completely.
The negative aspects of the state marine artificial
reef development funding process to be ranked by marine
artificial reef program managers and chief marine fisheries
administrators are listed in Table XXIV.
each subgroup are presented as well.
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The responses of

Delaware provided an

incomplete response and has not been included in the
analysis.

New York did not respond and New Jersey and

Maryland provided incomplete responses.
The positive aspects of the FASRP funding process to be
ranked by marine artificial reef program managers and chief
marine fisheries administrators are listed in table xxv.
The responses of each subgroup are presented as well.
Participants from Maryland, New York and Maryland did not
respond.
The negative aspects of the FASRP funding process to be
ranked by marine artificial reef program managers and chief
marine fisheries administrators are listed in table XXVI.
The responses of each subgroup are presented as well.

New

Jersey, Delaware and Maryland and New York provided
incomplete responses.
The USFWS subgroup ranked positive and negative aspects
of the FASRP funding process different from those ranked by
the marine artificial reef program managers and chief marine
fisheries administrators.

This was done to independently

determine similarities or differences among the subgroups.
The USFWS subgroup ranking of the positive aspects of the
FASRP funding process are contained in Table XXVII.

USFWS

ranking of negative aspects is presented in Table XXVIII.
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TABLE XXIII
Positive Aspects of the State Marine Artificial Reef
Development Funding Process

Aspect One: State funding allows for long term planning.
Aspect Two: State funding is consistent! dependable.
Aspect Three: State funding can be carried over to the next fiscal year.
Aspect Four: State funds are controlled from the point of collection to dispersal.
Aspect Five: The state funding process is clearly structured.
Marine Artificial Reef Manager and Chief Fisheries Administrator
Rank Order of Marine Artificial Reef Development Funding
Process: Positive Aspects

......
......
0

Aspect

NY

NJ

DE

VA

GA

FL

Sum

Rank

One

1/-

-/2

-/5

1/2

4/4

2/3

9/16

2/3

Two

3/-

-/3

-/4

1/1

3/4

1/1

8/13

1/2

Three

5/-

-/I

-/2

3/3

5/2

4/2

17/10

5/1

Four

4/-

-/5

-/I

4/5

1/3

3/5

14/19

4/5

Five

2/-

-/4

-/3

4/4

1/1

3/4

10/16

3/4

TABLE XXIV
Negative Aspects of the State Marine Artificial Reef
Development Funding Process

Aspect One: The state funding process is too inflexible/ complex.
Aspect Two : The state budget is inconsistent from year to year.
Aspect Three: State funding for the marine artificial reef program is limited.
Aspect Four Some activities are too costly, making acquisition of state funds for matching purposes difficult.
Aspect Five State regulations restrict the type of activities for which funds may be used.
Marine Artificial Reef Manager and Chief Fisheries Administrator
Rank Order of Marine Artificial Reef Development Funding
Process: Negative Aspects

~
~
~

Aspect NY

NJ

DE

MD

VA

GA

FL

Sum

Rank

One

3/-

3-

-/4

2/-

3/3

3/4

2/-

16/11

2/4

Two

2/-

2/-

-/3

4/-

4/4

1/1

4/-

17/8

3/2

Three

1/-

2/-

-/2

3/-

1/1

2/2

5/-

13/5

1/1

Four

4/-

5/-

-/5

5/-

2/2

5/4

3/-

24/1 J

5/4

Five

5/-

4/-

-/I

11-

5/5

4/3

1/-

20/9

4/3

TABLE XXV
Positive Aspects of the FASRP Funding Process

Aspect One: Provides addition all supplemental funding.
Aspect Two: Provides and incentive for the private sector to contribute.
Aspect Three Provides an incentive for the state to retain positions (salaries for use as a program funding match.
Aspect Four: Provides funding for artificial reef development activities that the state could not otherwise fund.
Aspect Five: Provides for positive public relations with the recreational fishing community.

Marine Artificial Reef Manager and Chief Fisheries Administrator
Rank Order of FASRP Funding Process: Positive Aspects

......
......
N

Aspect

NY

NJ

DE

VA

GA

FL

Sum

Rank

One

3/-

2/3

5/2

1/1

2/3

1/2

14111

211

Two

2/-

5/4

3/5

SIS

SIS

5/3

25/22

SIS

Three

41-

4/2

2/3

4/4

311

211

19111

311

Four

I I-

I II

]/1

2/2

1/2

4/5

IDill

III

Five

5/-

4/5

4/4

3/3

4/4

3/4

22/20

414

TABLE XXVI

Negative Aspects of the FASRP Funding Process

Aspect One: Unused funds must be remitted back to the USFWS.
Aspect Two: States are often unable to match funds when the state economy is in decline.
Aspect Three: Compliance with Federal Aid Guidelines requires too much paperwork! time.
Aspect Four: The yearly funding cycle does not allow for long term planning.
Aspect Five: Unclear guidance promotes "bad" artificial reef development.

f-'
f-'

Marine Artificial Reef Manager and Chief Fisheries Administrator
Rank Order of FASRP Funding Process: Negative Aspects

W

Aspect

NY

DE

VA

GA

FL

Sum

Rank

One

3/-

-/3

2/2

2/1

5/-

12/6

311

Two

1/-

-/4

III

3/2

4/-

9/7

1/2

Three

4/-

-/1

3/3

3/2

3/-

11/9

2/3

Four

2/-

-/2

5/5

5/3

2/-

1411 0

4/4

Five

5/-

-/5

4/4

4/4

1/-

14/13

4/5

TABLE XXVII
Positive Aspects of the FASRP Funding Process
To Be Ranked By USFWS

Aspect One: Supplies a significant portion of state
sport fisheries management budget.
Aspect Two: Saltwater recreational license revenues are
protected.
Aspect Three: Higher productivity by stretching state
dollars.
Aspect Four: Supports work states may have not
otherwise been able to undertake.
USFWS Rank Order of FASRP Funding Process: Positive Aspects

Aspect

Region Four
One! Two

Region Five
One! Two

One
Two
Three
Four

2
1
4
3

4
3
2
1

1
4
2
3
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2
1
4
3

S1!m

Rank

9
9

1
1
4
3

12
10

TABLE XXVIII
Negative Aspects of the FASRP Funding Process
To Be Ranked By USFWS
Aspect One: State fisheries management budget
austerity.
Aspect Two: Program matching stipulations (i.e. "in
kind" matching requirements) .
Aspect Three: Inefficient state administration of
FASRP.
Aspect Four: Lack of marine recreational license
revenues for matching purposes.
USFWS Rank Order of FASRP Funding Process: Positive Aspects

Aspect

Region Four
One/ TwQ

Region Five
One/ TwQ

S1!m

Rank

One

2

2

2

3

9

1

TwQ
Three
FQur

3
4
1

4
3
1

3
1
4

2
1
4

12
9
10

4
1
3

HypQthesis FQur was nQt directly tested with a single
statistical prQcedure.

A variety Qf procedures were

utilized tQ test this hypQthesis in an effQrt tQ determine
the impact Qf individual factQrs in promoting marine
artificial reef develQpment and the effects Qn FASRP
cQntributiQns in funding marine artificial reef develQpment.
The partial cQrrelatiQns fQcusing Qn the
intercQrrelatiQn Qf the FASRP, tQtal budget, and tQtal
number of funding SQurces budget variables revealed weak
negative cQrrelatiQns Qf p = -.03 when contrQlling fQr FASRP
funding and p = -.27 when cQntrQlling fQr the tQtal budget.
A review Qf the zerQ Qrder partial cQrrelatiQns fQr these
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variables provides additional insight.

The correlations

coefficients for the sources and FASRP variables and the
sources and budget variables are both negative at p = -.57
and p = -.52 respectively.

This suggests that as the amount

of one variable increases the others decrease.

The

implication is that the total marine artificial reef
development budget of a given state is not likely to achieve
the optimum scenario in which the total budget is large and
funded from a variety of sources with one of the those
sources being FASRP revenues.

This appears to be

contradictory to the budget supplementing quality FASRP
funds are supposed to possess.
The correlation coefficient for the total number of
marine artificial reef development budget sources variable
and the variable representing the presence of saltwater
license revenues as one of those sources also suggest that
supplantation of state appropriations to marine artificial
reef development budgets is occurring.

The Pearson Product

Moment yielded a fairly strong negative correlation
coefficient of p = -.76.

Again, as the value of one

variable increases the other decreases.

This suggests that

as states utilize saltwater license revenues to fund marine
artificial reef development the number of overall sources
contributing to that budget decreases.
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Of the states participating in this research, three
utilize saltwater license revenues to fund marine artificial
reef development.

Only one of these states, Florida, makes

use of FASRP funding in conjunction with saltwater license
revenues to fund marine artificial reef development.

This

situation is also true with regard to general treasury
appropriations (see Table XII).

Again, Florida is the only

state to utilize this combination of funding sources.

One

explanation for this is that Florida has a decentralized
marine artificial reef development program operated
primarily at the county level.

Additionally, as noted

before, Florida is limited by law in how it can use FASRP
funds for marine artificial reef development.

This would

necessitate the need for a variety of funding sources.
Partial correlations designed to determine the
intercorrelation of saltwater license funds, state general
appropriations funds, and total marine artificial reef
development are needed to provide more insight.
Unfortunately the small sample size and the infrequent
occurrence of the sources as variables did not allow for
these correlation coefficients to be computed with the
current data.
Results of Descriptive Investigation
Further insight into the supplantation issue, FASRP
administration, and FASRP contributions to state marine
artificial reef development was obtained through the
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analysis of five point Likert scale and rank order data.
The Likert scale and rank order data has been discussed
together to better illustrate complimentary and conflictory
findings.
The overall issue of supplantation of state general
treasury funds with FASRP funds was addressed with a five
point Likert scale statement.

Each subgroup was asked the

extent to which they agreed or disagreed with the statement
that FASRP funds are being used to replace state budget
appropriations for marine artificial reef development
programs (Table XXX).

There was majority disagreement (55%)

toward this statement across all subgroups with a high
number of neutral responses (30%).

Notably the USFWS and

chief marine fisheries administrators subgroups did not have
any responses agreeing with the statement.
This finding is augmented with the results of the
marine artificial reef development manager and chief marine
fisheries administrator subgroups rank order of positive
FASRP funding aspects (Table XXV).

These subgroups ranked

the additional/ supplemental funding aspect of FASRP funds
as numbers two and one respectively.

When viewed together,

these findings, provided via two question formats, bring the
suggested correlations between funding source variables into
question.
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Two additional positive FASRP funding impacts to state
sportfisheries management budgets relative to this
discussion were highlighted through the five point Likert
scale and rank order data by the USFWS subgroup (Table
XXVII).

The benefits of supplying a significant portion of

state sportfisheries management budgets and protecting
saltwater recreational fishing license revenues received an
equal rank of number one among three other aspects to be
ranked.

Supplying a significant portion of the budget could

be viewed as an argument for possible supplantation.

Given

the results of the other rank order and a
five point Likert questions this is less likely to be the
case.

It is also unlikely that the USFWS would list this as

a benefit if supplantation was suspected by the Division of
Federal Aid.
The type of projects states fund through the FASRP is
contingent on sport fisheries management priorities.

There

was overwhelming agreement, 78 %, among all subgroups
regarding this statement (Table XVIII).

It should also be

noted that there were no responses in disagreement, making
the other 22% neutral responses.

This finding is consistent

with the intent of the FASRP to allow states to use program
funds to address needs specific to the individual states.
Negative aspects of the FASRP funding process were also
brought to light.

The marine artificial reef development

manager and chief marine fisheries administrator subgroups
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ranked an inability to match FASRP funds when the state
economy is in decline as the number one negative aspect
among four others (Table XXVI).

Similarly, the USFWS

subgroup ranked state fisheries management budget austerity
as the number one negative aspect of the FASRP funding
process (Table XXVIII).

This aspect was tied for first with

the inefficient state administration of FASRP funds.

This

assertion is interesting in light of the findings specific
to funding marine artificial reef development discussed
below.
Specific to marine artificial reef development,
conflicting results were found as to whether these types of
projects could occur in the absence of FASRP funding.
Policy Delphi respondents (all subgroups) were split fairly
evenly, 40% agree and 45% disagree, when it was asserted
that states would be able to undertake marine artificial
reef development activities without FASRP funding (Table
XX).

Support is given to the dissenters by the number one

negative aspect of the state marine artificial reef
development funding process ranked by the marine artificial
reef development managers and the chief fisheries
administrators (Table XXIV).

Of five possibilities, limited

funding for marine artificial reef development was ranked
first.

These results signify problems in the state

artificial reef development process on the state and FASRP
levels.
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The possibility that these problems are rooted in the
FASRP funding process

wer~

partially refuted by the overall

disagreement (72%) with the statement that state inability
to procure FASRP funds is the most significant impediment to
states undertaking marine artificial reef development
activities (Table XXII).

The issue was then seemingly

clouded with the number one ranking, by the marine
artificial reef manager and chief fisheries administrator
subgroups, of the FASRP providing funding for artificial
reef development activities that the states could not
otherwise fund (Table XXV).

This is probably not true for

all aspects within marine artificial reef development.
According to the data contained in Table XVIII there are
certain aspects of marine artificial reef development that
would not be feasible
without FASRP funding.

Knowing this, it would not be

appropriate to say that this finding is true of the entire
marine artificial reef development program of a given state.
Summary of Analysis
The results of the Likert scale and rank order data
analysis both support and conflict with the findings
obtained in the first section for the analysis of Hypothesis
Four.

Combined, these results point to difficulties in

state funding of marine artificial reef development that may

be exacerbated by the FASRP funding process.
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Another primary reason for having only partially
identified and examined all of the connections between
variables is a lack of data necessary to investigate these
linkages.
of data.

There are three immediate reasons for this lack
The first is that the questions in the Policy

Delphi were not always completely answered by all
respondents.

This greatly impacts the data for a sample of

this small size.
The second reason is that the responses to the open
ended questions in the Policy Delphi may not have revealed
all of the issues.

These questions were the primary source

of data collection from which variables to be investigated
could be repackaged in questions providing quantifiable
formats for subsequent rounds of the Policy Delphi.

The

researcher has little control over this other than employing
a more extensive pretest of the Policy Delphi instrument in
an attempt to uncover more variables at an earlier stage of
the data collection.
A final reason for the lack of data is the limited
number of Policy Delphi rounds employed.

Additional rounds

would likely have revealed more variables and linkages to be
investigated.

Time and cost precluded the researcher from

undertaking these additional rounds which would have likely
yielded the data necessary to fully investigate the research
question.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION
The evaluation results provided valuable insight
regarding the state marine artificial reef development
funding process.

The major point being that the FASRP is

best understood when viewed on the individual state level.
The FASRP is a federal program where the states play a lead
role in determining how they will operate within the broad
parameters of the program.

Essentially, the FASRP consists

of separate state units with general similarities.
In practice the FASRP is a large pool of money
designated for redistribution among participating states.
States are able to fund any sport fisheries management
activity of individual priority as long as the project meets
FASRP guidelines.

The states are responsible for setting

their own sport fisheries management project priorities and
are also responsible for monitoring these projects in
accordance with FASRP guidelines.
The FASRP is championed as the single largest source of
funding for state marine artificial reef development
activities.

The findings of this research do not dispute

this contention.

At issue is the importance of this source

of funding in promoting the success of marine artificial
reef development.

Results of this effort indicate that

FASRP funding is not a key factor in the success of marine
artificial reef development.

It would be enlightening to
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investigate this question on a state by state basis.

A

state specific evaluation of FASRP impacts would be useful
in ascertaining FASRP program benefits and negative impacts
particular to the individual state.

The multi-state scope

of this investigation may have hindered the ability of the
evaluation tool to properly ascertain the issues specific to
each state.
A peripheral benefit of this evaluation is that it
investigated the issues raised about the FASRP using state
marine artificial reef development as a case study.

In this

case, the Policy Delphi technique served to answer as many
questions as it presented.

For the evaluation of an ongoing

program this is not necessarily a negative, as evaluations
of ongoing programs should be dynamic.

Uncovering questions

to be investigated is essential to any evaluation.
Charges of state misuse of FASRP funds could very
likely result from a misunderstanding of the operation and
administration of the program.

The presence of unanswered

questions after multiple rounds of data collection is
indicative of the amount of information needed to understand
this program.
The results of this evaluation have determined, at
least initially, that the best application of the Policy
Delphi as part of an evaluation is as a data gathering
technique.

It's value lies in its effectiveness as a first

step in the evaluation. Quantification of the information
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gained in the Policy Delphi process provided this evaluation
with data bearing more substance
than information that is purely anecdotal.

The utility of

the Policy Delphi as a data gathering technique and the
statistical procedures used to test that data in evaluating
natural resources policies has proven initially successful.
Lessons learned from this effort can be incorporated into
future evaluations to make them more effective.
If the results are any indication, this evaluation has
only just begun to uncover the full scope of the issues.
Accordingly, the data yielded by the present evaluation are
not suitable on which to base final management decisions.
What the evaluation results lack in statistical significance
is far outweighed by their practical significance to federal
and state fisheries managers.
This evaluation has served to identify issues and areas
needing further research.

Additional, broader evaluations

of this topic and related ones are needed to obtain a better
understanding of the FASRP.
Topics in need of further research, as suggested by the
results of the Policy Delphi and associated evaluation
findings, include the impact of a multitude of funding
sources, FASRP program directives, and state politics on the
use of FASRP funding.

Issues impacting FASRP funding use

include: the interplay of the different state marine
artificial reef development funding sources, the political
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aspects of determining state level FASRP funding project
priority, the constraints imposed by the percentage spending
requirements for aquatic resource education and boating
access, the directive to equitably distribute funds between
freshwater and marine interests, and indirect state level
budget factors such as redirection initiatives.
The current evaluation would have benefited from more
rounds of questioning in the Policy Delphi as well as an
increase in the total sample size.

The Policy Delphi would

likely yield more data if each round was conducted
individually as a personal interview.

The most useful

information was gained when speaking to the individual
respondent one on one.
Increasing the sample size is problematic given the
difficulty encountered in the present evaluation.

One group

that should have been incorporated is state Federal Aid
Coordinators.

This group was originally excluded because of

time constraints.

Another way to immediately increase the

sample size is to include the Gulf of Mexico and west coast
states.

One benefit in increasing the sample size in these

ways would be a greater possibility in using parametric
statistical procedures.

This would aid in further

determining the linkages between variables. There are two
readily apparent negatives in expanding this evaluation.

A

larger sample size would increase research costs associated
with administering the Policy Delphi, especially if done
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individually as a personal interview.

Coordinating each

round of the Policy Delphi among numerous subgroups would be
an extreme test of a researchers logistical capabilities.
However, these two reasons alone do not warrant dismissing
future possibilities of using this technique.
One final way to improve an evaluation of any aspect of
the FASRP is to undertake the evaluation over a large period
of time. The current evaluation provides a static glimpse of
the program and associated issues.

These issues are likely

to change from year to year in any given state.

This is

especially true in an election year, given the current
climate of budget cuts and redirection of funding.
Constituents of the FASRP would be best
served by a continuous evaluation of program activity.

This

will serve to maintain program integrity, improve program
administration, and publicize the benefits of the program.
Overall, the effort to adapt the Policy Delphi as a
data gathering technique in evaluating a natural resources
program has proven successful.

Benefits and pitfalls have

been highlighted to guide future attempts to evaluate
similar policies.

The Policy Delphi could provide the

program evaluation field a method for developing statistical
analysis for data that had before been nothing more than
anecdotal.

The Policy Delphi may help to bridge the gap,

making evaluation techniques available in disciplines where
effective evaluation was not previously possible.
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APPENDIX ONE
POLICY DELPHI PARTICIPANTS
ASMFC Artificial Reef Committee
State Manager Participants
Jeff Tinsman
Artificial Reef Coordinator
PO Box 1401
Dover, DE 19903
Henry Ansley
Outer Continental Shelf Program Leader
Georgia Dept. of Natural Resources
Coastal Resources Division
One Conservation Way
Brunswick, GA 31523-8000
Dewitt Myatt
Artificial Reef Program Manager
Maryland Dept. of Natural Resources
Fisheries, Aquatic Reef Program
301 Marine Academy Drive
Stevensville, MD 21666
Steve Heins
Artificial Reef Program Coordinator
NYS DEC
Bldg. #40
SUNY, Stony Brook
New York 11790-2356
Mike Meier 804-247-2263
Virginia Marine Resources Commission
PO Box 756
Newport News, VA 23607
Jon Dodrill
Environmental Administrator
Mail Station 240
3900 Commonwealth Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-3000
Bill Figley
Artificial Reef Coordinator
Division of Fish and Game
PO Box 418
Port Republic, NJ 08241
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State Chief Marine Fisheries
Administrator Participants
Charles Lesser - Delaware
Bruce Freeman - New Jersey
Susan Shipman - Georgia
Virginia Vail - Florida
Jack Travelstead - Virginia
Howard King - Maryland

USFWS participants
Vaughn Douglass and Ron Essig
USFWS Division of Fed Aid
300 West Gate Center Dr.
Hadley Mass. 01035-9589
Harold Walhquist and Dale Beaumaridge
USFWS Division of Fed Aid
1875 Century Blvd.
Suite 240
Atlanta GA 30345

ASMFC participants
Richard Christain
Recreational Fisheries Coordinator
·1776 Mass. Ave. NW
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
Tina Berger
Resource Specialist
1776 Mass. Ave. NW
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
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APPENDIX '!WO

State Artificial Reef Manager
Policy Delphi Round One
This set of questions is the first of a three round Policy
Delphi process. The purpose of this Policy Delphi is to
ascertain the role of Federal Aid in Sportfish Restoration
Program (Wallop-Breaux) funding in the promotion of state
marine artificial reef development. The first round of
questions is intended to reveal previously unknown variables
to the researcher. Artificial reef development is defined
as encompassing all phases of artificial reef activity
undertaken by the state.
Your participation in this Policy
Delphi is much appreciated.
Please provide the following
information for purposes of implementing the next two rounds
of the Policy Delphi. A report detailing the results will
be made available upon completion of the study.

Posi tion:

Name:

_

Address :
Phone:

_
Fax:

E-mail:

1) Please list the sources of your state artificial reef
development budget and the percentage each contributes:
Source

Percentage

=100%
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2)

Please estimate the percentage of your state artificial
reef development budget that was secured from Sportfish
Restoration Account (Wallop-Breaux) funds for each of
the following years?

1990 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90-100%

1991 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90-100%

1992 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90-100%

1993 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90-100%

1994 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90-100%

3)

Please identify those aspects of artificial reef
development Sportfish Restoration Account (WallopBreaux) funds are used for in your state: (check
all that apply)
planning

construction

placement __

buoying __

buoy maint.

reef maintenance

reef monitoring __ biological research
sociological research __
4)

reef program evaluation

If do not use Sportfish Restoration Account (WallopBreaux) funds for certain aspects of artificial
reef development, please explain why this is so.

5) How does your state match Sportfish Restoration Account
(Wallop-Breaux) funds to be used for artificial reef
development?
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6)

What is the Federal Aid in Sportfish Restoration
(Wallop -Breaux) Program objective related to
habitat enhancement?

7)

Please indicate how successful artificial reef
development in your state has been in meeting the
Federal Aid in Sportfish Restoration (WallopBreaux) Program objective.
1

2

no success

3
=>

456
marginal
success

7

8

9

10

complete
success

=>

8)

What are your state fisheries management program
objectives regarding habitat enhancement?

9)

Please indicate how successful artificial reef
development in your state has been in meeting the
state fisheries program habitat objective(s).
1

no success

2

3
=>

456
marginal
success
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7

8
=>

9

10

complete
success

10)

Please list five positive elements in the state
artificial reef development funding process:

1)

_

2)

_

3)

_

4)

_

5)

11)

_

Please list five negative elements in the state
artificial reef development funding process:

1)

_

2)

_

3)

_

4)

_

5)

_

12) Please specify the objectives of marine artificial reef
development in your state.

13)

Are there any additional problems that you have
encountered in the use of Sportfish Restoration
Account (Wallop-Breaux) monies to fund state
artificial reef development?
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State Artificial Reef Manager
Policy Delphi Round Two

1) Please list the sources of your state artificial reef
development budget for 1995 and the percentage each
contributes:
Percentage

Source

=100%
2)

Please estimate the percentage of your state
artificial reef development budget that was
secured from Sport Fish Restoration Account
(Wallop-Breaux) funds for each of the following
years?

1991 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90-100%

1992 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90-100%

1993 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90-100%

1994 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90-100%

3)

Please identify those aspects of artificial reef
development Sport Fish Restoration Account
(Wallop-Breaux) funds are used for in your state:
(check all that apply)
planning
buoying

placement

sociological research

buoy maintenance

reef monitoring
program evaluation

reef maintenance

biological research

_

administrative personnel
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4)

Please identify those aspects of artificial reef
development that are funded by sources other than
Sport Fish Restoration Account (Wallop-Breaux)
funds in your state: (check all that apply)
planning
buoying

placement
buoy maintenance

reef monitoring
program evaluation
5)

sociological research
reef maintenance

biological research

_

administrative personnel

If do not use Sport Fish Restoration Account
(Wallop-Breaux) funds for certain aspects of
artificial reef development, please explain why
this is so.

6) How does your state match Sport Fish Restoration Account
(Wallop-Breaux) funds to be used for artificial reef
development?

7) What is the Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration (Wallop
-Breaux) Program goal related to habitat enhancement?
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8)

Please indicate how successful artificial reef
development in your state has been in meeting the
Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration (WallopBreaux) Program goal.
1

2

no success

3
=>

456

7

marginal
success

8

9

=>

10
complete

9) To your knowledge, is there a Federal Aid in Sport Fish

Restoration (Wallop-Breaux) program goal specific to
artificial reef development?
no

yes
10)

If you answered yes to question #9, how did you
become aware of a Sport Fish Restoration Program
artificial reef development goal?

11) What are your state fisheries management program goal
regarding habitat enhancement?

12)

Please indicate how successful artificial reef
development in your state has been in meeting the
state fisheries program habitat goal(s).
1

no success

2

3
=>

456

marginal
success
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7

8
=>

9

10
complete

13)

Please list five positive elements in the state
artificial reef development funding process:

1)

_

2)

_

3)

_

4)

_

5)

_

14)

Please list five negative elements in the state
artificial reef development funding process:

1)

_

2)

_

3)

_

4)

_

5)

_

15) Please specify the goals of marine artificial reef
development in your state.

16)

Are there any additional problems that you have
encountered in the use of Sport Fish Restoration
Account (Wallop-Breaux) monies to fund state
artificial reef development?
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17)

Please rank the top five types of Wallop-Breaux
funded projects in your state according to
priority: (a rank of one being the highest)

1)

_

2)
3)
4)
5)

18)

Where do you feel artificial reef development
should rank in terms of Wallop-Breaux funding
priority in your state?
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State Artificial Reef Manager
Policy Delphi Round Three
1)

Please rank order the following objectives in
terms of marine artificial reef development in
your state: (a rank of one being the highest)
To provide increased user opportunities
To enhance marine habitat
For use as a fisheries management tool
other (please explain)

2)

__

Please identify those aspects of marine artificial
reef development that would not be possible in
your state without Sport Fish Restoration Account
(Wallop-Breaux) funding:
(check all that apply)
planning

placement

buoying

sociological research

buoy maintenance

reef monitoring

reef maintenance

biological research

program evaluation

_

administrative personnel

project/program advertising (public relations)
3)

a)
b)
c)

4)

For Sport Fish Restoration Program funding
purposes in your state is marine artificial reef
development considered: PLEASE CIRCLE
habitat enhancement
an increased user opportunity (pUblic use)
other

Please indicate how successful your state marine
artificial reef program has been in meeting its
artificial reef development goals. PLEASE CIRCLE

1
2
no success

3
=>

456
marginal
success
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7

8
=>

9

10
complete
success

5)

Please rank order the following general positive
aspects of the state marine artificial reef
development funding process revealed in previous
Policy Delphi rounds (a rank of one being the
highest) :
State funding allows for long term planning
State funding is consistent/dependable
State funding can be carried over to the next
fiscal year
State funds are controlled from the point of
collection to dispersal
The state funding process is clearly structured

6)

Please rank order the following general negative
aspects of the state marine artificial reef
development funding process revealed in previous
Policy Delphi rounds (a rank of one being the
highest) :
The state funding process is too inflexible
/complex
The state budget is inconsistent from year to year
State funding for the artificial reef program is
limited
Some activities are simply too costly making
acquisition of state funds for matching purposes
difficult
State regulations restrict the type of activities
for which funds may be used
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7)

Please rank order the following general positive
aspects of using Sport Fish Restoration funding
for state marine artificial reef development
revealed in previous Policy Delphi rounds (a rank
of one being the highest) :
Provides additional/supplemental funding
Provides incentive for the private sector to
contribute
Provides an incentive for the state to retain
positions (salaries) for use as a program funding
match
Provides funding for artificial reef development
activities that the state could not otherwise fund
Provides for positive public relations with the
recreational fishing community

8)

Please rank order the following general negative
aspects of using Sport Fish Restoration funding
for state marine artificial reef development
revealed in previous Policy Delphi rounds (a rank
of one being the highest) :
Unused funds must be remitted back to the USFWS
States are often unable to match funds when the
state economy is in decline
Compliance with Federal Aid Guidelines requires
too much paperwork/ time
The yearly funding cycle does not allow for long
term planning
Unclear guidance promotes "bad" artificial reef
development
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10)

Please list the top five types of marine fisheries
projects funded by the Sport Fish Restoration
Account in your state according to priority: (a
rank of one being the highest)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

11)

What criteria does your state marine fisheries
management agency use to evaluate artificial reef
development projects funded by the Sport Fish
Restoration Program?

12)

Has your state ever had to return unused Sport
Fish Restoration Account funds, which had been
dedicated for marine artificial reef development,
to the USFWS Division of Federal Aid? If yes,
why?

13)

If your state artificial reef development program
has decided to use less than the full match (75%)
available from the Sport Fish Restoration Program,
or has decided not to use Program funds at all
please explain why this is so.
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14)

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or
disagree with each of the following? PLEASE
CIRCLE

A. State marine artificial reef development projects, funded
through the Sport Fish Restoration Account, are typically
evaluated in accordance with Federal Aid Guidelines.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NKUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

B. States would be able to undertake marine artificial reef
development activities without Sport Fish Restoration
Program funding.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

C. Sport Fish Restoration Program funds are being used to
replace state budget appropriations for marine artificial
reef development.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

D. State policy regarding the use of Sport Fish Restoration
Program funds is clearly defined.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

E.

Federal Guidelines for state Sport Fish Restoration
projects are clearly defined.

STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

F. Most state artificial reef development projects, funded
through the Sport Fish Restoration Account, are
adequately planned for in a rational and competent
fashion.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

G. State administration of Sport Fish Restoration marine
artificial reef development projects is typically well
coordinated.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

H. State inability to procure Sport Fish Restoration Account
funds is the most significant impediment to states
undertaking marine artificial reef development
activities.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
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I. State sport fisheries management priorities are the most
significant factor in determining what type of management
activities are funded through the Sport Fish Restoration
Program.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
J. Federal Aid Guidelines are conceptual rather than

operational.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
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APPENDIX THREE

State Fisheries Administrator
Policy Delphi Round One

Name :

_

Position :
1)

_

The habitat protection and management objective of
the Federal Aid Program is to "enable the States
to ensure that sufficient habitat is protected and
managed to assure the continued vitality of fish
and wildlife resources to meet the present and
future needs of consumptive and non-consumptive
users".
Please indicate how successful marine artificial reef
development in your state has been in achieving
this objective:
1

2

no success

3
=>

456
marginal
success

7

8

9

=>

10
complete
success

2) What are your state fisheries management program goals
regarding marine habitat enhancement?

3)

Please indicate how successful artificial reef
development in your state has been in meeting the
state fisheries program habitat goal(s).
1

no success

2

3
=>

456
marginal
success
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7

8
=>

9

10
complete
success

4)

Please list five positive elements in the state
artificial reef development funding process:

1)

_

2)

_

3)

_

4)

_

5)

_

5)

Please list five negative elements in the state
artificial reef development funding process:

1)

_

2)

_

3)

_

4)

_

5)

_

6)

Please rank the top five types of marine fisheries
projects funded through the Sport Fish Restoration
Account in your state according to priority: (a
rank of one being the highest)

1)

2)
3)
4)

5)
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State Fisheries Administrator
Policy Delphi Round Two
Name :

_

position :

1)

_

The habitat protection and management objective of
the Federal Aid Program is to lienable the States
to ensure that sufficient habitat is protected and
managed to assure the continued vitality of fish
and wildlife resources to meet the present and
future needs of consumptive and non-consumptive
users" .
Please indicate how successful marine artificial reef
development in your state has been in achieving
this objective:
1

2

no success

3
=>

456

7

marginal
success

8

9

=>

10
complete
success

2) What are your state fisheries management program goals
regarding marine habitat enhancement?

3)

Please indicate how successful artificial reef
development in your state has been in meeting the
state fisheries program habitat goal(s)

1
2
no success

3
=>

456

marginal
success
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7

8
=>

9

10
complete
success

4)

Please specify the goals of marine artificial reef
development in your state.

5)

Please indicate how successful artificial reef
development in your state has been in meeting
state artificial reef development goal(s).
1

no success

2

3
=>

456

marginal
success

7

8
=>

9

10
complete
success

6) How does your state match Sport Fish Restoration Account
(Wallop-Breaux) funds to be used for artificial reef
development?

7)

If your state does not use Sport Fish Restoration
Account (Wallop-Breaux) funds for certain aspects
of artificial reef development, please explain why
this is so.
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8)

Please list five positive elements in the state
artificial reef development funding process:

1)

_

2)

_

3)

_

4)

_

5)

_

9)

Please list five negative elements in the state
artificial reef development funding process:

1)

_

2)

_

3)

_

4)

_

5)

_

10)

Are there any additional problems that you have
encountered in the use of Sport Fish Restoration
Account (Wallop-Breaux) monies to fund state
artificial reef development?
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11)

Please rank the top five types of marine fisheries
projects funded through the Sport Fish Restoration
Account in your state according to priority: (a
rank of one being the highest)

1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

12)

Where do you feel artificial reef development
should rank in terms of Sport Fish Restoration
Account funding priority in your state?

13)

What criteria are utilized by your state to
evaluate the effectiveness of marine fisheries
management projects funded by the Federal Aid in
Sport Fish Restoration Program.
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State Fisheries Administrator
policy Delphi Round Three
1a)

What is your total marine artificial reef
development budget for fiscal year 1995?

$
1b) Please list the sources of your state artificial reef
development budget for 1995 and the percentage each
contributes:
Source

$ Total

Percentage

=100%

2)

Please rank order the following objectives in
terms of marine artificial reef development in
your state: (a rank of one being the highest)
To provide increased user opportunities
To enhance marine habitat
For use as a fisheries management tool
other (please explain)

3)

a)
b)
c)
4)

For Sport Fish Restoration Program funding
purposes in your state is marine artificial reef
development considered: PLEASE CIRCLE
habitat enhancement
an increased user opportunity (public use)
other
What criteria does your state marine fisheries
management agency use to evaluate artificial reef
development projects funded by the Sport Fish
Restoration Program?
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__

5)

If your state artificial reef development program
has decided to use less than the full match (75%)
available from the Sport Fish Restoration Program,
or has decided not to use Program funds at all
please explain why this is so.

6)

Please rank order the following general positive
aspects of the state marine artificial reef
development funding process revealed in previous
Policy Delphi rounds (a rank of one being the
highest) :
State funding allows for long term planning
State funding is consistent/dependable
Cooperation is fostered between state, local, and
private entities
State funds are controlled from the point of
collection to dispersal
The state funding process is clearly structured

7)

Please rank order the following general negative
aspects of the state marine artificial reef
development funding process revealed in previous
Policy Delphi rounds (a rank of one being the
highest) :
The state funding process is too inflexible/
complex
The state budget is inconsistent from year to year
Funding for the artificial reef program is limited
by state priorities
State regulations restrict the type of activities
for which funds may be used
State appropriations process is too political
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8)

Please rank order the following general positive
aspects of using Sport Fish Restoration funding
for state marine artificial reef development
revealed in previous Policy Delphi rounds (a rank
of one being the highest) :
Provides additional/supplemental funding
Well administered on the federal level
Provides stability in the funding process
Provides funding for artificial reef development
activities that the state could not otherwise fund
Provides for positive public relations with the
recreational fishing community

9)

Please rank order the following general negative
aspects of using Sport Fish Restoration funding
for state marine artificial reef development
revealed in previous Policy Delphi rounds (a rank
of one being the highest) :
Used to replace state funding sources
States are often unable to match funds when the
state economy is in decline
Compliance with Federal Aid Guidelines requires
too much paperwork/ time
The yearly funding cycle does not allow for long
term planning
Unclear guidance promotes "bad" artificial reef
development

10)

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or
disagree with each of the following? PLEASB
CIRCLB

A. State marine artificial reef development projects, funded
through the Sport Fish Restoration Account, are typically
evaluated by states in accordance with Federal Aid
Guidelines.
STRONGLY DISAGREB /DISAGREB /NEUTRAL /AGREB /STRONGLY AGREB
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B. States would be able to undertake marine artificial reef
development activities without Sport Fish Restoration
Program funding.
STRONGLY DISAGREB /DISAGREB /NEUTRAL /AGREB /STRONGLY AGREB

c.

Sport Fish Restoration Program funds are being used to
replace state budget appropriations for marine artificial
reef development.

STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

D. State policy regarding the use of Sport Fish Restoration
Program funds is clearly defined.
STRONGLY DISAGREB /DISAGREB /NEUTRAL /AGREB /STRONGLY AGREB

E. Federal Guidelines for state Sport Fish Restoration
projects are clearly defined.
STRONGLY DISAGREB /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREB /STRONGLY AGREB

F. Most state artificial reef development projects, funded
through the Sport Fish Restoration Account, are
adequately planned for in a rational and competent
fashion.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

G. State administration of Sport Fish Restoration marine
artificial reef development projects is typically well
coordinated.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

H. State inability to procure Sport Fish Restoration Account
funds is the most significant impediment to states
undertaking marine artificial reef development
activities.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

I. State sport fisheries management priorities are the most
significant factor in determining what type of management
activities are funded through the Sport Fish Restoration
Program.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE·

J. Federal Aid Guidelines are conceptual rather than
operational.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
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APPENDIX FOUR

ASMFC
Policy Delphi Round One and Two
1)

The habitat protection and management objective of
the Federal Aid Program is to lienable the States
to ensure that sufficient habitat is protected and
managed to assure the continued vitality of fish
and wildlife resources to meet the present and
future needs of consumptive and non-consumptive
users" .
Please indicate how successful marine artificial reef
development by the Atlantic states has been in achieving
this objective:
1

2

no success

3
=>

456
marginal
success

7

8

9

=>

10
complete
success

2)

What are the most cornmon state marine fisheries
management program goals regarding habitat
enhancement in your region?

3)

Please indicate how successful marine artificial
reef development by the Atlantic states has been
in achieving state marine fisheries program
habitat goals.

1
2
no success

4)

3
=>

456
marginal
success

7

8
=>

9

10
complete
success

Is state marine artificial reef development better
characterized as a habitat enhancement activity or a
means to increase fishing opportunities? Please
explain.
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5)

Please specify the most common goals of Atlantic
states marine artificial reef development.

6)

Please indicate how successful the Atlantic states
have been in meeting their artificial reef
development goals.
1

no success

2

3
=>

456

marginal
success

7

8
=>

9

10

complete
success

7)

Have you observed any problems in states acquiring
Sportfish Restoration Account (Wallop-Breaux)
monies to fund marine fisheries management
projects?

8)

What criteria are utilized by the Federal Aid
program to evaluate the effectiveness of state
marine fisheries management projects funded by the
Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Program.
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9)

How do states benefit in utilizing Sport Fish
Restoration Account monies to fund marine
fisheries management projects?

10)

What limitations do states encounter when
utilizing Sport Fish Restoration Account monies to
fund marine fisheries management projects?

11)

Are there cases when states do not utilize all of
the Sport Fish Restoration Account funds that are
apportioned to them?
yes

12)

no

If you answered yes to question #11, please
explain why you think this is so.
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ASMFC Policy Delphi
Round Three
1) Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree
with each of the following? PLEASE CIRCLE
A. State marine artificial reef development projects, funded
through the Sport Fish Restoration Account, are typically
evaluated by states in accordance with Federal Aid
Guidelines.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
B. States would be able to undertake marine artificial reef
development activities without Sport Fish Restoration
Program funding.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

c.

Sport Fish Restoration Program funds are being used to
replace state budget appropriations for marine artificial
reef development.

STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
D. State policy regarding the use of Sport Fish Restoration
Program funds is clearly defined.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
E. Federal Guidelines for state Sport Fish Restoration
projects are clearly defined.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
F. Most state artificial reef development projects, funded
through the Sport Fish Restoration Account, are
adequately planned for in a rational and competent
fashion.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
G. State administration of Sport Fish Restoration marine
artificial reef development projects is typically well
coordinated.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
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H. State inability to procure Sport Fish Restoration Account
funds is the most significant impediment to states
undertaking marine artificial reef development
activities.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

I. State sport fisheries management priorities are the most
significant factor in determining what type of management
activities are funded through the Sport Fish Restoration
Program.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

J. Federal Aid Guidelines are conceptual rather than

operational.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
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APPENDIX FIVE
USFWS
policy Delphi Round One

Position

Name:
1)

Does the Federal Aid Program consider state
artificial reef development to be a habitat
enhancement, an increased user opportunity, or
access activity? Please explain.

2)

The habitat protection and management objective of
the Federal Aid Program is to "enable the States
to ensure that sufficient habitat is protected and
managed to assure the continued vitality of fish
and wildlife resources to meet the present and
future needs of consumptive and non-consumptive
users" .
Please indicate how successful marine artificial reef
development by Atlantic states has been in achieving
this objective:
1

no success

2

3
=>

456
marginal
success

7

8
=>

9

10
complete
success

3) What are the most common Atlantic state marine fisheries
management program goals regarding habitat enhancement?
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4)

Please indicate how successful marine artificial
reef development by the Atlantic states has been
in meeting state marine fisheries program habitat
goals.
1

no success

2

3
=>

456

marginal
success

7

8
=>

9

10
complete
success

7)

Have you observed any problems in the acquisition
of Sport Fish Restoration Account (Wallop-Breaux)
monies by states to fund marine fisheries
management projects?

8)

What criteria are utilized by your agency to
evaluate the effectiveness of state marine
fisheries management projects funded by the
Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Program.
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9)

How do states benefit in utilizing Sport Fish
Restoration Account monies to fund marine
fisheries management projects?

10)

What limitations do states encounter when
utilizing Sport Fish Restoration Account monies to
fund marine fisheries management projects?
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USFWS
Policy Delphi Round Two

position

Name:
1)

Does the Federal Aid Program consider state
artificial reef development to be a habitat
enhancement, an increased user opportunity, or
access activity? Please explain.

2)

The habitat protection and management objective of
the Federal Aid Program is to "enable the States
to ensure that sufficient habitat is protected and
managed to assure the continued vitality of fish
and wildlife resources to meet the present and
future needs of consumptive and non-consumptive
users" .
Please indicate how successful marine artificial reef
development by Atlantic states has been in achieving
this objective:
1

no success

2

3
=>

456
marginal
success

7

8
=>

9

10
complete
success

3) What are the most common Atlantic state marine fisheries
management program goals regarding habitat enhancement?
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4}

Please indicate how successful marine artificial
reef development by the Atlantic states has been
in meeting state marine fisheries program habitat
goals.
1

2

no success

3
=>

456

7

marginal
success

8

9

10

complete
success

=>

5} Please specify the most common goals of marine artificial

reef development of Atlantic states.

6}

Please indicate how successful the Atlantic states
have been in meeting their marine artificial reef
development goals.
1

no success

2

3
=>

456

marginal
success

7

8
=>

9

10

complete
success

7}

Have you observed any problems in the acquisition
of Sport Fish Restoration Account (Wallop-Breaux)
monies by states to fund marine fisheries
management projects?

8}

What criteria are utilized by your agency to
evaluate the effectiveness of state marine
fisheries management projects funded by the
Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Program.
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9)

Please list five benefits realized by the states
in utilizing FASRP funding for marine fisheries
management projects?

1)

_

2)

_

3)

_

4)

_

5)

_

10)

Please list five limitations states encounter when
utilizing FASRP funds for marine fisheries
management projects?

1)

_

2)
3)

_
_

4)

_

5)

_

11)

Are there cases when states do not utilize all of
the Sport Fish Restoration Account funds that are
apportioned to them?
yes

12)

no

If you answered yes to question #11, please
explain why this is so.

USFWS Policy Delphi
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Round Three

1)

Please rank order the following objectives of
state marine artificial reef development in your
region: (a rank of one being the highest)
To provide increased user opportunities
To enhance marine habitat
For use as a fisheries management tool
other (please explain)

2)

Do states administer their respective Sport Fish
Restoration Programs as one unit or separately
within each division?

3)

Do states make use of third party funding sources
for purposes of matching Sport Fish Restoration
Program funding for marine artificial reef
development projects? If yes, how often does this
occur?

4)

Are the criteria the same for each phase of Sport
Fish Restoration project review (i.e progress,
annual and final)?

5)

Are there any limitations specific to funding
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__

marine artificial reef development that states
encounter in the Sport Fish Restoration Program
funding process?

6)

Please rank order the following benefits
encountered by states using Sport Fish Restoration
Account funding (a rank of one being the highest) :
supplies a significant portion of state fisheries
sport fisheries management budget
license revenues are protected
higher productivity by stretching state dollars
supports work states may have not otherwise have
been able to undertake

7)

Please rank order the following problems
encountered by states in acquiring Sport Fish
Restoration Program funding (a rank of one being
the highest) :
state fisheries management budget austerity
Program matching stipulations (i.e "in kind"
matching requirements)
inefficient state administration of the Program
lack of marine recreational license revenues for
matching purposes

8) Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree
with each of the following? PLEASB CIRCLE
A. State marine artificial reef development projects, funded
through the Sport Fish Restoration Account, are typically
evaluated by states in accordance with Federal Aid
Guidelines.
STRONGLY DISAGREB /DISAGREB /NBUTRAL /AGREB /STRONGLY AGREB

B. States would be able to undertake marine artificial reef
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development activities without Sport Fish Restoration
Program funding.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

c.

Sport Fish Restoration Program funds are being used to
replace state budget appropriations for marine artificial
reef development.

STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

D. State policy regarding the use of Sport Fish Restoration
Program funds is clearly defined.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

E. Federal Guidelines for state Sport Fish Restoration
projects are clearly defined.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

F. Most state artificial reef development projects, funded
through the Sport Fish Restoration Account, are
adequately planned for in a rational and competent
fashion.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

G. State administration of Sport Fish Restoration marine
artificial reef development projects is typically well
coordinated.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

H. State inability to procure Sport Fish Restoration Account
funds is the most significant impediment to states
undertaking marine artificial reef development
activities.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE

I. State sport fisheries management priorities are the most
significant factor in determining what type of management
activities are funded through the Sport Fish Restoration
Program.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
J. Federal Aid Guidelines are conceptual rather than

operational.
STRONGLY DISAGREE /DISAGREE /NEUTRAL /AGREE /STRONGLY AGREE
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APPENDIX SIX
Tables in Support of Research Hypotheses
Table 6-1
Hypothesis One: The impacts of state marine artificial reef
development activities are not dependent on
FASRP inputs.
State artificial reef program success in achieving
artificial reef program goals.
Subgroup

NY

NJ:

J2.E

MD

VA

GA

FL

Reef Manager
Chief Admin.

7

9
9

8
5

6.5
7

8
8

7
9

6
10

FASRP %

7.5

7.5

7.5

0

0

.26

3.9

Subgroup

Region Four
R-l R-2

USFWS

Region Five
R-l R-2
8

8

FASRP %

5.6

Subgroup

R-l

ASMFC

8

1.4

R-2
8

FASRP %

3.8

3.8

Ho:

FASRP inputs do not effect the perceived impacts
of state marine artificial reef development
activities.

Ha:

FASRP inputs do effect the perceived impacts of state
marine artificial reef development activities.

Test statistic:

Pearson Product Moment

.

L

}: 1

Results:

(Xi) -

i/

.

L

(X t )

-

i t )2

}: 1

p = .02 (very weak correlation coefficient)
Accept the null

Conclusion: FASRP inputs are not a key determinant of the
perceived impacts of state marine artificial reef
development activities.
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Table 6-2
Hypothesis Two:

The USFWS places state marine artificial
reef development activities as more
integral in achieving FASRP habitat
goals than do state marine artificial
reef program managers.

State artificial reef program success in achieving
FASRP habitat goals.
Subgroup
Reef Manager

9

Region Four
R-1 R-2

Subgroup
USFWS

5

10

8

7

7

Region Five
R=..l

R=2.

8

8

Ho:

The median score of the USFWS subgroup will be
statistically higher than that of the artificial reef
manager subgroup.

Ha:

The median score of the USFWS subgroup will not be
statistically higher than that of the artificial reef
manager subgroup.

Test statistic:

Fishers Exact (Small Version of the
Median Test) Confidence = .05
(A + B)!(C + Dl'(A + Cl!(B + D)!
1'=---N'A!B'C!D'

Results:

= .59 (not statistically significant)
Reject the alternate

Conclusion:

The views of the two subgroups were not
significantly different.
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Table 6-3

Hypothesis Three:

State marine artificial reef program
managers place state marine artificial
reef development activities as more
important in achieving state habitat
program goals than FASRP habitat goals.

State artificial reef program success in achieving
state habitat goals.
Subgroup
Reef Manager

10

8

7

7

State artificial reef program success in achieving
FASRP habitat goals.
Subgroup
Reef Manager

9.5

1

8

Ho:

The median score of the state habitat goal rating will
be statistically higher than that of the FASRP habitat
goal rating.

Ha:

The median score of the state habitat goal rating will
not be statistically higher than that of the FASRP
habitat goal rating.

Test statistic:

Fishers Exact (Small Version of the
Median Test) Confidence = .05
(A
fl

Results:

=

Conclusion:

'=

+ B)!(C + D)!(A + Cl!(B + Dj!
N' A! B' C! D'

.65 Reject the alternate
State artificial reef managers do not have a
significantly different view of artificial
reef development activities achieving FASRP
or state habitat program goals.
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Table 6-4
Reduced state budgeting for meeting
FASRP matching stipulations have not
hindered state marine artificial reef
development activities.

Hypothesis Four:

State

NO. Budget
Sources

FASRP

4
3
2
2
4
3

225,000
100,00
0
0
5,500
431,00

Total
Budget

$

$

NY

NJ
DE

MD

VA
GA
FL

300,000
200,000
550,000
127,800
215,500
1,083,000

Variable
NO. Sources
License Rev.

3

o

3

4

o

o

2

2

1

1

4

o

3
1

Ho:

State budget austerity and FASRP matching stipulations
do not negatively impact the use of FASRP funds for
marine artificial reef development activities.

Ha:

State budget austerity and FASRP matching stipulations
negatively impact the use of FASRP funds for marine
artificial reef development activities.

Test statistic:

Partial Correlation
r

_
y,y,·z -

Sy,y,"z

r:-- r:--

ySy,y,"z ySy,y,"z

Zero Order Correlations
Sources
Sources
FASRP

-.57

Budget

-.52

FASRP

Budget

-.57

-.52
.88

.88
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Results:

p = -.27 (controlling for budget)
p = (controlling for FASRP)
p = -.76 (license rev. and no. sources)

Conclusion:

Inconclusive results. Data gained through
alternative formats (five point scale of
agreeability and rank order partially
conflicts with these findings. More data is
needed for a more accurate determination.
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APPENDIX SEVEN

Question/ Hypothesis Matrix
Table 7-1: Hypothesis One
Focus of questions (program goals) by respective
round/subgroup.All questions were in the 10 point Likert
scale format.
SUbgroup/
Variable
Reef Manager
Success

Round

2.
St. habitat

"

St. artificial

FASRP habitat

II

reef prog.

St. habitat
FASRP habitat

St. artificial reef prog.

Success

St. habitat
FASRP habitat

St. artificial reef prog.

Success

St. artificial reef prog.

Chief Admin.
Success
USFWS

ASMFC

Explanation:
State and FASRP habitat goals were the
original focus of the hypothesis. The focus of the question
evolved to state artificial reef development goals during
the course of the artificial reef program and chief
fisheries administrators policy Delphi's. This new focus
was introduced in earlier rounds for the chief fisheries
administrator, USFWS, and ASMFC Policy Delphi's. The first
round of the Policy Delphi for these three subgroups was
initiated at the same time as the third round of the
artificial reef manager Policy Delphi.
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Table 7-2: Hypotheses Two and Three
Focus of questions (program goals) by respective
round/subgroup. All questions were in the 10 point Likert
scale format.
H-2

SUbgroup/
Variable
Reef Manager
Success

Round

2.
FASRP habitat

"

FASRP habitat

"

USFWS
Success

H-3

Subgroup/
Variable
Reef Manager
Success

Round

2.
FASRP habitat
St. habitat

"
"

Explanation:
Questions focusing on these goals were
present in the first two rounds for each subgroup.
In
addition to determining the appropriate focus for hypothesis
one, the responses to these particular questions aided in
determining the presence of dissenting opinion among the
subgroups.
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Table 7-3: Hypothesis Four
Evolution of question formats.
Round/Format
2.

Subgroup/
Variable
Reef Manager
Budget

.1

Open (table)

Open

Pos/Neg
Aspects

Open

Open

Rank order

Agree

Open

Open

5 pt. Likert
Scale

Chief Admin.
Budget

Open

Pos/Neg
Aspects

Open

Open

Rank order

Agree

Open

Open

5 pt. Likert

Pos/Neg
Aspects

Open

Open

Rank order

Agree

Open

Open

5 pt. Likert

Agree

Open

Open

5 pt. Likert

USFWS

ASMFC
Explanation:
The budget variables included the number of
budget sources, FASRP ($), license (4), and the total budget
value. These data were tested with a series of partial
correlations. The rank order and five point Likert scale
data were summarized with descriptive statistics. The
hypothesis focused on state budget austerity and FASRP
matching stipulations. The open ended questions in the
first two rounds failed to yield data to adequately test
this hypothesis.
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APPENDIX EIGHT
Massachusetts

Massachusetts represents a situation unique from the other states
analyzed. For this reason the discussion of findings pertaining to
Massachusetts will be presented separately from that of the other
states.
Massachusetts was included in the Policy Delphi because it was
thought that the responses would provide the perspective of a state in
the early stages of developing a marine artificial reef development
program. It was hoped that the role of FASRP funding in developing this
program would be revealed. Unfortunately these data were not obta-ined.
This is probably due to the questions in the Policy Delphi not being
state specific. Questions of such focus are not really possible under
the Policy Delphi format. Amethod for obtaining state specific
information through or in conjunction with the Policy Delphi process is
needed.
In the absence of an approved program to provide guidance, marine
artificial reef development is occurring in the marine waters of and
adjacent Massachusetts. Currently, Massachusetts is monitoring the
ASMFC Artificial Reef Advisory Committee so that the state marine
fisheries management agency is better able to serve as a consultant to
private entities engaging in marine artificial reef development in
Massachusetts. It was revealed through the Policy Delphi that
Massachusetts is considering the initiation of a state directed marine
artificial reef development program. It·was also revealed that the
state is currently using FASRP technical assistance funding to cover the
cost of consulting with entities undertaking marine artificial reef
development activities.
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APPENDIX NINE

The National Fishing Enhancement Act of 1984
Title II
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TITLE II-.\RTIFICI.\L

.,-...,......

.) SEC. :.!Ol. SHORT TITLE.
;~

Thi~

-l

hancemenr Act oi 198-l".

5

SEC. 202.

6

(a)

(ll

;l~

tht' "\;l[ion:l!

Fi~llln~ ~:Il-

CONCLl:SIONS.

F[~D[~Gs.-The

,

~-

.

title rna\" he cited

FI~D1NGS .\~O

REEf~

Congress finds [hat-

although fishery products pro\'ide an important

8

source of protein and industrial products for [nited

9

States consumption. Cnited States lisher:-' production

10

annually falls far short of satisf~;ng Cnited Statl's

11

demand:

12

(~)

o\'ertishing and the degradation of \'ital fishery

13

re~ource

habitats ha \'e caused a reduction in the ahun-

14

dance and diversity of rnited States tishery resourcl":

15

(3)

escalated energy costs ha\'e had a negati\"e

16

effect on the economics oi

1j

and recreational fisheries:

r nited

States commercial

18

l4) commercial and recreational fisheries Jre ;l

19

prominent factor in C nited States coastal economie:-

20

and the direct and indirect returns to the Cnited

21

economy from commercial and recreational fishing ex-

22

penditures are threefold; and

23

15)

~tate:-;

properly designed. constructed. and locat£u ar-

24

tificial reefs in waters cO\'ered under this title can en-

~5

hance the habitat and di\'er::ity of ii!'her=:

HR

~3~1

HDS
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resource~:

en-

h~nce

.:
"

-

rnited

St~tes

recreatiol\al and ('ornmt'rcilll

li~h

.)

ing opportunities: increase [he production I)f fishery

3

products in the

~

ciency of recreational and commercial fisheries; and

5

contribute to the United States and coast:l.l economies,

6

(b) PuBPOSE.-The purpose of this title is to promote

I

r nited States:

increase the energy em-

and facilitate responsible and effective efforts to establish ar-

8 tiflcial reefs in waters covered under this title,
9

10

SEC. 203. ESTABLlSH){E.VT

Based on the best

or STANDARDS.

~ientific

infonnation available, artifi-

11 cial reefs in waters covered under this title shllll be sited and
12 constructed. and subsequently monitored and managed in :l.
1:3 manner which \\;111~

15

16
17
18

(1) enh~nce

fishery resources to the maximum

extent practicable;
(2) facilitate access and utilization b,' rnited

States recreational and commercial fishennen:
(3)

minimize conflicts among competing uses 01

19

waters covered under this title and the resources m

20

!Iuch waters:

21

(ol)

')')

minimize environment:l.l risks and risks to per-

sonal hellith and property; and
(5)

be consistent \\ith generally accepted pnncI-

pIes 01 intem:lliona] law and shall not create an" unreasonable obstruction to na'·igation.

HR 6.1H HDS
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SEC.

.)

~08.

S.\ n~GS Cl.\l"SES.

lal

TE:-;:-;E:,sEE

\".~LLEY

.\1 TH()~ITY

,II'R[:"Il(('

:~

TIOS.-~l)ching in chis

~

or supt'rseding :iection :1611 of tht' Tt'nnesst't' \. ;1l1ey .\urhor-

5 it\, Ace oi

1~3:3,

ticle :,hal\ ht' ('nn:,rr'lIed as replacill¥,

as amended (16

r.s.c, ·~;H r-U.

STATE Jl·RlSDICTIOS.-~l)(hing in thi~

6

(hI

j

be construed

3S

title ,h;\11

t:ttending or diminishing tht jurisdiction or

8 authority of any State on'r tht siting. construction. monitor9 ing. or managing of artificial reefs within its boundaries.
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~EC ::0';'. rsE Of:n·:Ri.U:'t·\'ESSELS A::' ARTlflCI.U: REI::FS.

The .\ct entirll·d "An ACI to :llIlhoriZt.' '-lI.l(Jroprialion::

.5 tor the fistal y":lr 19'7:3 for certain marilime pro;!ram<; of lhe

o

Depurtmenl

01

Commerce and jor olher purposes". appro\"ed

'7 Augusl :?:? 19'72 (10
~

9
10

(1)
In

1220-1220<.'). i:: amended-

by sInking out "Liberty" each place it appears

sections :3.

~.

5. and 6 and inserting in lieu thereof

"obsolete":

11

t::

r.s.C'.

(21 tn' ..triking our "Commerce" in seclion :3 and
inserting in lieu lhereof "Tr:l11Sportal ion":

1;3

(3)

by 51rik ing OUI

1~

paragraph (11 in seclioll

1.j

"may". and

16

(-!)

1-;

seclion:

1~

"SEC. :.

"5 hall"

~

in lhe' maHer (Jreceding

:lnd inserting in lieu thereof

by adding at lhe end thereof lhe iollowing new

For purposes oj sections :3.

~.

5. olnd 6. the

19 tenn "obsolele ship' means any "essel owned by the Depart20 ment oi Transportation thaI has been detennined to be 1)(

:: 1 insufficient \'ulue for commercial or national defense purposes
.).) 10 warrant ilS maintenance and preseryation in the national
2:3 defense resen'e 11eel and has been design:lled
:? ~ reei c:lndiuale.·'.
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:\5

an :lrtiticial

t.'xceed

.s 1f),()O/)

.) penalty shall he

...

:.. . 1 In

...
determinin~

lor eUl'h
;\~st.'sst.'d

\'iul:ltiflll, Till'

hy tht'

:IIIlUlllll

01 tilt' l:\:

:"'l'!"l't:lr" h~' \HiUt'1l

III/til'"

.

the :unount

01

-lld, Pt'llillty. the :'eCrE-I:\r

4 shall take into ;}Cl'ount the nature. tirnlln:,talltl':" l'xtellt,
Secret;}r~'

5 gr:l\;ty oi the ,iolation. The

may

;\Iltl

compromi~(',

6 modify, or remit \\;th or without l'onditiol\:'. ;lny ci"il penalty
• which is :mhject to imposition or which has

het"1l

imposed

8 under this section. II any person fails to pay ilS ;l:,sessment
9 a ci\il penalty after it has hecome linill. the Secretar:'

01

In;} \'

10 refer the matter to the Attorney GenNal ior collection.
11

12

SEC. 206.

DEFl~lTlO:SS,

For purposes of this title-

1:3

(1) The term "artificial reei" means a ~tru('ture

14

which is constnlcted or placed in watef!: l:o"ered under

15

this title ror the purpose of enhancing

16

and commercial and recreational fishing opportunities.

1j

(2) The term "State" means il State oi the rnited

tishe~'

resources

18

States, the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico. the

19

Cnited States Virgin Islands, .\r.:erican Samoa. Guam,

20

,Johnston Island. ){idway 15Ia:-:t.l. and Wake Islana,

21

(3) The term ""'att":' co\'ered under this title"

22

means the na\igable water;.

23

the "':ners

:!4

as detined in section 2 of the Outer C'ontinental Shelf

su~rjacent
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\li

the rnited States ;lnd

to the outer Continental Shelf

hy activities requirpd to ht' undertaken lIndt'r

any ll'rlll~ :IIlJ

i~

in cotnl'liall\'t·
....
. ,.,
.,

.) cO.l1ditions oi the permit. if the pt'rmittt't'
~

-t

'with such tenns and conditions.
(:?) :\

person to whom

il

.

pennit is

issu~d

in accordancf'

5 "-lth subsection (a) and any insurer of that person shull hf"
6 liable, to the exent detennined under applicable law, ior dam• ages to which paragraph
8

(3) The

Secretar~-

(1)

does not apply.

may not issue a pennit subject to this

9 section to a person unless that person demonstrates to the
10 Secret&t'V
. the fmanci&! ability- to assume liabilit\,. for all dam11 ages that may arise \\-lth respect to
12 which
13

~uch

(.l)

/10

aniticilll reef ilnd for

pennittee may be liable.

Any person who has transferred title to artificial reei

14 constroction materials to a person to whom a pennit is issued
15 in accordance with subsection (a) shall not be liable for dam16 ages arising from the use of such materials in an artificial
17 reef, if such materials meet applicable -equirements of the
18 plan published under section :?04 and are not otherwise de19 fective at the time title is transferred.
20

(d) LL\.BILITY OF THE t.:'mTED

STATEs.-~othing

21 this title creates any liability on the part of the
22

in

r oited Stlltes,

(e) CIVIL PENALTY.-Any person ,,-ho, after notice ilnd

23 an opportunity for a hearing, is found to ha\'e \;olated

an~'

24 pro\-lsion of a pennit issued in accordance \\-lth subsection (a)
25 shall be liable to the
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r nited States for a civil

penalty, not to

~

(4) considt'r the plan de\'elopetl under section
~t'l'retilr\O.

.)

and notiI\'" the

:3

de\;ate (rom that plan,

4

-(b)

of Commt'fC't'

TERMS A:'olD CONDITIONS

1)1

~Il.+

.

:In\' nt't'tl til

OF PER~(lT~,-(l)

Each

5 pennit issued by the Secretary subject to this :,ection shall

6 specify the design and location for construr:ion oi the artifi·
I

cial reef and the

t~-pes

and quantities o{ materials that may be

8 used in constructing such a.rtificial reef. In addition. each
9 such pennit shall specify such terms and conditions (or the

10 construction, operation, maintenance, monitoring, and man11 ~ng the use of the artificia.l reef as are necessary ior compli-

1:2 :mce \\;th all applicable provisions of Inw and a5 are neces-

1:3 sary to ensure the 'protection of the en"ironment and human
14 safet~" and propert~",
15

(2) Before issuing a permit under section -lO:? of the

16 Federal Water PoUution Control Act for any acti\;ty relating
1j

to the siting, de1ign, construction, operation, maintenance,

18 monitoring, or mana~;ng of an &rtificial reef. the Admini!tra-

19 tor of the Environmental Protection Agency ~hllll consult
20 \\;th the Secretary to ensure that such permit ill lounsistent

21 with any permit issued by the Secretar)" !ubject to this
l)l)
•
__ non,
23

~ec·

Ic) LIABILITY OF PEIUlITTEE.-( 1) A person to whom

24 a pennit is issued in accordance \\;th 5ubsection ta) :lI1d any
:25 insurer o{ that pt>rson shall not he liable for damages
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flil ;.III

t'\":dll:1tiull

III

:ilr,·rtIarin.o, IlIr

1:Il"iliLllill~ flit,

.)

t r:III~It'r

III artificial rt't'l l"nn~rTlIl'lilJlI lI\atert:"~

:{

,;nll~

-l

including. hut not Ii mittad to. l'ftadits [Of tan \'irol\l\wl\t:1I

.j

mitigation and moditied tax ohligations.

holJint;

pt'rmi!.~ i~sut'd

pur<;lI;.1l1t to

[Il

IIt·r·

~t'l"ti()I\:2II:),

Ii SEC. 205. PER~IITS FOR THE CONSTRl"CTIO:,\ .-\:'\0 \U:'4AGE·
){E~'T

8

lal

OF

SECRETARIAL

ARTIFlCL\L REEFS.
A(,TIO~ ON PER~llTs.-In

issuing ;}

9 permit ior artificial reefs under section 10 of the Ri\"t'rs and
10 Harhors Act of 1899. section -l0-l ot the Federal Water Pol11

lution Control Act, or section -t(e) of the Outt'r Continental

I:.? Shelf L.1nds Act. the Secretar:" ot the .\nny (hereinafter in

13 thi~ section referred to as tht' "Secretar:''') shall-

1-t

\1)

consult with and consider the \;ews of appro-

15

priate Federal agencies. States. local governments. and

16

other interested parties:

17

(2) ensure that the pro\;sions for siting. construct-

18

mg. monitoring. and man3ging the artificial reet are

19

consistent \\;th the criteria and standards

20

under this title:

21
;)i')

(3)

establi~hed

ensure that the ritle to the l1rtificial reet con-

struction tnnterill1 is unambiguous. and that responsibility for maintenance and the financial :lbility to

as~ume

liability for future damages are clt':lrly established: and
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SEC. 204.
~ot

.)
,

~ATION.\L

.\RTIFICIAL REEF

PL.\~ .

later than _one year after the

dat~

0\ enactment 0\

..

3 this title, the Secretary oi rommerc~. in con~ult:ltion with
-4

the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Deiense. the

5 Administrator of the Enyironmental Protection

Agenc~·.

the

6 Secretary of the Department in which the roast Guard i!;
i

operating, the Regional

Fisher~·

)(anagment Councils. inter-

8 ested States, Interstate Fishery Commissions, and represent9 atives of the private sector, shaH develop and publish a long10 tenn plan which "ill meet the purpose of this title and be
11 consistent 'Aith the standards established under section :W:i.

12 The plan must include13

(l)

eco\ogiclU, social,

15

siting artificial reefs;

structing artificw reefs;

18

(3)

the compliance of artificial reefs with the requirements

20

of permits issued under

~ctioD

205;

(4) mechanisms :uld methodologies for managing

22

the u.se of artificial reefs;

23

(5) a synopsis of existing information on artificial

24

reefs and needs for further research on artificial reef

25

technolog-:' and management str:l.tegies: anti

HR

...

mechanisms and methodologies for monitoring

19

21

\

and other criteria for

(2) design, material, and other criteria for con-

17

i

eco~omic,

1-l

16

t

geographic, hydrographic, geologic. biologic31.
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FEDERAL AID IN SPORT FISH RESTORATION ACT
Act of August 9, 1950 (64

SEC. 1.

St~t.

430),

~s ~mended

(16 U.S.C. 777-777k)

FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONSHIPS

(~)
The Secret~ry of the Interior is ~uthorized ~nd directed to
cooperlte with the Stites through their respective Stlte fish Ind glme
deplrtments in fish restorltion Ind ~Inlgement projects IS hereinlfter set
forth: No money ~pportioned under this Act to Iny Stlte, except IS
hereinlfter provided, shill be expended therein until its legisllture, or
other Stitt Igency luthorized by the Stitt constitution to mike llws
governing the constrvltion of fish, shill hive Issented to the provisions
of this Act Ind shill hive pissed llws for the conservltion of fish, which
shill includt I prohibition Iglinst the diversion of license fees plid by
fishermen for Iny other purpose thin the Id~inistrltion of Slid Stlte fish
Ind glme deplrtment, except thlt, until the finll .djournment of the first
regullr session of the legis11ture held Ifter pissige of this Act, the
Issent of the governor of the Stlte shill be sufficient. The Secretlry of
the Interior Ind the Stlte fish Ind glme deplrtment of elch Stlte Iccepting
the benefits of thts Act shill Igree upon the fish restorltion Ind
mlnlgement projects to be lided in such Stlte under the terms of this Act,
Ind 111 projects shill conform to the st~ndlrds fixed by the Secret~ry of
the Interior.

(b) Allocation of amounts by coastal Statts between .arin. fish
projects and frtshwater fish projects .
(1) Subject to p~rlgrlph (2), elch cOlstll Stlte, to the extent
prlcticlble, shill equit~bly Il10clte ~mounts Ipportioned to such Stlte
under this Act between mlrine fish projects Ind freshwlter fish
projects in the Slme proportion ~s the estimlted number of resident
mlrine ~nglers and the estimlted number of resident freshw~ter ~nglers.
respectively, belr to the estim~ted number of III resident Inglers in
the Stlte.
(2) (A) Subject to subplrlgrlph (8), the Imount allocated by a
Stlte pursuant to this subsection to freshwlter fish projects for elch
fiscl1 yelr Shill not be less thin the Imount Illoclted by such Stlte
to such projects for fisCll yelr 1988.
(8) Subparlgraph (A) shall not Ipply to I Stlte with respect to any
fiscal year for which the amount apportioned to the Stlte under this
Act is less than the amount ~pportioned to the Stlte under this Act for
fiscal year 1988.
(3) As used in this subsection, the term ·colstal Stlte" means any
one of the States of Allbama, Al~sk~, C~lifornil, Connecticut,
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Louisilnl, Mline, Mlryland,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, South C~rolinl, Texas, Virginia, and
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Wishington. The term ilso includes the Common~eilth of Puerto Rico,
the United Stites Virgin Islinds, GUim, AmeriCin SimOi, ind the
Common~eilth of the Northern Hiriinl Isllnds.

SEC. 2. DEfINITIONS
For the purpose of this Act the term ·fish restoration ind minigement
projects· shall be construed to mean projects designed for the restorition
ind mlnigement of 111 species of fish ~hich hive miterill value in
connection with sport or recreition in the ~Irine Ind/or fresh waters of
the United States and include •
(a) such reselrch into problems of fish manlgement and culture as miY
be necesSlry to tfflcitnt administration afftcting flsh resources;
(b) the acquisitlon of such facts as Ire necessary to gulde and direct
the regulition of fishing by llw, inclUding the extent of the fish
populition, the driin on the fish supply from fishing ind/or nituril
Ciuses, the necessity of legll regulltion of fishing, ind the effects of
Iny meisures of regulltion that Ire ipplied;
(c) the formulltion Ind Idoption of pllns of restocking waters with
food Ind game fishes Iccording to nlturil IreiS or districts to which such
pllns Ire ippliclble, together with the Icquisition of such flcts IS ire
necessiry to the formulltion, execution, Ind testing the efficlcy of such
phns;
(d) the selection, restorition. rehlbilitition, Ind improvement of
Irels of wlter or lind idiptible IS hitching, feeding, resting, or breeding
pllces for fish, including icquisition by purchise, condemnltion, leise. or
gift of such areas or estltes or interests therein IS are suitlble or
clplble of being mlde suitible therefor, and the construction thereon or
therein of such works IS miY be necesslry to mike them iVlilible for such
purposes, ind such preliminiry or incidentll costs ind expenses IS mlY be
incurred in ind ibout such works; the term ·Stite fi sh ind gime deputment"
shall be construed to meln ind include Iny depirtment or division of
deplrtment of Inother nlme, or commission, or officill or officills, of i
Stlte empowered under its llws to exercise the functions ordinlrily
exercised by a State fish ind glme deplrtment.

SEC. 3. AUTHORIZATION Of APPROPRIATIONS
To cirry out the provislons of this Act for fiscal yelrs after
September 30, 1984, there ire luthorized to be appropriated from the Sport
Fish Restorltlon Account estlblished by section 9504(1) of Title 26 the
lmounts piid. trinsferred, or otherwise credited to thlt Account. For
purposes of the provision of the Act of August 31. 1951, which refers to
thls section, such Imounts shill be treited IS the Imounts thlt ire equil
to the revenues described in this section. The Ippropriltion mlde under the
provisions of this section for eich fiscil yeir shill continue iVlillble
during the succeeding fiscil yelr. So much of such ippropriltion
ipportioned to Iny Stlte for Iny fiscil yelr is remiins unexpended It the
close thereof is iuthorized to be mide iViillble for expenditure in thit
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State until the close of the succeeding fiscal year. Any amount
apportioned to any State under the provisions of this Act which is
unexpended or obligated at the end of the period during which it is
available for expenditure on any project is authorized to be made available
for expenditure by the Secretary of the Interior in carrying on the
research program of the Fish and Wildlife Service in respect to fish of
material value for sport and recreation.

SEC. 4.
SI

FUNDS AVAIlABLE FOR EXPENSES OF INVESTIGATIONS AND
ADMINISTRATION; APPORTIONMENT OF FUNDS AMONG THE STATES
~weh,

~It

tl

e.eee~

i

,e~ ee~tw~,

If eleh

a

1~~wIl 1"~I'~'lt'l~ ~.~e

i~ iEel~~i~ee with the '~lvtsil~S If lee'il~
If 'hi. Ae' II
If the I~te"'~ ~a1 ",.~.te tl ~e ~et'lla,y f.~ hil 1.,e~lel

the 'ee~eti~Y
4" thl
el~~wet ef ~eeelll~ tft~elt4,atte"l, a~~tftt't'I'tlft, Ift~ 'he ••eewtteft .f
thi, Aet a~~ fl' ai~t~, t~ the fe~wlattl~i a~I,'i'~i I' a~~."ilt,at.'R .f
i~Y ee~'iet 8etwee~ 'we " ~I~e State, fl' the e,ftse~~a,.,ft Ift~ ~afti,e~e~t
If ~i"itl'Y fishes tR ~i,i~e I~ fresh wate~s shall ~e ~e~wete~ fl' that
,w',ese, a"~ sWEh sw~ is awthl,ile~ tl ~e ~i~e ivaila~le 'he~efe, w~til the
eM,i,ati.~ If the ~eMt swttee~i~, fi,ell yea~, The 'ee,e'a~y ,hall
~ist,iewte 18 ,e, Ee"tw~ If eaeh aftftwil a"""'i'.'" ~i~e ift aee,,~a~ee
with the "evisilfts If seetilft 1 If this Aet is '~Iv,~e~ ,ft the "istal
Wetlaft~s Plift~ift~, P'lteetil~ ift~ Aeste,atil" Att:
P~,vi~e~, That,
~Itwithsta~~ift' the ,'lvisieRs If seeti'ft 1, swth s~s Shill 'e~ai~
availaele tl ea"y Iwt swth Aet th'lw,h fiseal yea' 1999. lhe See,eta,y ef
the JRte"I', afte~ ~akiR~ the ife,esai~ ~e~wetilft, shall a"e,tilft the
,e~aift~e' If the a"'I,,iatilft fl~ eath fiseal yea, a~lft' the seve~al
States
ta) The Secretary of the Interior shall distribute 18 per centum of
each annual appropriation made in accordance with the provisions of section
3 of this Act as provided in the Coastal Wetlands Planning. Protection, lnd
Restoration Act (title III, Public law 101·646). Notwithstanding the
provisions of section 3 of this Act, such sums shall remain available to
carry out such Act through fiscal year 1999.
(b) Of the balance of each such ann. ,1 appropriation remaining after
making the distribution under subsection ~I), an amount equal to
510,000,000 for fiscal year 1993. 515.000,000 for each of fiscal years 1994
and 1995, ind 520,000.000 for each of fisCil years 1996, and 1997 shill be
used as follows:
(1) one half shall be transferred to the Secretary of
ind be expended for State recreat1~nal bolting safety
section 13106(~){1) of title 46, United States Code; and

Tran5por~lt10n
progr~ms under

(2) one-half of amounts ~.de ~va11able under this subsection in a
fiscal year shall be available for two years for obligation under
section 5604(c) of the Clean Vessel Act of 1992. The Secretary of the
Interior may make grants for qualified projects in an amount up to the
amount iv~ilable under this paragraph. Amounts unobligated by the
Secretary of the Interior after two years sh~ll be transferred to the
Secretary of TransportatIon and be expended for State recreational
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boating safety progrlms under sectton
Stltes Code.

J3106{~)(J)

of title 46, Untted

(c) Of the balance of Ilch such annull approprtatton rematning after
the distribution and use under subsecttons (a) ~nd (b), respecttvely, so
much. not to Ixceed 6 per centu. of such balance, as the Secretary of the
Interior ml1 Istimatl to be necessary for his or her Ixpenses In the
conduct of nlClssar" Invls tt 9atfons, ad.lntstratfon. and the executton of
this Act and for aiding 1n the fo~lation. 'adoptton, or Id.intstration of
any cOlP&ct betvten two or .are Stlte, for the conslrvatlon and alnagement
of 81gratory fisMS 1" a.rtM or fl"ls""&1Irs, shan be deducted for that
pUrpoSl, , and such , . Is authortzed to be tilde anl1able until the
..~pl,r.tton. of y,~~e~t:,succeedtng fhcal Ytlr.

use.

(d) lh' Secretary of the Interior••fter the distribution. transfer.

arid deduction under'subsectlons (a). (b). and (c). respectively, shall
apportton the re-alnder of e,chsuch annull appropriation .-ong the several
Stlte~'tn the following manner: 40 per centum in the ratio which the area
of eac~tate including coastal and Great lakes waters <as determined by
the Secretary of the Interior) bears to the total ar.a of all the States.
and 60 per centum in the ratio which the number of persons holding paid
licenses to fish for sport or recreation in the State in the second fiscal
year preceding the fiscal year for which such apportionment is made, as
certtfied to said Secretary by the State fish and game departments, bears
to the number of such persons in all the States. Such apportionments shall
be adjusted equitably so that no State shall receive less than 1 per centum
nor more than 5 per centum of the totll-amount Ipportioned. Where the
apportionment to any State under this section is less than $4,500 annually,
the Secretary of the Interior may allocate not more than S4,500 of said
appropriation to Slid State to carry out the purposes of this Act when said
State certifies to the Secretary of the Interior thlt it has set aside not
less thin Sl,500 from its fish-and-game funds or hiS mlde, through its
legislature, an appropriation in this amount for said purposes. So much of
Iny sum not allocated under the provisions of this section for Iny fiscal
yelr ts hereby authorized to be made available for expenditure to carry out
the purposes of this Act until the close of the succeeding fiscal year, and
if unexpended or unobligated It the end of such year such sum is hereby
authorized to be mlde Ivailable for expenditure by the Secretlry of the
Interior in carrying on the research program of the Fish and Wildlife
Service in respect to fish of material value for sport or recreltion. The
term fiscil year IS used in this section shall be a period of twelve
consecutive months from October 1 through the succeeding September 30,
except that the pertod for enumeration of persons holding licenses to fish
shall be I Stlte's fiscal or 11cense year.
SEC. 5.

CERTIFICATION OF FUNDS DEDUCTED FOR EXPENSES AND AMOUNTS
APPORTIONED TO STATES

For each fiscal year beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30,

1951, the Secretary of the Interior shall certify to the Secretlry of the

Treasury, and to each State fish and game department, the sum which he has
est1mated to be deducted for Idministering and executing this Act and the
sum which he has apportioned to each State for such fiscal year.
19'2

SEC. 6. SUBMISSION AND APPROVAL OF PLANS AND PROJECTS
(a) Any State desiring to avail itself of the benefits of this Act
shall, by its State fish and game depa~~ment, submit programs or projects
for fish restoration in either of the forlowing two ways:
(1) The State shall prepare and submit to the Secretary of the
Interior a comprehensive fish and wildlife resource management plan
which shall insure the perpetuation of these resources for the
economic, scientific, and recreational enrichment of the people. Such
plan shall be for a period of not less than five years and be based on
projections of desires and needs of the people for a period of not less
than fifteen years. It shall include provisions for updating at
intervals of not more than three years and be provided in a format as
may be required by the Secretary of the Interior. If the Secretary of
the Interior finds that such plans conform to standards established by
him and approves such plans, he may finance up to 7S per centum of the
cost of implementing segments of those plans meeting the purposes of
this Act from funds apportioned under this Act upon his approval of an
annual agreement submitted to him.
(2) A State may elect to avail itself of the benefits of this Act
by its State fish and game department submitting to the Secretary of
the Interior full and detailed statements of any fish restoration and
management project proposed for that State. If the Secretary of the
Interior finds that such project meets with the standards set by him
and approves said project, the State fish and game department shall
furnish to him such surveys, plans, specifications, and estimates
therefor as he may require. If the Secretary of the Interior approves
the plans, specifications, and estimates for the project, he shall
notify the State fish and game department and immediately set aside so
much of said appropriation as represents the share of the United States
payable under this Act on account of such project, which sum so set
aside shall not exceed 7S per centum of the total estimated cost
thereof.
The Secretary of the Interior shall approve only such comprehensive
plans or projects as may be substantial in character and design and the
expenditure of funds hereby authorized shall be applied only to such
approved comprehensive fishery plan or projects and if otherwise applied
they shall be replaced by the State before it may participate in any
further apportionment under this Act. No payment of any money apportioned
under this Act shall be made on any comprehensive fishery plan or project
until an agreement to participate therein shall have been submitted to and
approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
(b) If the State elects to avail itself of the benefits of this Act by
preparing a comprehensive fish and wildlife plan under option (1) of
subsection (a) of this section, then the term "project" may be defined for
the purpose of this Act as a fishery program, all other definitions
notwithstanding.
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(c) Admlnistrltive costs in the form of overheld or indirect costs for
services provided by Stlte centrll service Ictivities outside of the Stlte
fish Ind glme deplrtment chlrged Iglinst progrlms or projects supported by
funds mlde IVI.illble under this Act shill not,exceed In Iny one fiscil yelr
3 per centum of ·t~e innuil ipportionment to the Stite.
(d) The Secretiry of the Interior may enter tnto agreements to finlnce
up to 75 per centum of the initill costs of the Icqutsttton of lands or
interests theretn Ind the construction of structures or flctlities for
Ippropriltions currently aVlilable for the purposes of this Act; and to
Igree to finlnce up to 75 per centum of the re.aining costs over such a
period of time IS the Secretlry ~IY constd.r necessary. The ltability of
the Untted Stites in Iny such agreement is contingent upon the conttnued
avatllbtltty of funds for the purposes of this Act.
SEC. 7.

PAYMENTS IV UNITED STATES

(a) When the Secretary of the Interior shall find that iny project
approved by him has been completed or, if involving research relattng to
fish, is being conducted, in compliance with said plans and specificltions,
he shill cluse to be paid to the proper luthority of satd State the lmount
set Iside for said project. The Secretlry of the Interior may, in his
discretion, from time to time, make plyments on satd project as the same
progresses; but these plyments, including previous payments, if any, shill
not be more than the United Stites' pro rita shire of the project in
conformity with said pllns and specificltions. If I Stlte his elected to
IVlil itself of the benefits of this Act by preplring I comprehensive fish
and wtldllfe plln IS provided for under option (1) of subsection (a) of
section 6 of this Act, and this plln his been approved by the Secretlry of
the Intertor, then the Secretiry miy, in his dtscretion, Ind under such
rules and regulations, as he mlY prescrtbe, Idvance funds to the Stlte for
ftnlnctng the United Stites' pro rltl shire Igreed upon between the State
ftsh and glme deplrtment Ind the Secretlry.
(b) Any construction work ind llbor in elch Stlte shill be performed
in Iccordlnce wtth tts llws ind under the direct supervision of the Stlte
fish and game deplrtment, subject to the inspection Ind Ipproval of the
Secretlry of the Intertor Ind tn Iccordlnce with the rules and regulltions
made pursulnt to this Act. The Secretary of the Interior and the Stlte
ftsh and game depart-ent of elch State may jotntly determine It what times
and in what amounts plyments shill be mlde under thts Act. Such payments
shill be aad. aglinst the said Ippropriltion to such offtcial or officials,
or depository, as may be destgnlted by the Stlte fish and game department
and authorized under the laws of the Stlte to recetve public funds of the
Stlte.
SEC. 8.

MAINTENANCE OF PROJECTS. FACILITIES FOR BOATING ACCESS. AQUATIC
RESOURCE EDUCATION

(I) To maintain fish-restoration Ind
under the provisions of this Act shall be
to their respective laws. Beginning July
heretofore completed under the provisions
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manlgement projects established
the duty of the States according
I, 1953, maintenance of projects
of this Act may be considered as

projects under th1s Act. Title to ~ny re~l or perscn~l property ~cQuired
by ~ny St~te, ~nd to improvements pl~ced on St~te·owned l~nds through the
use of funds p~id to the St~te under the provisions of this Act. sh~ll be
vested 1n such St~te.
(b) Funding requirements
(1)

E~ch St~te sh~ll illoc~te ~

121 per centum of the funds
to it for eich fiscil yeir under section 4 of th1s Act for
the piyment of up to 7S per centum of the costs of the icquis1t10n,
development, renovition, or improvement of ficilit1es (ind ~uxiliiry
ficilities necesSiry to insure the sife use of such fici11ties) thit
creite. or idd to, public ~ccess to the witers of the United Stites to
improve the su1tibility of such witers for recreit10nil bOiting
purposes. Notwithstanding this provision. States within I United
Stites Fish and Vfldlif. Service ~inistrltiv. Region .iY allocate
.ore or less than 12+ per centu~ in I fiscal year, provided that the
total regional allocation averages 12' per centum over a 5 year period.
~pport10ned

(2) So much of the funds thit ire illocited by i Stite under
pirigriph (1) in iny fiscil yeir thit remiined unexpended or
unobligited ~t the close of such yeir ire iuthorized to be mide
iViilible for the purposes described in pirigraph (1) during the
succeed1ng fisEal yea' four fiscal years, but iny portion of such funds
thit remiin unexpended or unobligited it the close of such sWEEee~i"~
f;seal yea, period ire iuthorized to be mide iViilible for expenditure
by the Secretiry of the Interior in cirrying out the reseirch progrim
of the Fish ind Wildlife Service in respect to fish of miteriil vilue
for sport or recre.tion.
(c) EiCh Stite miY use not to exceed 10 per centum of the funds
ipportioned to it under section 4 of this Act to piy up to 75 per centum of
the costs of in iquitic resource eduCition and outreach progrim for the
purpose of increising public understinding of the Nition's witer resources
ind issociited iQUitic life forms. The non-Federil shire of such costs may
not be derived from other Federil grint progrims. The Secretiry Shill
issue not liter thin the o~e hundred ind twentieth diY ifter the effective
dite of this subsection such regulations is he deems idvisible regirding
the criterii for such progr~ms.
(d) PUIpOut Stations and Wast. Reception Facilitils - Amounts
apportioned t9 States under sect'on 4 of this Act may be used to pay not
more than 15·pe~ent of the costs of constructing. renovating. operating.
or .afntaining pumpout stations and wiste reception facilities (as those
terms Ire defined in the elein Vessel Act of 1992)

SEC. 9 EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONNEL
Out of the deductions set ~side for ~dministering ~nd executing this
Act the Secretiry of the Interior is authorized to employ such ~ssistints,
clerKS and other persons in the District of Columbii ind elsewhere, to be
taken from the eligible lists of the civil service; to rent or construct
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buildings outside of the District of Columbia; to purchase such supplies,
materials, equipment, office fixtures, and apparatus; and to incur such
travel and other expenses, including publication of technical and
administrative reports, purchase, mlintenance, and hire of
~ssenger·carrying motor vehicles. IS he may deem necessary for carrying

out the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 10. RULES AND REGULATIONS
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to make rules and
regulations for carrying out the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 11. REPEALED. PUI. L. 89-348, NOV. 8. 1965. 79 STAT. 1311
SEC. 12. PAYMENT OF FUNDS TO AND COOPERATION WITH PUERTO RICO. DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA, GUM. MERICAH SMOA. COMONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN
MARIANA ISlAHDS. AND VIRGIN ISlANDS
The Secretlry of the Interior is authorized to cooperate ~ith the
Secretary of Agriculture of Puerto Rico, the Mayor of the District of
Columbia, the Governor of Guam, the Governor of ~rican Samoa, the
Governor of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and the
Governor of the Virgin Isllnds, in the conduct of fish restorltion and
management projects, as defined in section 2 of this Act, upon such terms
and conditions as he shall deem fair, just, and equitable, and is
authorized to apportion to Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia, Guam,
American Samoa, the Common~ealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and the
Virgin Islands, out of money availlble for apportionment under this Act,
such sums as he shall detenaine, not exceeding for Puerto Rico 1 per
cent~, for the District of Columbil one-third of 1 per centum, for Guam
one-third of I per centum, for American Samoa one-third of 1 per centum,
for the Common~ellth of the Northern Mariana Islands one-third of 1 per
centum, and for the Virgin Islands one-third of I per centum of the total
amount apportioned in anyone year, but the Secretary shall in no event
require any of said cooperating 'qencies to pay an lmount which ~ill exceed
2S per centum of the cost of any ~-oject. Any unexpended or unobligated
balance of lny apportionment made p~rsuant to this section shall be .ade
available for expenditure in Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia. Guam,
American Sa~a, the Common~ealth of the Northern Mariana lslands, or the
Virgin Islands, as the case .ay be, in the succeeding year, on any approved
projects, and if unexpended or unobligated at the end of such year is
authorized to be _ade available for expenditure by the Secretary of the
Interior in carrying on the research program of the Fish and Wildlife.

SEC. 13. STATE USE OF CONTRIBUTIONS
A State mly use contributions of funds, rell property, materials, and
services to Clrry out an activity under this Act in lieu of payments by the
State of the Stlte share of the cost of such lctivity. Such a State share
shall be considered to be paid in In amount equll to the fair market value
of any contribution so used.
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COlpt'! 1 Hlbltlt Mlnlg.m.nt
9.1 G.n.r.1. Tn,s cnapter pro",des gUidance on prolecls
lor Ihe management of lands and ",altrs as habitat for f,sh
and ""Idlife populations Habitat managemenl Includes
"egelallon man.puiation ,nd creallon 01 habitat 10 support
fiSh and ,."Idltle populallons For prolects to carry out
operallonS and malOlenance 01 faclhtles. r.fer to 522 FW 7
9.2 Ellglbl. Purpose •. Habitat management prOlects must
ha"e Ob,eCltves r.lated to one or mort 01 the follo""ng.
A. Creallng habitat ,n areas lackIOg adequate habitat to
support a des,red populatIon level Included IS the
conslruc:,on 01 Impoundments to crealt ne", or additional
",alers for ",IIdltf. or sport fish populauons
8. ImprOVIng hab,tat condItions to meet flsh and ","dltle
nabltat needs Included 's the management of "'at.r le".ls.
foOd and co"er planlings. etc

1.3 Documentltlon of PropOIII•. The prOlect statement
for habitat enhancement prOlects snould Include the
101l0"'IOg ,nlormation
A. Nlld. Provide a statemenl of ",hy Ihe hab,talls being
crealed or Improved. ThiS may be a program oblective for
the species or populations or the need In terms of
o"ercomlng a shortage of angltng. hunllng. or other Ilsh and
"'lidlile assoclaled opportuOllles
B. Obj.ctlv•. Descllbe the oblectl"e 01 the ",ark to be
accomplished For elample
To constructl"'O greentree reser"o,rs of 280 a,res
1113 ~ hal and 350 acr.s (141 7 hal. on Ihe Bear
Botloms W,ldl"e Management Area for the purpose
of prO"'dlng ""nterlng habltal for ",alerto",'
To Improve 1 mile (1 6 km) ot cono salmon spa",ning
and reallng habltal in F,sh Creek by , 995
To annually ma,nta,n 1 2CO acres (485 8 hal at open
held lor small game habitat on Ihe Happy Valley
WMA by mo""ng. d'SClng. and burn,ng
C. Exp.ct.d R.lultl or B.n.fIll. Identify. and to lhe
extent feasible quantity. the resource or pubhc use benefits
to be real,zed as a result of the proJect For example
The h.O greentr .. reservoirs ""II,ncrease hIgh
qualtty. reliable ",etland habitat on the Bear Botlom
Management Area by approxImately 10'll. and snould
pro"'de capacity to carry an addlltonal 18.000
nunler ·days annually
To prO"'de spa",ning and rearing habitat for 75 pails
01 coho salmon. resulling ,n an addll,onal 125
Mr.estable t,sn
To .eep 10'4 of lhe WMA available as high quality
r.ab !at for s"'all gam. popu:at,ons ",nlcn pro",des
50 'jOO days CI recreation annually

121792 FWM 060
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D. Approlch. Descllbe now lhe wOlk ""II be conducted
Include the numb.r 01 acr.s/hectares to be clealed or
,mpro"ed and the methOdS or techniques to be Imployed
E. LOCltlon. ld.nllty the areas on ",hlch the work IS to be
p.rformed
F. Eltlmlted COIl. Prov,de Ihe esllmated coSI by year lor
compielton olth. obj.ctl"e

'.4 Documlntltlon to Support til. Grlnt Pr~pOIII.
GenerallnformallOn on dacmentatlon to supportth' Granl
Proposal IS contained In 522 FW 1 4 The fOIlO"'lng
,nlormatton should b. Subml".d "'ilh the Grant Proposal
A. PrOVide Information nHd.d by the RegIonal Dlltctor to
dellrmlne whether the work proposed ""II have a SIgnificant
Impact on the .nvironment (See Part 523 for addil,onal
InformallOn on National Enwonmental Policy Act
requirements)
B. If the ",ark proposed Involvn the construction.
enlargement. or r.habilltat,on of dams su!ltectto Fed.ral
design r.quII.mlnIS, prOVide .vldence thaI an .ngineer has
revIewed the dn'9n and specifications The rlvl'W should
be by an englnNr qualif,.d in the desIgn and construction of
dams

'.5 Docum.ntltlon to Support the Grlnt Agrllm.n\.
Pro",de a summary of ",ark to be done by lacat,on and Ine
estimated cost during the grant agreement per,Od (See 522
FW 1 7 'or general Informahon on dOCumenlallon to support
lhe Grant Agreement)
9.' COlt I. General requllements related to allowable COSIS
are In 43 CFR 1262 and 522 FW 1 11 The follo"'IOg are
speCifically related to habitat management prolectS.
A. Costs for haMal management actiVities deSigned to
,nclude other than Federal Aid program purpos.s must be
allocated among the benef,nlng programs Th. aliocallOn of
costs IS I10t necessary If the non Federal Aid program
purposes are Incldenlalto In. pumary use.
B. Preliminary project costs. such as engineering surveys
s,te plans. tiC are allo",able If speCifically pro"ided for ,n lhe
Grant Agreement
9.7 Speclll Condltlonl. The follo",ing condItions are
speCifically applicable to fish and ""Idllfe habItat
managemenlacllvities.
A. Federal Aid funds may not t>e used to mitigate fish and
",tldl,fe habitat losses, ",here the obligation to mItigate IS
Incurred by another Federal or State agency
8. Habitat management acti",ties on areas o",ned or
controlled by other public agencies or private parties should
be under control of the S:ate fish and "'Ildlife agency
ContrOl may be achieved by ...r'lIen agreemenl ""th the
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landown.r The agrllm.nt Should D. 01 su",clenl duraMn
10 p'olecl Ih. Investments.

C. PrOltets for th. manag.menl 01 mlgralory Dlrd haDolat
shOuld not De ,ncompatoDI. wllh Fed.ral migratory bird
POltCI's and l.gulallOns and wllh flyway manag.m.nt plans
Conlacl the Flyway R.presentatov. and Regional Director
wh.n Ih.r. IS a qu.shon

D. II p.stocldes are us.d for haDolal managem.nt. Ih.
pesllcld. to be us.d musl D. "glst.r.d for ItS ,nllnd.d use.
Ihe appllcallon must b. In accordance w,lh currentlaD.1
Instruchons and applied und.r supervIsion 01 a certof,ed
applicator Th. R.glonal O,reclor should be consulled "
th.re IS any questoon concern,ng the uS, or appllcatoon of the
p.stlclde.
E. Th. construchon. enlarg.m.nt. or rehaD,lltallon 01 dams
are suDI'Cl to th. Fed.ral standards lor dam d.slgn.
Granllls should consult th. R.glonal Orrector concerning
lh. application o. current F.deral standards
F. For construction coslong mort than $foo 000. a qualified
engln..r must approve engin"IIOg plans and .stomalls.
approve Ih. fusIDlllty de"rmln~ltlon. supervise the
construction. and lurnlsh a report ot hnal InspKtlon.

9.' Perform.nce Report•. Wllh,n 90 days alter th. end of
the grant agrttment p'"od. the State must SuDmlt a
performance report on the prol.ct ISe. 522 FIN 1 22) The
performance report muSI conla,n th. lollowlng Inlormalion
A. A deSCllptlon 01 the progless made throlJgh the end of
lhe grant agrllment per,od loward accomplishment ollhe
slated oDlecllv, for Ihe proltet Elplaln any devlallons
which may Impact on accomphShment 01 the stated oDlectove

B. A summary of the .,ork completed dUllng Ihe grant
agreemenl pellod related to Ihe work Idenl;t'ed ,n lhe prOlsCl
slatement or the Grant Agreement Th. leport shOuld
Include. as appropriate. the numD.r 01 acres,hectares or
m,les;kllometers of stream crealed or Improv.d and the
location
C. The location where th. work was don. Id.ntrfy the
location Dy county and olher desCllptoons or prOVide maps as
appropllate

D. The costs IOcurred during the granl agrttment pt/lOd
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CD.pt,r 10 Flcllilltl Construction
10.1 Genelli. Th,s chapter prOVides gUidance on prOlects
10 construcl or ,mprOve facdilies For Ihe purpose 01 thiS
chapter. faCIlities ,nclude bUlld,ngs. structures. and
,nfraslructure

The addition of a two lane launChong ramp Will allOW
an addl!tonal 100 boallDg dayS of use durIng peak
per,ods Annually lhe oncreaSed use Will prOVide an
additional 3.000 angler days 0' opportunity

10.2 EligIble Purpo.... ProJecls for faCilities development
must have oblec!tves related to one or more 01 the follOWing
purposes

The hSh stocked Will provide U> million angler days
01 recreation tDrougll the slocking of 6 lakes and' 5
slreams

A. PrOViding publiC access to lands or waters for hunting,
flshong, or other wildille and sport tish aSSOCiated recreation

The expanded shOOllDg faciliti's w,ll provide Iive·hre
"alnlng lor 750 Dunter educalion studenls a~nually
In addillon, the 'acllitilS are expected to prOVide
1,200 recreation days of publiC use

B. EnhanCing the public use and enloyment of wlldlile or
sporl I,sh resources

C. PrOVidIng support. such as headquarters and research
faCIlities. necessary lor carryong out Federal Aid prOJects
D. PrOViding Iraln,ng facditles. such as classrooms and
target ranges. for carry,ng out Dunter education and aquatic
educallon prOjects
E. PrOVIdIng lor the protection 0' the lacilities.

10.3 DocumenllUon of Propo .. I•. The prolect statement
for development of faCIlities shOuld contaon the 101l0wlng
,nformation.

E. LocaUon. Identify th' speclhc locallon 01 each 'acllity to
be construcled or developed.

F. Estlmlted Coat. Provide Ihe estimated cosl. by year,
for accomphshlng the Ob\KlIVe

A. Heed. State the reason why lacllities are needed or
eXlstong lacilities need Improvement
B. ObJ.ctlv... PrOVIde a conCIse slatem.nt of ""hat the
prOlect will accompliSh In terms of Ihe staled need For
example
To construct 40 goose hunling blinds on the Bear
Bottoms Wildlife Management Area to obtaon bener
dIS",butlon of hunters.
To develop a tvwo·lane concrete bOatlaunch,ng ramp
and parkIng for 50 boat trader uOltS al Muddy
ReserVOir
To construci a _ 'Idwater rear,ng facdlty In the Clear
River draInage VICinity capable 01 prOdUCing lish
reqUiled to meel the anached stockong plan

10.• Document.tlon to Support the Gr.nt PropolIl.
General informallon on documentation to support the Grant
Proposal,s contained In 522 FW I .•. Th' follow,ng
Informalion sDould be subm,ned wllh the Grant Proposal
A. Provld', With Ihe Granl Proposal. informalion needed by
Ihe Regional Dlleclor 10 dllermlne whether th' work
proposed Will have a SlgnlticantlmpaCI on th, enVironment
AOdillonal information on Nallonal EnVllonmental PoliCy Act
requtrements '5 contaIned in Part 523. Federal Aid
Com pliance RequllemenlS.

B. If requested by the RegIonal Direclor. provide
eng,n""ng plans and spec,hcahOns.
10.5 Doeumlnt.tlon to Support the Grlnt Agreement.
The follOWing ,nformation should be submitted wllh the Grant
A~reement. (SH 522 FW I 7 lor general Information on
dOCum,ntatlon 10 support the Grant Agreem,nt )

To construct Ihr88 add,tional combinat,on trap and
skeet helds to the Duke County Shooting Area by
Idalel
C. Expectld Ruulll Ind Benellt •. Identdy and to the
extenl feaSible quantify, the recreallonal user benel,ts or
cther beneltts to be prOVided as a result of thiS prOlect For
example
By prOViding hunting blindS. hunters "",11 be more
evenly distributed on the hunling areas r.sultlng In a
saler. more enloyable expe"ence lor all While lhe
blinds may result In a reduction 01 total hunler days
Initially har·,esl IS expected to Increase al :easl 20'l'.

121792FWM060
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D. Approlch, DlScrlb, how the work is \0 be done It IS
nOI necessary to Include plans and specifications. unllSS
speCIfically requlSted by Ih' RegIonal DirlCtor. If
appllcabl'. dlSc"be third party l((angemenlS for oper allon
and/or maintenance of the faCility. ircillding how revenue
Irom any user IHS will be handled Provide a descropllon of
the capaCity, type 01 construCllon. elc.
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A. A schedule of work Ilems and estimated costs to be
t~nded during the current grant agreement period Work
Items ,nclude the major structurlS or components to be
ccnstructed such as boat ramps. parking lots. comfort
laclhlles.

B. It Ihe prOlect includlS a facility to be used for hunter
education. boallng access, or aquatic education, Idenllfy the
subprogram and estlmaled cost 'or each subprogram
10.6 Co.t•. General requirements related to allowable
cests are in 43 CFR , 262 and 522 FW t "
Costs for the
a:'JlOISltIOn. construction or Improvement ollaclhtles
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522 FW 10,7

1eslgned 10 ,nclude use olher than for Federal Aid program
~urposes muSI be allocaled among lhe benef,llng programs
Tne aliocallOn of costs 's not necessary It the non·Federal
A'd program purposlS are InCidental to the promary use

10,' P,rlormane, R,ports. W,lh,n 90 days aher the end
of ~ne g' ant agreement periOd Ine Siale must submit a
performance report on the prolecl (See S22 FW 1 22) The
performance reporl must conta,n the follow,"g ,nformahon

10.7 Specl.1 Conditions. The follOWing condillons are
specifically applicable 10 facilities construction actlvilles.

A. A desCllpt,on 01 the progress made through the end of
the grant agreement periOd toward accomplishment of the
Slated ob,echve 101 Ihe prolect Explain any deViations
which may Impact on .ccomplishment of Ihe stated oblecllve

A, Facllilles construcled or improved wl\h Federal Aid funds
must contlnue to serve Ihe purpose lor wh,cn acquired or
construcled II the Stall believes Ihat Ihe property can no
longer serve thiS purpose. the property may be sold, traded.
or tne purpose changed "11th the proor approval of the
Regional Director (See SO CFR 80 14)

I, The State must have conlloi over the land on which
laclhtllS are constructed or developed ConlrOI shOuld be
adequall 10 assure that the taclhties "I,ll conhnue to serve
the,r Intended purposes throughout thell useful Iile ContrOl
may be uerclsed by fee lIt1e. lease. easement, cooperative
agreement. perm II. or Olner legally btnding Instrument. (See
SO CFR 80 20)
C. The use of facilihes must comply w,th Federal
nond,scrrm,nahon requirements, tncludlng lhe prOv'Slon of
access for persons "11th disabilihes (See U S Fish and
Wildhle Serv,ce GUldehnes for Compl,ance "11th Federal
Nond,scrimtnatton ReqUirements wn,cn 's ava,lable tram the
Regional OH,ces )

o

Facilities must be maintained to ensule thai they
cQc,trnue to serve their ,ntended purpose tnroughout tnelr
useful life The State may operate and ma,nla,n the facility
under a Federal A,d prOlect (See S22 FW 7), "11th State
lunds, or may enter Into an agreement wllh a thHd party to
manage the lacil,ty (See SO CFR 80 17)
E, Boating access facilities acquHed, constructed.
developed, or ma,nla,ned 10 satisfy the 10'" set aSide
reQulremenl must be capable 01 accommOdating molar boats
Motorboals are Inose boats primarily propelled by Inlernal
combustion engines The size of the boats and motors to be
accommodated should nOI be unreasonably restricted (See
SO CFR 80 17).

B. A summary 01 the work compleled during lhe grant
agreement period related to Ihe work Identified in the prOlect
slatement or the Grant Agreement
C. Specllic location 01 Ihe laclh!les constructed or
developed.

0, The costs Incurred during the grant agreement pellOd
10.' Identlllcltion 01 F.cllltitl.
A. Facilihes shOuld be Identil18d as to the Federal Aid
program under which the facility was constructed or
Improved Enlrance signs should Idenllfy that the faCility
was prov,ded under a Federal Aid proglam and should
Identify the specll,C program The approproate Federal Aid
program symbOl may bt used lor Federal Aid in Wildlife and
Federal Aid ,n SPOil Fish facllllles.

B. For public use faCilities, prOVISion should be made 10
,"form the publiC of the location. boundaries. and any
restrictions on use of faCIlities Maps may be used lor thiS
purpose
10.10 Third P.rtltt. FacIlities operated and/or maintained
by third parties should bt covered by an agreement. The
agreemenl should ,nclude a prOVISion Ihat revenues from
user fees must be used to oHsl! operallOn and ma,ntenance
costs and a Shpulallon proh'bl!Jng uses 01 the laclhty which
may contl,ct "11th ,IS Intended purpose The Slate may use
ItS own laws. regulations, and poliCies to document and
eXlcute the agreement

-f..-For construction cosling more than $100.000. a quahfied
engineer must approve engineering plans and spec,licahons.
approve the feasibility determination. supervise the
construction. and furnish a report of hnal Inspection
G. II constructton IS anllClpatld In a floodplain or wetland
Inen Executive Order' , 988. FlOOdplain Management. aM
Executive Order' , 990. PrOIeChOn of Wellands, will apply
H. Construction. Improvement. or renovallon ol,.sn hatcn,ng
aM rearing facilities are ehglble acllvltles under Ihe Federal
Aid 11\ Sport Fish Restorahon program when Ihe Stale can
ShOw a continuing need lor such a faCility for an adeQuale
,er.gtn at lime to ,uShf) the cap,tal ,nveslmenl
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